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Chapter 1. Trotsky1s Lies 

The justification for this book is ·twofold. First, during the past sev

eral decades a great many primary historical sources have been 

made available for the first time. Second, none of those who have 

written about Trotsky have made use of these sources. 

These primary sources are important. They permit us to know a 

great dea.l more about Trotsky's activities during the 1930s than 

ever before. Yet despite this fact - or, perhaps, because of i.t - they 

have been almost entirely neglected. 

These new primary sources are: 

* The Trotsky Archive at Houghton Library, Harvard Univer

sity, open since January 2, 1.980. In this book I refer to this as 

the ''Harvard TA,' or simply ''TA." 

* A flood of documents from former Soviet archives pub

lished since the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 and continu

ing to this day. 

Other collections of primary sources include the Trotsky-Sedov 

correspondence at the Hoover Institution, and documents made 

available but not published at various archives in Russia and else

\vhere. 

The documents from former Soviet archives have re·volutionized 

our knowledge and understanding of Soviet history of the Stalin 

period) and thus of Soviet hi.story as a whole. They permit us to see 

that much of what was written about Stalin and his era during 

Khrushchev's time, then during Gorbachev's tenure, and still to

day, is deliberately false - in plajn language, lies. 

The documents in the Harvard TA, and the research based on them 

by the late 'Pierre Braue, and by American historian Arch G·etty, 

continue to be neglected by all writers on Trotsky even though -
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or perhaps· because - they demand of us a radically different view 

of Trotsky's activities during the 193 Os and even before. 

These primary sources now make it possible to check many of the 

fact-claims made by defendants in the Moscow Trials in the course 

of their testimony. For the first time we are able to objectively 

evaluate this important body of evidence by verifying some of the 

statements made in the Moscow Trials against independent 

sources. 

This too has never been done. Since Nikita Khrushchev1s iiSecret 

Speech'' to the XX Party Congress in February 1956 virtually all 

historians have dismissed the Moscow Trials testimony as false. 

The paradigm of the Moscow Trials has been that of innocent de

fendants forced to mouth false confessions to crimes they never 

committed by means of threats to themselves, against their fami

lies, etc. Their testimony has been universally rejected as fabri

cated, faked, ''scripted'' by the NKVD investigators, the prosecu

tion, ''Stalin.'' 

But there has never been any evidence that the Moscow Trials tes ... 

timony was fabricated. This has simply been asserted. This asser .. 

tion has been ''believed," accorded almost universal credence, be .. 

cause it has been voiced by seemingly diverse authorities: by Trot

sky himself; by Soviet emigres and dissidents who fled the USSR in 

the 1930s and thereafter; then by Khrushchev and by commissions 

and writers during his time; then by Mikhail Gorbachev and the 

commissions and writers sponsored by him; and since 1991 by 

both Russian and We~tern historians who claim to be drawing 

upon the newly-available documentation from former Soviet ar

chives. 

However, the truth is not constituted by any ''consensusl' of 

authorities. Nor is ''credibility,, a cate:gory of analysis. Whether a 

statement, fact-claim, etc. is ''believed11 has no bearing at all on 

whether it is true, no matter how many ''authorities'' affir.m it. Only 

primary sources are evidence. 
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These newly-available primary sources - evidence - from the for
mer Soviet archives and from the Harvard TA permit us to see for 
the first time that the history of the Soviet Union during the Stalin 
period, including the roles of Stalin and Trotsky} is very different -
indeed, in many respects the diametrical opposite - from what we 
have been taught, and from what is still the ''mainstream," ''con
sensus1' version. 

* Thanks to these newly-available sources we can now see that 
Khrushchev, and then Gorbachev, lied about Soviet history of the 
Stalin period. 

*We can also see now that Trotsky lied too deliberately, as did 
Khrushchev and Gorbachev. Like them, Trotsky lied a lot. 

I have written a number of books and articles about the lies perpe .. 
trated under the auspices of Khrushchev and Gorbachev, about 
anticommunist historians East and West who have drawn upon 
their lies, and about the new version of Soviet history that emerges 
from the newly .. available archival sources. In Trotsky's A.malgams' 
(from which the present book is largely extracted), in Leon Trot
sky's Collaboration with Germany and japan, and in future volumes, 
I will identify and study some of Trotsky}s lies and examine how 
this new evidence changes our understanding of Trotsky's activi
ties and of Soviet history during the 1930s. 

Trotsky's Lies 

We owe, in great part, our introduction to the fact that Trotsky lied 
to a number of seminal works of research. First is the work of the 
late Pierre Broue, the foremost Trotskyist historian in the world 
during his time (Braue died in 2005). Second is the seminal article 
by J~ Arch Getty, ''Trotsky in Exile: The Founding of the Fourth Jn .. 
ternational," published in Soviet Studies in January, 1986. Third is 
the brilliant article by Sven .. Eric Holmstrom, ''New Evidence Con
cerning the 'Hotel Bristol' Question in the First Moscow Trial of 
1936,'' published in Cultural Logic for 2008. Inspired by the efforts 
of these researchers I have discovered some more lies by Trotsky. 
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v·erifying the Moscow Trials Testimony 

Part One of Trotsky 1s 'Amal9ams 1 (excerpted and updated in The 
Moscow Trials as Evidence) consists of the process of ve1~ification of 
those fact .. claims made by defendants in the three Moscow Trials 
that we can now check from other, independent sources. This pro
ject is important for understanding \iVhat Trotsky \Vas doing during 
the 1930s. 

Ac.cordi11g to the Moscow Trials testimony Trotsky, in the leader .. 
ship of his clandestine followers within the USSR ar1d in a political 
bloc \Vitl1 many other Oppositionists,, vvas involved in the following 

• • consp1rac1es: 

* To assassinate Stali11 and other Soviet leaders (called ('terror'' or 
''individual terror}' in Russian); 

* To sabotage as much of the Soviet economy as possible, princi
pally in industry, in mining, and in transpor·tation; 

* To conspire with command.ers of the Soviet armed forces in or
der to promo·te a coup d'etat against the Stalin regime; 

*to take over leadership of the Soviet Union \Vith the help of Hit
ler's Germany, militarist Japa.n, and other foreign powers at the 
price of making important economic concess'ions and of ceding 
parts of the Soviet Union to them, stopping support for the Comin
tern, and returning n1uch or most of the economy bacl< to private 
ovv11ership. 

Trotsky vigorously denied all of this. Especially since Khrushchev 
and Gorbachev) Trotsky's denials have been almost universally 
believed. 

But the primary source evidence available to us today enables us 
to see that at the very least many, and indeed perhaps all) of the 
charges against Trotsky and the confessions made by the Moscow 

. , 
Trials defendants were true. On t·he evidence, Trotsky 1s denials are 
lies. 
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In Trotsky's 'Amalgams', The Moscow Trials as Evidence, the present 
book, and in future books I will examine those lies of Trotsky's that 
bear directly upon his conspiratorial activities and upon my verifi .. 
cation of the Moscow Trials testimony~ I do not mean to imply that 
these were all Trotsky was lying about~ The more we study} the 
more lies of Trotsky's we discover. 

Lenin's ''Peppery Dishes'' Statement 

One example of a lie by Trotsky that does not bear directly upon 
his conspiracies or upon verification of the Moscow Trials testi
mony will serve to illustrate the fact that Trotsky lied a great deal. 
This is his claim that Lenin opposed Stalin's appointment as Gen
eral Secretary of the Party because of his crude behavior towards 
others, which Trotsky called ''peppery dishes." 

I begin with what I believe to be the first time that Trotsky used 
this story. This was in his speech of October 23, 1927, to a com
bined meeting of the Plenum of the Central Committee and the 
Central Control Committee, called to consider his expulsion from 
the Party. Trotsky's ''peppery dishes'' statement is in boldface in 
the original, below: 
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Trots ky 1 s Lies 

The earliest version of Trotsky's ''cook ... peppery dishes'' story 
Pravda November 2, 1927. 

Tpo~KH H:. l1 epe3 0KTH6p bC'KYIO pe·ao111Du;1110 Harna napTHH 
"' noJiyq11Jia B CBOM pyKH Mory~eCTBeHHbIH arrrrapaT 

npHHY/K,D,eHI15l, 6e3 KOTOporo HeMblCJIHMa rrpoJieTapcKa5l 

Al-IKTaTypa. Cpe,aoTOt.!HeM tJiHKTaTypbI .HBJIHeTc.H 

~eHTpaJlbHbIH Kor-.111TeT Harnei1 rrapTHH. Dp11 JieHHHe, npx 
JieH11HCKOM [(eHTpaJibHOM KoMH1~eTe opr'taHH3a~HOHHhIM 

arrnapaT naprl' HH 6bIJI ITO,LJ;YHHeH peBOJIIOIJ.HOHHOH K JiaCCOBOH 

rroJI.HTHKe MHposoro MacUITa6a. ITpaB~a, CTa1111H, B KaqecTBe 

reHepaJibHoro ceKpeTapH, BHylllaJI JleHHHY onaceHH.H c 

caMoro HaqaJia. <<Celi noeap 6yAeT roTOBHTh TOJihKO 

OCTpLie OJIIOAa>>, TaK fOBOpHJJ lleHI1H B TeCHOM Kpyry B 

MOJ\1eHT x C'bes,n,a.1 

1 '(Rech' tov. Trotskogo ,11 Pravda November 2-1 192-7. Felix Krei~el has usefully put 
a phott1graphic i~ep11ociucti.on o.f this page of Pravda at 
http://web.mit.edu/ f)k/ww\-V / images/ P11 avda/ 1927-11-02-4.pdf and 
transcribed the somewhat different version of Trotsky's speech from the MS in 
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Translated~ 

Trotsky: Through the October Revolution our Party re
ceived into its hands a powerful apparatus of compul
sion without which the proletarian dictatorship is un
thinkable. The concentration of the dictatorship is the 
Central Committee of our Party. In Lenin's time, in the 
time of Lenin 1s Central Com.mittee, the organizational 
apparatus of the Party was subordinated to revolution .. 
ary class politics of a global scale. True, Stalin in his ca
pacity of General Secretary instilled fear in Lenin from 
the very beginning. ''This cook will prepare only pep .. 
pery [literally: sharp - GF] dishes," - so said Lenin to a 
small circle at the time of the X Party Congress. 

11 

In this first occurrence Trotsky clearly separated the (icook ... pep-
pery dishes'' story from Stalin's being made General Secretary. 
Here Trotsky claims that Lenin made this remark ''at the time of 
the X Party Congress},, which took place March 8 - 16, 1921. Stalin 
was named to the post of General Secretary as a result of the XI 
Congress held a year later} March 27 - April 2, 1922. 

This would have been a good opportunity for Trotsky to name 
others that also heard Lenin make this remark. It would, arguably, 
have helped him, given his speech more impact, if he had done so. 
But he did not. This makes us suspect that perhaps he could not do 
so - that the story may be false. 

It is difficult to prove that Lenin did not make this remark. Most 
events do not leave a paper trail. For our purposes what is most 
important here is that even Trotsky does not claim that Lenin made 
the remark in connection with Stalin's being made General Secre
tary~ 

In February 1929, the same month he went into exile to Turkey, 
Trotsky once again cited the ''peppery dishes11 story. 

the Harvard TA at 
http:/ /web.mit.edu/fjk/\vww /Trotsky /sochineniia/1927 /19271023.html 
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('This cook will prepare only peppery dishes,'' Lenin 

warned the party as early as 1922. 

- ''Hovv Could This Happen?'' February 25, 1929. WLT 

'29. p. 38. 

Here ·r1~otsky does not explicitly tie the story to Stalin's gaining the 

General Secretary post. But he does so implicitly, by shifting the 

date from 1921 to 1922, the year of the Eleventh Party Congress, 

the year Stalin was chosen as General Secretary. 

Below are some of the citations of this statement in Trotsky's 

works. I do not claim that this is an exhaustive list. 

Trotsky on ''Peppery Dishes'' 

When at the Tenth Congress, two years after the death of 

Sverdlov, Zinoviev and others, not without a hidden 

thought of the struggle against me, supported the candi

dacy of Stalin for General Secretary - that is, placed him 

de jure in the position which Sverdlov had occupied de 

facto - Lenin spoke in a small circle against this plan, ex

pressing his fear that ''this cook will prepare only pep
pery dishes." That phrase alone, taken in connection 

with the character of Sverdlov, shows us the differences 

between the two types of organizers: the one tireless in 

smoothing over conflicts, easing the work of the Colle

gium} and the other a specialist in peppery dishes - not 

even afraid to spice them with actual poison. 

- ''On the Suppressed Testament of Lenin (December 

19 3 2) .'' 
.htt.ps: //www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky /19 3 2/12 /le 

nin.htm 

The n ecessity of removing the boss \vho was specializing 
t 

in peppery dishes became clear to Lenin immediately 

after his return to work. 
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- Ibid. 

In 19 21, warning his most intimate comrades against 

electing Stali.n as general secretary, Lenin said, ''This 

cook will prepare only peppery dishes.,, 

- ''Some Results of the Stalin Amalgam'1 WL T '34--'35; also 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky /1935 /01/ a 

malgam.htm 

·From being the instrument of the revolution, the G.P.U. 

has become the instrument of the soviet aristocracy, the 

personal instrument of Stalin, about whom Lenin 

warned in 1922: ''This cook will prepare only peppery 
dishes." 

- ''The Moscow (Confessions''' 18 Dec. 1936 

In 1922, when Stalin was first elected general secretary 

of the party, Lenin remarked warningly to a small circle: 

''This cook will give us only peppery dishes.'' 

- ;'Is Stalin Weakening or the Soviets?', January 1932. 

WLT1932p.38. 

True to his evaluation of people and circumstances, 

Lenin in March 1922 spoke out decisively against the 

appointment of Stalin as general secretary (''that cook 

will make only peppery dishes'') ... 

- ''From the Archives," Sept. 1932 WLT 1932 p. 208. 

Lenin saw the democratization of the administration as 

the most important task of the dictatorship. ''Every cook 

must learn how to govern." The process that has taken 

place is quite the reverse. The number of administrators 

did not grow to include ''every cook''; it constricted in

stead to a single chef, and at that a specialist in peppery 
dishes only. 

- ''Alarm Signal!'' March 3, 1933. WLT 1932-33 p.112. 

13 
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In 1921, warning his most intimate comrades against 

electing Stalin as general secretary, Lenin said) ''This 

cook will prepare only peppery dishes." 

- ;'Some Results of the Stalin Amalgam),, January 12, 

1935. WLT 1934-35 p. 207. 

You may remember that in 1921 Lenin had strongly ad .. 

vised the party against electing Stalin to the post of gen .. 

eral secretary. ''This cook'' ~- Lenin literally said - ''will 

prepare only spicy dishes." In any case, Lenin could not 

at that moment have had the slightest idea of just how 

spicy this cook's dishes would be.2 

... ''Stalin Is Not Everything.'' August 23, 1936. WLT 1935 .. 

36 p. 411. 

From being the instrument of the revolution, the GPU 

has become the instrument of the Soviet aristocracy, the 

personal instrument of Stalin, about whom Lenin 

warned in 1922: ''This cook will prepare only peppery 

dishes." 

- ''Shame!'' December 18, 1936. WL T 1935 .. 36 p. 496. 

It is astounding how persistent Zinoviev was, as he 

pulled Kamenev .along, in preparing over a number of 

years his own tragic finale. If not for Zinoviev's initiative, 

Stalin would have hardly become the General Secretary 

of the Party. Zinoviev was bent on utilizing the episodic 

trade union discussion in the winter of 1920-21 for a 

further struggle against me. Stalin appeared to him --

and not without foundation -- the man most suitable for 

the behind-the-scenes work. It was during these very 

2 The R.ussian t erm is "ostrye bliuda," literally "sharp dishes,'} meaning "spicyn or 

''peppery," For some reason the translators used the term 11spicy" here but 

"pepperyn elsewherex 
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days that Lenin} objecting to the appointment of Stalin as 
General Secretary, made his famous remark: ''I do not 
advise it -- this cook will prepare only peppery dishes." 
What prophetic words! 

.. ''Pages from Trotsky's Journal," 1936-1937. 

In March 19 21 Lenin had already given the advice not to 
choose Stalin as the general secretary since, as he put it, 

• 

''This cook will prepare only peppery dishes." ... Thus 
the Kremlin ''cook'' came to the most peppery ''dishes'' in 
the form of the Moscow trials. 

- ''Statement to Journalists on the Dewey Verdict." De
cember 13, 1937. WLT 1937-38 p. 98-9. 

Lenin did not trust Stalin in 1921, when Zinoviev rec
ommended him for the post of general secretary. Lenin 
gave the following warning: ''I don't advise this. This 
cook will prepare only peppery dishes) '' 

- ''Behind the Moscow Trials." March 3, 1938. WLT 1937 .. 
38 p. 203. 

It was precisely at this point that Stalin brought into 
complete view the dangerous qualities which Lenin had 
warned against: rudeness, disloyalty, propensity to 
abuse power. The ''cook of the Kremlin'' had indeed pre
pared the most peppery of dishes. 

- Ibid. p. 205 . 

... why it was precisely Stalin (''the cook of peppery 
dishes," according to Lenin,s definition as far back as 
March 1921) who became head of the avid and conser .. 
vative caste of usurpers of the revolution; 

- ''The Priests of Half>WTruth.'' March 19, 1938. WLT 1937-
38 p. 280. 

15 
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Lenin proposed in his testament (January 1923) to re

move Stalin from the post of general secretary of the 
pa.rty, giving as his reasons Stalin's rudeness, disloyalty, 

and tendency to abuse power. Two years earlier Lenin 

\Varned: ''This cook will prepare only peppery dishes.'' 
No one in the party liked or respected Stalin ... That is 

\vhy the cook of peppery dishes became the leader of 
the totalitarian bureaucracy. 

- ''The Comintern and the GPU. The Attempted Assassi

nation of May 24 and the Communist Party.'' WL T 1939-

40 p. 349 - 3 50.3 

Trotsky made this claim many times. He vacillated between 1921 

and 19 2 2 as the year Lenin supposedly said it. Trotsky also vacil

lated over the question of to whom Lenin made this remark. Trot

sky wrote ''in a small circle," ''his most intimate comrades,'' ''his 

fan1ous remark,'1 ''warned the party,1
' ''to a small circle,'' ''spoke out 

decisively," ''strongly advised the party,', ''gave the following warn ... 

ing." 

Trotsky always claimed that others besides himself had heard 

Lenin make this remark. His accounts differ significantly about 

who and how many those people were. He never specifically name 

anybody but himself. In addition) only Trotsky records it, no one 
else. These considerations might provide reason enough to reject 

this oft-repeated story of T1 .. otsky)s as a lie. 

3 This staten1er1t is also to be fc)und. th1~ee times in Chapter 12 o.f the English lan.
guage edition of Trotsky)s biography of Stalin. But this book \A/as not completed at 
Trotsky's death. It was completed by Cha11 les Malamuth, who was later criticized 
for adding mate1~ials of his own. (My thanks to David Walter·s for this informa
tion.) It is nc)·t in the Russia11 versio11 edited by It1rii Fel'shtinsky fro in, he says, the 

copy in the 'f A. But of course it \A/ould not be, for that volume only goes up to the 

year 1917. 
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There is a yet more essential point: After his initial version of the 

story in October 1927, in which he dates Lenin's statement to 

1921, Trotsky usually ties it to the discussion around the choice of 

Stalin as General Secretary of the Party, which took place at the XI 

Party Congress in March-April 1922. 

This is how we know Trotsky was lying. First, because initially 

even Trotsky did not connect the story with Stalin's appointment. 

Second, because, by all accounts, it was Lenin himself who pro

posed Stalin as General Secretary. 

Iurii Fel'shtinsky is a prominent and devoted Russian Trotskyist 

scholar who, predictably, hates Stalin. Fel'shtinsky writes: 

0TMeTHM, t.ITO )J;O Hal.JaJia 6oJie3HH JleHHHa HHKaKHX 

IlOJIHTHl.JeCI<HX pa3HO·r JiaCHH MeJK~Y JleHH.HbIM 11 

CTaJIHHhIM He ohrJio. (Vozhdy 250) 

Translated: 

We note that before the onset of Lenin's illness there 

were no political disagreements between Lenin and Sta

lin. 

The XI Party Congress took place immediately before Lenin be

came ill. 

Fel'shtinsky does not cite any other source for the ''peppery 

dishes 1
' statement. In fact he does not endorse it himself but 

merely quotes Trotsky's text (p. 274). He then goes on to quote (p. 

333, note 5) Lenin's ringing endorsement of Stalin at this 11th 

Party Congress from the Russian edition of Lenin's Complete Col~ 

lected Works~ 

BoT ITpeo6paJKeHCKMH 3AeCh JierKo 6pocaJI, l.JTO CTaJIHH B 

ABYX KOMMCCapHaTax A KTO He rperneH 113 Hae. KTo He opaJJ 

HeCKOJihK'.O oofl3aHHOCTeH cpasy. ~a H KaK MO/KHO ,n;eJiaTb 

:HHatJe. qTO Mbl MO)!{eM ceiiqac c,n;eJiaTb, l:£T06hI 6bIJIO 

o6ecneqeHo cym;ecTByrom;ee noJJo/KeHMe B HapKOMHau,e, 

"ITO Ob! pa36HpaTbC.H co BCeM:H TypKeCTaHCKMMH, 

KaBKa3CKHMH H npo'l:HMH BonpocaMH. Be,n;h 3TO Bee 
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noJIHTifqecKHe Bonpocbr. A pa3pemaTb 3TH Bonpocbr 

Heo6XOAHMO, 3TO .. BOIIpOCbI, KOTOpbie COTHH JieT 3aHMMaJIH 
v . u 

eBponeHCKHe rocy,n;apCTBa, KOTOpbie B HHqTO/KHOH AOJie 

pa3pellieHhI B ,n;eMoKpaTHqecKHX pecny6nHKax. Mbr HX 

pa3pernaeM, H HaM HY)KHO, qT06b1 y Hae 6hIJI qeJioBeK, K 

KOTOpoMy JII060H H3 npeACTaBHTeJieH: HaqHH Mor 6br TIOHTH H 

rro,n;po6HO paCCKa3aTb, B l.feM ,n;eJIO. f ,n;e ero pa3bICKaTb. fl 

~yMaIO, 11 ITpeo6pameHCKHH He Mor 6br Ha3BaTh APYroH: 

KaHf:\IIAaTypbI, KpOMe TOBapHI.Qa CTaJIHHa. 4 

Translated: 

Here is Preobrazhensky casually tossing out the remark 

that Stalin is head of two commissariats. But who among 

us is not guilty of the same thing? Who has not taken 

several responsibilities at the same time? Moreover, how 

could it be otherwise? What can we do now to guarantee 

the current situation in the Commissariat of Nationali

ties, to deal with all the Turkestan, Caucasus, and other 

questions? For these are all political problems. And it is 

essential to resolve these problems. These are problems 

that have occupied European powers for centuries and 

which are scarcely resolved in the democratic republics. 

We are resolving them and we need a man whom any of 

the national representatives can approach and explain in 

detail what is the matter. Where can we find him? I think 

that even Preobrazhensky could not name another can

didate besides comrade Stalin. 

Abdurakhman Avtorkhanov, a ferociously anti-Stalin writer, stated 

that Stalin was elected General Secretary on April 3, 1922, ''at 

Lenin,s proposal.') 

4 Lenin, Polnoe Sobranie Sochinenii 45, p. 122, At http:/ / nglib .. 

free.ru/book_view.jsp?idn=001579&page=122&format=html Also in the 

transcript of the 11th Party Congress: XI c'beaa PKTI (6). 27 Map ma 2 anpe.11R 

1922 2. M.: ITapTHs,n;aT) 1936, p. 150 (March 27). This is the first edition of the 

transcript of this Party Congress (WorldcatAccession Number 83723613). 
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Ern;e np11 rrepBOM nocJiecTaJJHHCKOM '{KOJIJieKTHBHOM 

pyKoBO)J;CTBe}' BhillleJI 3HIJ;HKJiorre,n;HtiecKHH CJIOBapb, rAe B 

611orpacpHH CTaJI11Ha np.HMO 11 tte.n;BycMhICJieHHO HarrHcaHo 

cJie~yro~ee: ''TiocJie XI c'bes~a rrapTHHJ 3 anpenR 1922 
rrneHyM IJ;eHTpaJibHoro KoMHTeTa rrapTHH no rrpeAJIO)f(eHHID 

B. Yi. lieHHHa 11s6paJI H. 8. CTaJIHHa rettepaJihHbIM 

ceKpeTapeM l(K napTHM. Ha 3TOM nocTy Yi. B. CTaJIHH pa6oTaJI 

;i;o 0 K T fl 6 p H 1 9 5 2, a 3aTeM f];O KOHIJ;a CBOeH /KH3HH 

HBJIHJICH c e K p e T a p e M U K'' (pa3pH,n;Ka MOH. - A. A.) 

(3H~MKJiorre,n;H'LleCKHH CJIOBapb B 3 TOMax. M. 1955, T. III, cTp. 

310).5 

Translated: 

During the first post~Stalin period of ''collective leader

ship'} the Ency.clopedic dictionary was published, where 

in the biography of Stalin we find written, directly and 

unequivocally, the following: ''After the XI Congress of 

the Party, on April 3, 1922} th.e Plenum of the Central 

Committee of the Party, according to the proposal of V.I. 

Lenin, elected J.V. Stalin as General Secretary of the CC of 

the Party. J.V. Stalin worked at this post until Octob·er 

19 5 2, and then until his death was Secretary of the CC'' 

(emphasis mine - A.A.). - [Encyclopedic dictionary in 3 

volumes. Moscow, 1955, vol. 3, p. 310]. 
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Molotov agrees and even says that Lenin worked hard to over

come objections to this proposal. 

- HeO)K:H)J;aHHO ,aJI.H ce6.H B 19 21 ro,n;y .H cTaJI CeKpeTapeM 

U.K. l13 Tpex ceKpeTapeif OhIJI ceKpeTapttaT: MoJioToB, 

RpocJiaBCKHH, MHxaHJIOB, KaK 6bIJio ony6JIHI<oBaHo, MoJIOTOB 

- 0TBeTcTBeHHbIH ceKpeTapb. He 6b1JI0 TOrAa e~e nepBoro, 

reHepaJibHOro, 6bIJI OTBeTCTBeHHbIH. IlpHeMHbie .IJ;HH 6bJJIH 

orry6JIMKOBaHbI. JI BCTpeTHJICH c lleHHHhIM. MbI c HHM 

no6ece;:i;oBaJIH no pH,n;y BonpocoB, rroToM ryJI.HJIH no KpeMJIID. 

5 A. ABTopxaHoB 3aza8Ku c.Mepmu Cma.11uHa. BapHayJJ. AJJTai1cKoe KH.H)KHOe 

H3AaTeJibCTBO, 1993. At~ http~//mario21.narod.ru/docs/stalin/7 .htm Also in 
Novyi Mir 1991, p. 205. 
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OH roBopHT: <<ToJibKO JI BaM coBeTyFO: Bbl ;J;OJI)KHbI KaK 

CeKpeTapb UK 3aHHMaTbCH noJIHTifqecKo:H pa6oToH, aero 

TeXHHqecKyJ:O pa.6oTy Ha 3aMOB H ITOMOrn;HHKOB. BoT 6bIJI y 

Hae )J,O c11x nop CeKpeTapeM UK KpecTHHCKHH, TaK OH 6bIJI 

ynpaa.n;eJiaMH, a He CeKpeTapb UK! BcHKOM epyH)J,OH 

3aHHMaJIC.H, a He ITOJIHTHKOH[>> 

3To rrocJie X c'be3,n;a rrapTHH. A Ha XI cbe3Ae rroHBHJICR TaK 

Ha3bIBaeMhIH <<CTilf COK .n;ec.HTKH>> cpaMHJIHH 

npe)J;llOJiaraeMhIX qJieHOB QK, CTOpOHHHKOB J1eHHHa. l1 

npoTaB <PaMHJIHH CTaJIHHa pyKoH JieHHHa 6hIJio Han11caHo: 

<<reHepaJihHhIH ceKpeTaph>>. JleHHH opraHH3osan 

cppaKu;HOHHOe co6paHHe <<,n;eC.HTKH>>. r)J,e-TO B03Jle 

CBep)J,JIOBcKoro 3aJia KpeMJI.H KOMHaTy HarneJI, yroBopH1111ch; 

cppaKu;HOHHOe co6paHHe, TpOIJ;KHCTOB HeJib3H, pa6oqyw 
..., 

OTIII03HI.\HID HeJ1h3H, ,n;eMOKpaTHqecKHH u;eHTpaJIH3M TO)Ke 

He np11rnawaTh, TOJihKO 0)1,HH KpenKHe CTOpOHHHKH 

<<)J,eC.HTKH>>, TO ecT.h JieHHHIJ;bI. Co6paJI, no-MOeMy, qeJioBeK 

)J,Ba,n;u;aTb OT HaH6onee Kpyrr·tthIX opraHH3a1'HH nepe.n; 

roJiocoBaHHeM. CTaJIHH )J,aJKe ynpeKHYJI J1eHHHa, )J,ecKaTh, y 

Hae ceKpeTHoe HJIH rroJiyceKpeTHoe coaern;attHe Bo BpeM.H 

C'be3,n;a, KaK-TO cppaK~HOHHO ITOJiyqaeTC5I, a lleHiifH roBopHT: 

<<ToBapH~ CTaJIHH, Bbl-TO CTapbIM, OilblTHhlH cppaKl\HOHep! 

He COMHeBaHTeCb, HaM ceifqac HeJ1b3H HHaqe, JI xoqy, qTo6bI 

Bee 6bIJIM xoporno no.n;roTOBJieHbI K ronocoBaHHIO, Ha,n;o 

npe~ynpe,n;MTb TOBapH~eH, qTOObI TBep,n;o roJIOCOBaJIM sa 

3TOT cnHcoK 6e3 rrorrpaBoK! CrrxcoK <<,n;ecHTKH>> Ha,n;o 

npoBecTH 4eJIHKOM. EcTb 6oJiblllafl onacHOCTb, t.fTO cTaHyT 

rOJIOCOBaTh no JIMIJ;aM, .n;o6aBJI.HTh: BOT 3TOT xopOillHH 
..... 

JIMTepaTop, era tta,n;o, STOT xopow1111 opaTop 11 pa3)KH)KaT 

crr11coK, on.HTb y Hae He 6y,n;eT 6oJibllIHHCTBa. A KaK Tor,n;a 

PYKOBO)J;HTb!>> 

A Be,D;b Ha X c1>e3f1ie JieHHH aanpeTHJI <l:>paK~HH. 

M roJiocoBaJIH c 3THM np11MeqaHHeM B cKo6Kax. CTaJIHH cTaJI 

feHepaJILH&IM. JleHHHY 3To ooJILWHX TPYAOB CTOHJIO. Ho 

OH, KOHeqHo, Borrpoc ,n;ocTaToqHo r JIYOOKO rrpo,n;yMaJI H ,n;aJI 
J: 

ITOH.HTh, Ha Kora paBHflThC5I. JleHHH, BH,D;HMO, rrocqHTaJI, 'tJTO 5I 

He,n;ocTaToqHbIH IlOJIHTHK, HO B ceKpeTap.HX H B TioJIHT6IOpo 

MeHH OCTaBHJI, a CTaJIHHa c,n;eJiaJI rettepaJibHbIM. OH, 
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KOHeLIHO, roTOBHJIC.H, qyBCTBY.H 6oJie3Hb CBOIO. B11.n;eJI JlH OH B 

CTaJJHHe CBOero rrpeeMHHKa? ~yMaro, 'CfTO M 3TO MOrJIO 

yqHThlBaTbC.H. A ~JI.H qero Hy)KeH 6bIJI reHepaJihHbIH 

ceKpeTapb? HHKor.n;a He 6h1110, Ho nocTeneHHO asTop11TeT 

CTaJIHHa no,n;H.HJICH H Bbipoc B ropaa,n;o 6oJiblllee, t.IeM 

rrpe~noJiaraJI JleHHH HJIH qeM OH ~a/Ke cqHTaJI 

'.>KeJiaTeJibHhIM. Ho npeJiiBH,n;eTb Bee, KOHe'1Ho, 6h1JI0 

HeB03MO/KHO, a B ycJIOBH.HX OCTpoii 6opb6bI BOKpyr CTaJIHHa 

BCe 6oJiee CKOJiaqHBaJiaCb aKTHBHaH rpynna 
.zl:3ep)KHHCKHH, Kyif 6hIIIIeB, ¢pytt3e H .n;pyr11e, ot.teHb pa3Hbre 

JIID~H. 6 

Translated: 

Unexpectedly, in 19211 I became a Secretary of the Cen
tral Committee. The Secretariat was comprised of three 
secretaries: Molotov, Yaroslavsky, and Mikhailov. As has 
been published, Molotov was executive secretary. There 
was not at that time a first or General Secretary but an 
executive secretary. Reception days were made public. I 
met with Lenin. We discussed a number of questions and 
then walked around the Kremlin. He said: ''But I advise 
you: as Secretary of the CC you must take care of the po
litical work. Leave, all the technical work to your second .. 
in-command and assistants. Here we had until now 
Krestinsky as Secretary of the Central Committee but he 
was a business manager, not Secretary of the CC! He oc
cupied himself with every trivial matter but not with 
politics!'' 

This was after the X Congress of the Party. And at the XI 
Congress appeared the so-called ''list of ten'' .. the names 
of proposed members of the Central Committee, Lenin's 
supporters. And beside Stalin's name in Lenin's hand 
was written: ''General Secretary." Lenin organized a fac ... 
tional meeting of the ''ten." Somewhere near Sverdlovsk 

21 

6 Felix Chuev1 Molotov. Poluderzhavniy Vlastelin, pp. 239-241. This is an expanded 
version of the _book published in English as Molotov Remembers. 
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Hall of the Kremlin I found a room. They were per

suaded~ this is a factional meeting, Trotskyists, workers' 

opposition, the Democratic Centralists - don't invite 

them, only the firm supporters of the '(ten,'1 that is1 the 

Leninists. I gathered, I think, about twenty people from 

among the strongest organiza.tions before the vote. Sta

lin even reproached Lenin, saying that we are having a 

secret or semi-secret meeting during the convention, 

something factional is taking place, and Lenin said: 

''Comrade Stalin, you are an old, experienced factionalist! 

Have no doubt, we can't do otherwise now. I want eve .. 

ryone to be well prepared for the vote) it is necessary to 

warn the comrades to vote for this list without amend

ment! We need to carry through with the list of 'ten' as a 

whole. There is a great danger that if people vote for in

dividuals they will say: Here is a good writer, we need 

him; this is a good speaker - they will tear up this sheet 

and once again we will not have the majority. And then, 

how· can we lead!'' 

But at the X Congress, Lenin had banned factions. 

And they voted with this note in brackets. Stalin be

came General Secretary. This cost Lenin a lot of 

work. But he, of course, had thought through the ques

tion deeply enough and made it clear who to rely on. 

Lenin apparently decided that I was not enough of a 

politician, but he left me as a Secretary and in the Polit

buro and made Stalin General Secretary. He, of course, 

was preparing himself, feeling his sickness .. Did he see 

Stalin as his successor? I think you can count on that. But 

what was the need for a General Secretary? There had 

never been one. But gradually Stalin's authority rose and 

grew into something much larger than Lenin had antici

pated or even though desirable. But of c9urse it was im

possible to foresee everything, and under conditions of 

sharp struggle an active group began to form itself 
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around Stalin .... Dzerzhinsky) Kuibyshev} Frunze and 

others) very different people. 

Robert Service cites Molotov here, and does not question what he 

says. For Service} Lenin either ''chose Stalin'' or ''supported a pro

posal'' by someone else. 

He [Lenin] was eager to have Stalin back at his side. 
Having recruited him to the Leninist cause in the trade 

union dispute, Lenin. supported a proposal to make him 

General Secretary of the Russian Communist Party. 

Conventionally it has been supposed that Stalin was put 

in office because he was an experienced bureaucrat with 

an unusual capacity for not being bored by administra

tive work~ The facts do not bear this out .... The reason 
why Lenin chose Stalin was less administrative than po

litical. He wanted one of his allies in a post cru.cial to the 

maintenance of his policies . (Stalin 189-190) 

Other sources agree that at the XI Party Congress Lenin nominated 

Stalin to the post of General Secretary. 

Stalin was formally appointed on April 3, 1922, at the first meeting 

of the new Central Committee after the Congress. In fact, I cannot 

find any source that disagrees - except, implicitly, Trotsky, and 

Trotskyist writers who just echo what Trotsky later wrote. 

Trotsky contradicted himself about when Lenin supposedly made 

the remark, under what circumstances, and who heard him make 

it. Therefore the ''peppery dishes'' story is a lie. 

But Trotsky told it over and over again, many times over a number 

of years. Eventually he even called it Lenin's ''famous remark." This 

is a propaganda technique: claim the remark is so ;'famous'' that 

''everybody knows it'' and so no evidence for it is necessary. 

It's easy to see why Trotsky liked this story and wanted others to 

believe it. It made him appear as though he had been close to 

Lenin, part of the ''small circle," one of Lenin's ''most intimate com-
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rades.'1 It made Stalin look like someone whom Lenin opposed 

from a date much earlier than 1923, when Lenin was very ill. 

But how could Trotsky think that he could get away with repeating 

this lie over and over again? For one thing) it would not have been 

easy to refute it in the 1930s. The proceedings of the XI Congress 

were not published until 1936. Very few people would have both ... 

ered to check them. The rest of the sources I cite here were not to 

be published for many years. 

We should also consider to whom Trotsky was addressing this and 

the other lies I document in this work. This was, in the main, his 

supporters, th.e Trotskyists. Who else was reading Trotsky's mate .. 

rials?7 

Trotsky's followers believed Trotsky. Virtually no one else did. And 

Trotsky wanted his own followers to believe that he, not Stalin, 

had been Lenin's closest associate. Trotsky's essays were pub

lished primarily in Russian in his Biulleten' Oppozitsii. Many were 

translated and di·stributed in pamphlets and in newspapers but 

always by Trotsky's own supporters. 

This specific lie of Trotsky's is relatively easy to expose today. But I 

can,t find that it has been exposed before. One might think that 

members of the Trotskyist movement might have done so. After 

all, few other people in the world are really interested in Trotsky, 

really motivated to study his works carefully and use them in judg .. 

ing Soviet history. 

I noted above that Iurii Fel'shtinsky noticed this incongruity be ... 

tween Trotsky's ''peppery dishes'' tale and the reality that Lenin 

had proposed Stalin as General Secretary. But even Fel'shtinsky, 

surely among the most capable Trotskyist historians today, did not 

~ 

7 Trotsky also wrote articles for the capitalist press. Naturally, whatever lies he 

told in his own publications had to be repeated there too. But read.ers of the 

capitalist press were not his primary audience. 
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come out and state: ''Trotsky must have been lying; he must have 
fabricated this story)" etc. 

Whatever the difficulty of uncovering this specific lie of Trotsky's, 
it is much harder to discover those of Trotsky's lies that I discuss 
and utilize as evidence in this book. I was only able to find them 
because I was looking for them) I was guided by the hypothesis 
that Trotsky often lied. This hypothesis suggested itself after 
studying the research of Pierre Broue) Arch Getty, and Sven .. Eric 
Holmstrom. They had revealed the fact that Trotsky lied about im
portant matters. 

At length it occurred to me to wonder: ''If Trotsky lied about these 
things, maybe he also lied about other important things as well.'1 

Only then did I begin to look for other lies by Trotsky. And} sure 
enough, I discovered some. 

The Structure of This Book 

Trotsky's ''peppery dishes 11 lie is, in terms of its practical impact, 
not very important. I include it here because this lie is indicative of 
Trotsky1s overall character and reliability. As we will see in other 
contexts many times, Trotsky lied a lot! 

Trotsky was not afraid to lie even when it was not important) at 
that moment} to tell that particular lie, After all, in telling this ''cook 
... peppery dishes'' lie Trotsky took some chance that his lie would 
be discovered. 

But what did he stand to gain by telling it that he would not have 
gained if he had not told it? N othingj as far I can determine. True, it 
suggests that a clear-headed Lenin opposed Stalin1 something 
Trotsky wished others to believe. But if he had never told this par
ticular lie no one would have missed it, because no one would have 
expected it in the first place. Probably no one became a Trotskyist, 
or gave money to the Trotskyist movement, just because of this 
story. The most one can say for this fable is that it is consistent 
with Trotsky1s overall project of presenting himself as Lenin 1s 
closest confidant, his best student, and therefore his rightful heir. 
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Perhaps this is the reason that Trotsky was willing to lie repeat

edly even when there was little gain to be had and despite the fact 

that there was always a risk of being exposed as a liar. And that 

was a possibility~ Anyone who found that speech of Trotsky1s in the 

November 2, 1927, issue of Pravda and compared the ''cook ... 

peppery dishes 1
' version there with the way Trotsky told it repeat.

edly during the 1930s could easily see that Trotsky had changed 

his story. 

This gives us a very interesting insight into the mind of Trotsky. It 

reflects a kind of bravado or arrogance: ''I can make stuff up, and 

people will believe it." How much more, therefore, should we ex

pect Trotsky to be willing to lie when there was something impor ... 

tan·t at stake, something substantial to be gained by lying and/or to 

be lost by not lying? Under such circumstances we should expect 

Trotsky to lie readily, whenever he thought it expedient to do so. 

And that is exactly what I have found, 

In the present book I examine some interesting and bold lies by 

Trotsky that I have discovered} and consider the implications of 

those liesl I wi.11 argue that, together with other evidence, Trotsky's 

lies reveal much about his cl·andestine conspiratorial activities. 

Moreover, what they reveal is consistent both with Moscow Trials 

testimony - testimony whose validity we can now accept, having 

tested and proven it in Part One of Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and in The 

Moscow Trials as Evidence - and with other primary source evi

dence. 

Trotsky's lies - those discovered first by others like Braue, Getty, 

and Holmstrom, and some that I have discovered - are central to 

understanding Trotsky himself, the Opposition conspiracies, the 

Moscow Trials, the Tukhachevsky Affair, or Military Purges - in 

short, all the high politics of the Soviet Union during the 1930s. 

The book as a whole c·an be read as a commentary on some very 

interesting falsehoods that Trotsky chose to propagate, and which 

he was, on the whole, successful at getting otliers to believe. In

deed, they are still widely believed today. 
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The facts uncovered and discussed in this book should be of great 
interest to those who wish to learn the truth about the high poli .. 
tics of the Soviet Union during the 1930s, and also those who have 
a genuine interest in the prominent political actors of that period, 
including Trotsky himself. 

***** 
All boldface emphases are by me unless otherwise noted. 

I would like to e·xpress my special thanks to Bill Sacks, whose ad .. 
vice and criticism has been more helpful than I can truly say; to 
Mike Bessler, my tireless publisher, editor, and friend; and to Dr. 
Susana M. Sotillo, incisive critic, great scholar, and supportive 

N companera. 



Chapter 2. Trotsky on the Kirov 

Assassination 

On December 1, 1934 Sergei M. Kirov, First Secretary of the Bol-
shevik party in Leningrad, Politburo member, and close associate 
of Joseph Stalin, was murdered outside his office by Leonid Niko
laevJ an unemployed party member. Nikolaev then tried to commit 
suicide but failed and was captured. Within a few days he had 
named as his accomplices a number of members of an under ... 
ground group of Party members loyal to Grigory Zinoviev, whom 
Kirov had replaced as Leningrad party chief. 

Study of the discoveries made during the past several decades in 
the Harvard Trotsky Archive and of documents from former Soviet 
archives published since the end of the USSR permits us to read 
Trotsky1s writings on the Kirov assassination in a new light. Trot
sky's article purports to be an attempt to understand the Kirov 
assassination by scrutinizing the Soviet government's reporting 
about it . 

. But now we can see that it is not this at all. Rather, Trotsky1s arti
cle is a cover--up, an attempt to use lies and misdirection to keep 
hidden Trotsky1s and his followers' involvement in a bloc with the 
clandestine Zinovievist group that did carry out Kirov's murder. 

The Biulleten' Oppozitsii - in English, the Bulletin of the [Russian] 
Opposition (henceforth 8 .. 0.) - was Leon Trotsky)s periodical jour
nal during the years between his expulsion from the Soviet Union 
1929 and his assassination i.n August 1940. Written and published 
in Russian, it has never been translated in its entirety. However, 
many of Trotsky's individual articles, published first in the B.O., 
have been translated and published separately. In the case of B.O. 
#41 of January 1935, a single article of Trotsky's occupied an en
tire issue. I have verified that the English version, titled ''The Sta
linist Bureaucracy and the Assassination of Kirov," is a faithful 
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translation of the entire issue #41 of the B.O. and will use t.he Eng
lish translation here.1 

''Amalgam'' 

I need to say something about Trotsky's frequent use of the word 
''amalgam." In Russian amal'gama can be used to mean any kind of 
mixture or combination. Trotsky uses it very frequently in Russian 
to mean something like ''false account of events.'} Following Trot
sky's practice his English translators employ the word '1amalgam." 
Trotsky uses the word ''amalgam'' two dozen times in this one arti
cle alone. He defines it in the following way: 

It was clear, however, that this information relating to the 
('Zinoviev group'' was not issued by accident; it could imply 
nothing else but the preparation of a jural ''amalgam," that 
is to say, a consciously false attempt to implicate in the as
sassination of Kirov individuals and groups who did not 
and could not have anything in common with the ter
rorist act. 

One noteworthy result of my research is the discovery that it was 
not Stalin but rather Trotsky himself who composed ''amalgams1

' 

the ''consciously false'' accounts of events surrounding the Kirov 
murder. 

Trotsky's own ''amalgams'' - one of which was the charge that it 
was Stalin who was composing ''amalgams'' - served Trotsky's 
aims in two ways. First, they were an attempt to discredit accusa
tions made by the Soviet prosecution against the various opposi~ 
tionists. All of these men had been followers of Trotsky's, had 
worked closely with Trotsky, or were followers of one or more of 

1 ''Leon Trotsky: On t'he Kirov Assassination (December 1934 ).11 At 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky /1934/12/kirov.htm Unless o·therwise 
identified, all quotations attributed to Trotsky here are to this two~part article. 
The Russian original of Biul/eten' Oppozitsii is at 
http://www.mit.edu/people/fjk/BO /B0-41.htm.l and at 
http:/ /www.191·7.com/Marxism/Trotsky /BO /BO_N o_ 41/Main.html 
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the oppositionists who, like Zinoviev, had worked closely with 

Trotsky. 

Second, by accusing Stalin of composing ''amalgams,,, i.e. of lying, 

Trotsky deflected attention away from his own falsehoods. Since 

many of these lies ofTrotsky1s could have easily been discovered if 

anyone had checked} perhaps the only effective ''smokescreen'' or 

cover-up at Trotsky1s disposal was to call Stali·n the liar first. 

Trotsky listed the fifteen Mo.scow-based Zinovievists whose ar ... 

rests had been announced in Pravda. Two of those arrested were 

Grigory Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev, who we know were part of the 

bloc of Trotskyists and Zinovievists formed with Trotsky1s permis

sion in 1932. A third was Safarov, a Zinoviev follower whom Leon 

Sedov, Trotsky's son and his main political aide, had identified in 

1932 as one who would shortly join the bloc.z I have reproduced 

the texts of Sedov's and Trotsky's letters about the bloc at the end 

of the present volume. 

We have independent evidence from Soviet archives that Safarov 

was recruiting others to this same bloc in August 1932. According 

to this testimony Safarov was telling others that the bloc had regu .. 

lar contact with Trotsky,3 a fact confirmed by materials in the Har

vard Trotsky Archive. 

B aarycTe 1932 r. H 6hIJI y Hero B MocKBe Ha yJIHu;e 

fpattoacKoro, 5 B ~oMe coBeToB. CA<PAPOB, y6e~HBllIHCh B 

H€H3MeHHOCTH MOHX aHTHCOB€TCKHX y6eJK,n;eHHH) coo6IQHJI 

2 Letters by Trotsky and his son Leon Sedov discussing the formation of the bloc 

in 1932 and its composition were discovered in 1980 in the Harvard Trotsky 

Archive by Pierre Broue, at the time the most prominent Trotskyist historian in 

the world. Broue reported these findings, including a letter naming Zinoviev, 

Kamenev, Safarov and others in Pierre Broue, ''Trotsky et le bloc des oppositions 

de 1932." CahLT 5 (1980) 5-3 7. The discovery of the bloc is discussed and the 

relevant part of Sedov' s letter quoted in English translatioh in Furr Kirov 131-

133. 
3 Interrogation of S. Kh. Khodzha.nov, July 31, 1937. In Lubianka. 193.7-1938 

DocumentNo. 155 p. 290, 
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v ..,, 

MHe, qTQ 3HHOBb€BU:bI HMeK>T CBOH KOHCilH.paTHBHbIH u:eHTp 

I1 B 6JIOKe c TpOIJ;KHCTaMH npo,n;OJI)KaIDT 6opb6y npoTHB ~K 

BKD(6). BH)J;H, l..fTO B JIHIJ;e CA<PAPOBA R Mory HaHTH 
'-' v 

B03MO/KHOro COID3HHKa HaweH aHTHCOBeTCKOH opraHH3aIJ;HH, 
R B caoIO oqepe,n;h paccKasaJI eMy, qTo Bxomy B HeJieraJibHYIO 

Ha:qHOHaJIHCTHtJeCKYIO aHTHCOBeTCKYIO opraHH3aIJ;HIO, 

6op10rn;y10cR npoTHB BKCT(6) 11 coBeTCKOH BJiacT11. CA<PAPOB 
BbI;J;BMHYJI rrepe,n;o MHOH BOIIpoc 0 6JioKe Tpou;KHCTCKO-

v v 

3HHOBb€BCKoro u;eHTpa c HarneH opraHH3a4HeH ,ll;JIR 

coBMeCTHOH 6opb6b1 npoTHB BKCT(6). OH TaKJK.e 

HH<PopMHpoBaJI MeHR, qTo y HHX l1MeeTC.H perynHpHa.H CBJJ3b 
c TPOL(KHM, 11 OHH cqHTaIOT Heo6xo,n;HMbIM ,n;ei1cTBOBaTb ·a 

COI03e c arpeccHBH'bIMH CTpaHaMH. 

Translated: 

In August 1932 I was with him in Moscow at 5 Gra
novsky Street, in the Palace of Soviets. SAFAROV, con .. 
vinced that my anti .. Soviet convictions had not changed, 
informed me that the Zinovievists had their conspirato
rial center and in a bloc with the Trotskyists were con
tinuing the struggle against the CC of the VKP(b). Seeing 
that in SAFAROV I could find a possible ally for our anti
Soviet organization) I told him in turn that I had joined 
an illegal nationalist anti-Soviet organization that was 
struggling against the VKP(b) and against Soviet author .. 
ity. SAFAROV posed the question of a bloc between the 
Trotskyist-Zinovievist center and our organization for 
mutual struggle against the VKP(b). He also informed me 
that they had regular contact with TROTSKY, and that 
they considered it essential to act in concert with ag
gressor countries. 

The fact that we know from the Trotsky Archive that the bloc ex

isted and included both Trotskyists and Zinovievists, as Khodz
hanov testifies here, is further evidence that the NKVD was not fal .. 
sifying interrogation--confessions. In Part One of Trotsky's 'Amal
gams' an.d in The Moscow Trials as Evidence I set forth a great deal 
of evidence that the Moscow Trials testimony ·is genuine - that is, 
it represents what the defendants chose to say. 
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Trotsky did .his best ·to distance himse.lf from Zinoviev and Kame
nev by attacking them: 

There is not the slightest i--eason 01~ motive for us to de,. 
fend tl1e policies or personal reputations of ZinovievJ 
Kamenev and their friends. They were at the head of that 
faction -vvhich inaugurated the struggle against Marxist 
inter11ationalism under the name of ''Trotskyism''; they 
were subsequently driven against the bureaucratic \Vall 
raised \Vith their own efforts and under their own lead-, 
ership; having taken fright at their own handiwork, they 
joined the Left Opposition for a brief period and re
vealed the f1 .. auds and falsehoods utilized in the struggle 
against ''Trotskyism''; frightened by the difficulties of the 
struggle against the usurping bureaucracy, they capitu
lated; reinstated to the party, they substituted for prin
cipled opposition, sniping, secr·et machinations; they 
were agai.n expelled. - they ca.pitulated for the second 
time. 

They disavowed the banner· of Marxis1n and camou
flaged themselves, hoping to gain a place in the party 
which had been corrupted and. strangled by the appara
tus. Having generally lost esteem and confidence, and 
even the possibility of waging a struggle, they found 
themselves) in tl1e end) cruelly punished. It is not our 
task to defend them! 

These paragraph.s are a lie. We know now that Trotsk_y and his so .. 
viet-based follo\vers really were in a bloc with Zinoviev, Kamenev, 
Safarov1 and others. That means that tl1is verbal assault by Trotsky 
on Zinoviev, Kamenev ''and their friends'' was a cover"'up intended 
to mask Trotsky's real relations with these men through the bloc. 
It was a part of Trotsky's ''amalgam." Likewise, Trotsky often 
wrote sharp attacks on Karl Radek claiming that, on principle, he 
had not been in any contact, direct or indirect, with Radek, when in 
fact \Ve kno\lV that he had indeed written Radek at exactly the time 
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Radek disclosed during his testimony at the January 1937 Moscow 
Trial.4 

Documents from Trotsky's own archive now permit us to see that 
in the cases of ZinovievJ Kamenev, and Radek Trotsky's attacks 
were a cover for conspiratorial ties. Therefore we cannot take any 
of Trotsky's attacks on any oppositionfigures at face value. 

Trotsky argued that Zinoviev and Kamenev ''could not11 have been 
involved in Kirov's assassination on two grounds. First} because 

these ''old Bolsheviks, the most intimate collaborators of Lenin, 
those who shared power with Stalin1 members of the 'Old Guard,''' 
could not possibly ''have posed for their task the restoration of 
capitalism." Second, because Bolshevism and Marxism-Leninism 
firmly prohibit ''individual terror'' (assassination).s 

''Terror'' 

Trotsky insisted that the Zinovievists could not be involved in the 
assassination of Kirov because terrorism is incompatible with 
Marxism. 

The negative attitude of Marxism towards the tactic of in ... 
dividual terror is known to every worker able to read and 
write. A great deal has been written on this question. 

Therefore, Trotsky asserted, Zinoviev and Kamenev could not have 
been involved in Kirov's murder. 

4 Evidence of this letter was discovered in the Harvard Trotsky Archive by 
American historian J. Arch Getty. See Getty TIE 24-35. For the evidence that this 
letter was the one Radek mentioned in his testimony at the January 193 7 Moscow 
Trial (sometimes called the 1'Radek .. Piatakov Trial" or ;;Second Moscow Trial'') see 

Furr, Kirov, 321. We discuss this matter in detail in another chapter of the 
present book. 
5 A careful reading of all the Sovie·t materials related to the Kirov murder and 

published during December 1934 reveals that Zinov.iev and Kamenev were not, in 
fact, accused of plotting 1ithe restoration of capitalism." We explore this apparw 
ently unaccountable remark of Trotsky's in a later chapter. 
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Zinoviev and Kamenev were lacking in character) but no 

one considered them fools or ignorant buffoons. The other 

thirteen above named Bolsheviks lived through the experi

ences of the Bolshevik party for 25-30 and more years. 

They could not suddenly turn to a belief in the utility of in

dividual terror for changing the social regime ··-

Nor, says Trotsky, could he himself be suspected of stooping to 

terror. Quoting from an article of his own published in 1911 he 

continued: 

To this article which counterposed to terrorist adventur

ism the method of preparing the proletariat for the social

ist revolution, I can add nothing today, twenty-three years 

later. 

Trotsky theorized that terrorists were guilty of the same kind of 

cult-of-great .. man thinking as he discerned in the Soviet party. 

Individual terrorism is in its very essence bureaucratism 

turned inside out. For Marxists this law was not discovered 

yesterday. Bureaucratism has no confidence in the masses, 

and endeavors to substitute itself for the masses. Terror

ism works in the same manner; it seeks to make the 

masses happy without asking their participation. The Sta~ 

linist bureaucracy has created a vile leader-cult, attributing 

to leaders divine qualities. ''Hero'' worship is also the relig

ion of terrorism, only with a minus sign. 

Then he uses language similar to that used by his son Leon Sedov 

when talking to Mark Zborowski in January 1937. 

Trotsky, December - January 1934~1935: ''The Nikolaievs 

imagine that all that is necessary is to remove a few lead-

ers by means of a revolver in order for history to take an

other course." 
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Sedov, January 1937: ''While he was reading newspapers 
{Sonny'6 said tha·t since the whole regime in the USSR is 

held up by Stalin} it would be enough to kill Stalin for i·t all 
to fall apart." 

Trotsky and Terror 

Mark Zborowski was an NKVD agent who managed to gain Sedov's 

confidence. Zborowski wrote reports to his handlers while acting 

as one of Sedov's closest collaborators. In a report dated February 

8, 1937, Zborowski wrote that on January 22, 1937, the eve of the 

Piatakov-Radek trial, Sedov suddenly began speaking to him of 

''terror1
': 

February 8, 1937 

On January 22 L. Sedov in our conversation at his apart .. 
ment about the question of the second Moscow trial and 
the role in it of some of the accused (Radek, Piatakov and 
others) stated: ''Now there is no reason to hesitate. Stalin 
must be killed." 

For me this sta.tement was so unexpected that I did not 
manage to react to it in any way. L. Sedov immediately 
redirected the conversation onto other questions. 

On January 23 L. Sedov, in my presence and also that of 
L. Estrina, uttered a sentence with the same content as 

that of the 22nd. In answer to this statement of his L. 
Estrina said; ''Keep your mouth shut." They did not re

turn to this question againl7 

6 ''Sonny'' (Russian synok) was the NKVD code name for Sedov. Pierre Broue 

rendered synok in French as ('le fiston." 
7 Zborowski archive1 F.31660 d. 9067 Papka No. 28. ln. Volkogonov Archive, 

Library of Congress. Online at 
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/ ~furrg/research/zbor_sedov _stalin0238.pdf 

Some of these same documents are confirmed by John Costello and Oleg Tsarev, 

Deadly Illusions (New York: Crown, 1993) ~ 283; 469 n.44. Tsarev) a former KGB 
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Trotsky claimed that terrorism was in violation of Marxism: 

But if Marxists categorically condemned individual ter

rorism, obviously for political and not mystical reasons, 

even when the shots were directed against the agents of 

the Czarist government and of capitalist exploitation, 

they will even more relentlessly condemn and reject the 

criminal adventurism of terrorist acts directed against 

the bureaucratic representatives of the first workers' 

state in history. 

But in 1937 Sedov justified terrorism to Zborowski in language 

similar to what I.I. Reingol'd, a codefendant in the 1936 Moscow 

Trial, attributed to Zinoviev and Kamenev, and that another code

fendant, K.B. Berman-Iuriin attributed directly to Trotsky. 

Reingol'd: 

VYSHINSKY: How did Zinoviev and Kamenev reconcile 

terroristic activities with Marxism? 

REINGOLD~ In 1932, Zinoviev, at Kamenev's apartment, 

in the presence of a number of members of the united 

Trotskyist-Zinovievite centre argued in favor of resort

ing to terror as follows: although terror is incompatible 

with Marxism, at the present moment these considera

tions must be abandoned. There are no other methods 

available of fighting the leaders of the Party and the 

Government at the present time. Stalin combines in him

self all the strength and firmness of the present Party 

man, had privileged access to KGB files for a time in the early 1990s. The same 

texts are quoted in Tsarev & Kostello, Rokovye Jlliuzii, 322-3, and n. 44 p.531 

(Russian original). These and other texts of Zborowski's reports are in facsimile 

.in the Volkogonov Archive, LOC, This archive also contains facsimiles of the 

reports published by Costello an.d Tsarev, thus verifying that they are the same 

ones. 
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leadership. Therefore Stalin must be put out of the way 
in the first place. (1936 Trial 55) 

Berman-I uriin: 

In the evening we continued our conversation. I asked him 
how individual terrorism could be reconciled with Marx
ism. To this Trotsky replied: problems cannot be treated in 
a dogmatic way. He said that a situation had arisen in the 
Soviet Union which Marx could not have foreseen. (1936 
Trial 95) 

Zborowski: 

C 1936 r. <<CbIHOK>> He BeJI co MHOH pa3roBopoB o Teppope. 
lIHlllh He~eJIH ,a;Be-TpH TOMY Ha3a;:i,, rrocJie co6paHHH rpyrrrrhI 
<<CbIHOK>> cHoBa. 3ar0Bop11JI Ha aTy TeMy. B nepBhIH pa3 OH 

TOJibKO CTapaJICfl <<TeopeTH.'lleCKH>> ,a;oKa3aTb) t.ITO TeppopH3M 

He npOTMBOpet.rHT MapKCI13My. <<MapKCI13M>> .. - no CJIOBaM 

CbIHKa - <<OTpH~aeT Teppop113M TIOCTOJihKO, IlOCKOJihKO 

ycnoBH.H KJiaccoBoH 6oph6b1 He 6narorrpHnHTCTByeT 
TeppopH3My, HO 6bIBaIOT TaKHe ITOJIO/KeHHH, B KOTOpbIX 
TeppopH3M Heo6xo,n;11M.>> B cJie,n;yro~HH pa3 <<ChIHOK>> 

aarosopMJI o TeppopH3Me, Kor ,a;a H rrp11IIIeJI K HeMy Ha 

KBapTHPY pa6oTaTb. Bo BpeM.H qI.fTKH ra3eT <<CbIHOK>> CKa3aJI, 

qTo TaK KaK Beeb pemttM B CCCP ;:i;ep:>KHTCH Ha CTaJittHe, TO 

;:r;ocTaToqHo y611Tb CTaJIHHa, qTo6bI Bee pa3BaJIHJiaCb, 3Ty 
MbICJlb OH BbICKa3bIBaJ1 H paHbllie, HO ;:i;o TIOCJie,n;ttero pa3a OH 

HHKor,n;a ee TaK qeTKO He cpopMyJI11poBaJJ. B 3TOT nocJie,n;HHH 

pa3 OH HeO,lJ;HOKpaTHO B03BparqaJIC.H K 3TOMy, H OCOOeHHO 

Trn;aTeJibHO no,n;11epK11BaJI Heo6xo,n;HMOCTb y6HHCTBa TOE. 

CTaJIHHa. 

Translated: 

Since 1936 ''Sonny'' had not talked with me about terrork 
Only about two or three weeks ago, after a meeting of 
the group, ''Sonny', again began to speak on this subject. 
At first he only tried to ''theoretically'' prove that terror ... 
ism does not contradict Marxism. ''Marxism'' - in Sonny's 
words - ''rejects terrorism only insofar as the conditions 
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of the class struggle are not suitable for terrorism, but 

there are situations in which terrorism is essential." 

The next time ''Sonny'' began to speak about terrorism 

when I arrived at his apartment to work. While reading 

newspapers ''Sonny'' said that since the whole regime of 

the USSR is held up by Stalin) it would be enough to kill 

Stalin for everything to fall apart. He had stated this 

thought earlier too, but until this time he had never for-

mulated it this sharply. This last time he repeatedly re

turned to it, and underscored with special care the ne

cessity to kill com. Stalin. 

Sedov tried to recruit Zborowski as a terrorist to kill Stalin: 

B CBH3H c 3THM pa3roBopoM <<CbIHOK>> crrpocHJI MeH.H 6orocb 

JIM R CMepTH B006~e H crroco6eH JIM H ObIJI COBepllIHTb 

'-' 

TeppopHCTHtJeC:HH aKT. 

Translated: 

In connection with this talk ''Sonny'' asked me whether I 

feared death in general1 and whether I would be capable 

of committing a terrorist act. 

When Zborowski temporized without giving a definite answer Se

dov outlined his own conception of what a terrorist must be like: 

Ha MOH OTBeT qTo Bee 3TO 3aBHCHT OT Heo6xoAHMOCTH H 

,qeJiecoo6pa3HOCT:H, CbIHOK CKa3aJI, tJ.TO H He COBCeM BepHO 
v 

TIOHHMaIO, qTo TaKoe <<HaCTOH~HH>> TeppopHCT H HaqaJI MHe 

oo'hHCHHTh KaKHMH ,n;oJI)l{HhI obITh JIID,LJ;H rro;:i;xo,n;.HII.\He ,n;JIH 

HCIIOJIHeHH.H TepaKTOB. 

Tiepexo,n;H K TaKTHKe Teppopa OH OCTaHOBHJICH Ha Ka,n;pax, 

cqHTaH, tfTO 3TO OCHOBHOe. TeppopHCT - no CJIOBaM CblHKa -

,n;oniKeH Bcer,n;a obITh roTOBbIM K cMepTH, cMepTb ,n;oJIJJ<Ha 

6bITb ;J;JIH TeppopHCTa eJKef}.HeBHOH peaJibHOCThIO, rrpHqeM 

" 
3TY Te3y OH HJIJI10CTpHpoBaJI rrpHMepoM IICHXOJIOrHH 

HapO,[\OBOJlb~eB. TipHt.IeM rrpH 9TOM OH 6pOCHJI perrJIHKy, qTo 
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u 

.fl - no ero MHeHM10 - qeJJOBeK CJIH.UIKOM MHrKHH ,ll;JIH TaKoro 

POAa AeJI. 

Translated: 

To my answer that everything would depend on the ne
cessity and the expediency} Sonny said that I did not un
derstand accurately at all what a ''real'' terrorist was and 

began to explain to me just what persons who were suit

able for carrying out terrorist acts must be like. 

Speaking of the tactic of terror he paused on the subject 

of cadres, saying that this was basic. A terrorist - in 

Sonny1s words - must always be prepared for death; 

death must be for the terrorist a daily reality. Here he il
lustrated this thesis with the example of the psychology 

of the Narodovol1tsy.8 At this point he tossed out the re

mark that I, in his opinion, was too soft a person for this 

kind of affair. 

According to Mark Zborowski) Sedov told him on January 22, the 

day before the Second Moscow Trial began, that Stalin should be 

killed: 

22 HHBapH JI. CeAOB BO BpeMH Harne:H 6eceAhI, y Hero Ha 

KBapT11pe, no Borrpocy 0 2-M MOCKOBCKOM rrpou;ecce I1 poJIH B 

HeM OT p;eJihHblX no;n;cy ~HMblX (Paf);eKa, fT.HTaKOBa H ,n;p.) 

saHBHJI: ''.Teneph KOJie6aThCH Heqe.ro. CTaJI11Ha HY/KHO y6MTh.:1 

Translated: 

On January 22 L. Sedov, during our conversation in his 

apartment about the question of the Second Moscow 

Trial and the roles in it of certain defendants (Radek, 

Piatakov, and others) declared: '',Now there is 119 reason 
to hesitate. Stalin must be killed.'' (Emphasis in original) 

8 Members of the terrorist ''Narodnaia Vol1ya11 or ''People's Will," who carried out 

numerous assassinations of Tsarist officials, including that of Tsar Alexander II in 

1881. 
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On October 28, 1936, a little fewer than three months earlier, Se-

dov had signed the introduction to the Livre rouge sur le proces de 
Moscou (The Red Book on the Moscow TriaIJ. The Livre rouge re

peats Trotsky's insistent claim that Marxists generally, and Trot-

sky himself specifically, completely eschew ''terror'' - individual 

assassination.9 The Bulletin of the Opposition, Trotsky's Russian

language periodical, ##52-53 and also dated October, 1936, says 

exactly the same thing. 

The Second Moscow Trial began on January 23, 193·7. Zborowski 

reported: 

23 HHBapH JT.. Ce~OB, B rrpHCYTCTBiflf MOeM a TaK/Ke JI. 

3cTpHHOH, 6pOCHJI cppa3y TaKoro me COAep)KaHHH KaK H 22-

r o. B OTBeT Ha STO era 3a5lBJieHHe, JI. 3cTpHHa CKa3aJia 

<<~ep)KH 5l3bIK 3a 3y6aMH>>. EoJibllle K 3TOMY Borrpocy He 

B03Bpa~aJIHCh. 

Translated: 

On January 23 L. Sedov in my presence and that of L. 

Estrina10 uttered a sentence with the same content as 

that of the 22nd. In answer to this statement of his L. 

Estrina said: ''Keep your mouth shut." They did not re

turn to this question again. 

It is legitimate to assume that Sedov's views on terror were also 

those of his father. After all, Sedov was Trotsky's main political 

representative. He had no political positions of his own. 

9 Livre rouge pp. 68~ 71, uMarxisme et terreur individuelle." The Livre rouge and 

B.O. ##52-53 are the same work. This work \Vas translated into English as The 

Red Book on the Moscow Trials. It is online at 
http;//www.marxists.org/ history / etol/ writers/ sedov / works/ red/ 

10 Lola or Lilia Estrina was a supporter of Trotsky's movement and secretary to 

Sedov. 
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We know from the memoir of Jules Humbert-Droz that by 1928 at 

the latest Bukharin was advocating the murder of Stalin.11 The 

Rightist group led by Bukharin was again discussing the need to 

kill Stalin in 1932, the same year they united with the Trotskyists, 

Zinovievists, and others in the bloc.12 If Trotsky had really opposed 

terror in principle} as he repeatedly proclaimed, he would not have 

joined a bloc with those who championed it. 

Both Pierre Braue and Arch Getty have pointed out that Trotsky 

lied when he believed it was expedient to do so. For example, Trot

sky denied the existence of the bloc, and also denied that he had 

written to Radek. However, Getty discovered ·that Trotsky had in ... 

deed written to Radek. (Getty TIE) Sven-Eric Holmstrom showed 

that Trotsky lied repeatedly concerning the <'Hotel Bristol'' mat

ter.13 Braue discovered a number of other issues Trotsky lied 

about.14 

All the evidence we now have supports the hypothesis that Trot

sky advocated assassination. There is no evidence to impugn thi.s 

hypothesis except for Trotsky's and Sedov's public denials. We are 

compelled to discount their denials since we know they bot.h lied 

when they thought it to their advantage to do so in the interests of 

their conspiratorial work, which Zborowski's reports shine a light 

on. 

Even Pierre Braue, in his day the most prominent Trotskyist histo .. 

rian and researcher in the world, accepted Zborowski's reports as 
• genuine. 

11 See Part One, Chapter 8 of Trotsky's 'Amalgams', Chapter 8 of The Moscow Trials 

As Evidence. See also the discussion of Jules Humbert-Droz's revelation in his 

1971 memoir in Grover Furr and Vladimir L. Bobrov. /(Stephen Cohen's Biography 

of Bukharin: A Study in the Falsehood of Khrushchev-Era 'Revelations.'!} Cultural 

Logic 2010 (published January 1, 2012) 1-5, 

12 Furr and Bobrov, 64-67. 
1.3 Holmstrom, New Evidence. 
14 Broue summarizes some of them in POS. 
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Le general est capable de passer des documents sous si

lence, mais je ne le crois pas capable de falsifier un 

document. (Braue Leon Sedov 210 .. 211) 

Translated: 

The general [Dmitry Volkogonov - GF] is capable of re

maining silent about documents but I do not believe that 

he is capable of falsifying a document. 

In a later chapter I discuss Zborowski's remarks at greater length 

and note that John Costell.a and Oleg Tsarev have verified that they 

come from Zborowski's NKVD file, to which they gained access in 

the early 1990s. 

Therefore we have good evidence that Trotsky was indeed advo

cating ''terror1
' despite his vehement professions that he would 

never do so. 

The Name of Trotsky 

The first of Trotsky's two essays in issue #41 of the B.O. (also in 

the translation), dated December 28) 1934, does not cite any so .. 

viet source that mentions Trotsky's name. Nevertheless, Trotsky 

stated he has deduced that he himself was the real target: 

By dealing this blow to the Zinoviev group, Stalin, as we 

sai.d, aimed at consolidating the ranks of the bureaucracy. 

But that is only one aspect of the matter. There is another, 

and no less important, side: Using the Zinovievist group as a 
footstool, Stalin is aiming to strike a blow at Trotskyism. And 
cost what it may, he must strike that blow. In order to un

derstand the goal and the direction of this new stage of the 

struggle against ''Trotskyism," it is necessary to consider -

even though briefly - the international work of the Stalinist 

faction. 
~ 

As Trotsky knew then, and as we know today, he and his followers 

in the USSR were in a bloc with the Zinovievists. Zinoviev, Kame-
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nev, and others had been arrestedx It was obvious that the Zino

vievists had already named their own leaders. 

Having done that they would have no reason not to also name 

those with whom they had long been in a bloc: the Trotskyists. 

And the Trotskyists would not ally with persons who planned ''ter ... 

ror,, unless Trotsky had declared that terror was necessary. We 

know that the bloc was in touch with Trotsky. So Trotsky had good 

reason to think that his name would be mentioned by the Zino

vievists. 

Trotsky claimed that he had predicted this new ''amalgam:'' 

When the first dispatch appeared in which Nikolaiev was 

said to have been a member of the Leningrad Opposition 

in 1926, there was no further room for doubt. The new 

campaign against Zinoviev and Kamenev was not long in 

following. At that moment, in a conversation with a 
friend (I apologize for these personal details, but 
they are necessary· for the understanding of the psy
chological undercurrents in the case), I said, ''The 
matter will not rest long on this plane; tomorrow 
they will bring Trotskyism to the fore.'' To be able to 
make such a prediction, it was really not necessary 
to be a prophet. The December 25 issue of the Temps 

which I received two or three days later contained in a 

telegraphic dispatch from Moscow the following item: 

''We must point out ... that as the days go by} Trotsky's 

name is being mentioned more and more often alongside 

Zinoviev's.'' [3] Kirov's corpse and the Zinoviev group 

thus become preparatory steps for a much wider and 

bolder scheme: to deal a blow at international Leninism. 

Trotsky's name was indeed mentioned, but only because the 

Fren.ch newspaper had misidentified as a Trotskyist Grigori 

Evdokimov, a Zinovievist arrested on December 9 in connection 

with the Kirov investigation. This was an easy error to make be

cause Evdokimov had been identified as a Trotskyist when, along 
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with many others, he had been expelled from the Party in 1927. 
Trotsky would have known this.is 

''Expose the Scheme In Advance'' 

Trotsky claimed that he had deduced that his name would be men
tioned and publicized this in order to ''expose the scheme in ad-
vance, }} 

There is only one way to forestall en route the amalgams 
that are in preparation: Expose the scheme in advance. The 

Stalinists are trying to mold the public opinion of the world 
police towards expulsions, extraditions, arrests and other 
more decisive measures. The Leninists must prepare the 
public opinion of the world proletariat for these possible 
events. In this case, as in others, it is necessary to speak out 

. 

openly about what is; that is also the aim of the present ar-
ticle. 

We know today that the NKVD's connecting Trotsky with the Zino
vievists wa·s not a ''scheme1

' but the truth. Evidently, Trotsky 
hoped to make what was true appear so patently false as to be 
predictable in advance and so to dissipate any suspicion about his 
activities. It was Trotsky}s story that was the real ('amalgam." 

''The Indictment'' 

In the same issue #41 of B.OA (and in the .same English translation) 
Trotsky published an article titled ''The Indictment'' and dated it 

15 Page 2 of the December 25, 1934, issue of the Paris newspaper Le Temps did 

carry an article that contained these words - but only because of the arrest on 

December 10 (he was actually arrested on December 9) of Grigori Evdokimov. 

Evdokimov had been expelled from the Party at the XV Party Congress in 1927 as 

"an active member of the Trotskyist opposi.tion." Evdokimov is listed in XV S''ezd 
Vsesoiuznoi Kommunisticheskoi Partii _, (b ). Stenograficheskii .otchet (Moscow~ 
Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo, 1928), p. 1247, No. 17 and page 1318 No. 18. 

Evdokimov was No. 31 of 121 persons who signed a letter dated December 3, 

1927, agreeing to the Party's line and requesting reinstatement; see ibid.1 p. 1334. 
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December 30, 1934, two days after the first. In it Trotsky claimed 

that he was examining the summary of the indictment of the Kirov 

defendants that was published in the Frenc.h Communist Party's 

newspaper Humanite of December 28, 1934, along with a short 

introductory front-page article by future French CP leader Jacques 

Duclos. 

This article by Trotsky contains a number of revealing remarks 

that we need to examine carefully. I have obtained a copy of this 

issue of Humanite so we can compare Trotsky's remarks agai.nst 

the text of the articles upon which he is commenting.16 

Trotsky begins: 

Just as one could have e~pected, the indictment doesn1t 
mention the Zinoviev-Kamenev group by so much as 
a word. In other words: the initial amalgam fell apart 

into dust. 

Anyone who reads the Humanite article in question can see that 

Trotsky is lying here. The indictment mentions the Zinoviev

Kamenev group repeatedly. Here are the relevant passages from 

the article in Humanite: 

'' ... des participants de l'ancien groupe antis·ovietique 
Zinoviev'' (col. 1); 

'' ... par les chefs de notre organization: Zinoviev, 
Kamenev et autres ... '' (col. 1); 

{, ... pour cacher la participation du groupe Zinoviev11 

(col. 3) 

16 Short front-page article: jjL'acte d'accusation de Nikolaiev montre la complicite 

de Trotski dans l'assassinat de Kirov" par Jacques Duclos. Summary and. 

discussion of the indictment: ;;La Revolution se defend. L'acte d 'accusation centre 

Nikolaiev et ses complices terrorists revele l'activite contre-revolutionnaire du 

groupe zinovieviste,11 page 3. 
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'' ... les anciens members du groupe antisovietique Zi· 
noviev ... " (col. 4); 

Therefore, Trotsky's claim that ''the initial amalgam fell apart into 
dust'' is false as well. On the contrary: once more the ''amalgam," or 
''consciously false') story, is by Trotsky. 

Immediately after the words quoted above Trotsky wrote the fol
lowing: 

However) concurrently it has fulfilled its task by psycho
logically prepa1"'it1.g for another amalgam: in the indict
ment there emerges suddenly - suddenly for naive peo
ple - the name of Trotsky. Nikolaiev, the murderer of Ki
rov, was - according to his confession - in contact with a 
consul of a foreign power. During one of Nikolaiev's vis
its to the consulate, the consul gave him 5,000 roubles 
for expenses. Nikolaiev adds, ''He told me that he can es .. 
tablish contact with Trotsky} if I give him a letter to 
Trotsky from the group.'' And that is all. Period! The in
dictment d.oes not subsequently return to this episode ... , 
But how a11d why does my name sudde11ly appear here? 
Is it, perhaps, because the terrorist group was seek
ing contact with Trotsky? No, even the GPU does not 
dare to assert this. Perhaps Trotsky was seeking con
tact with the terrorist group? No, the indictmen.t does 
not dare say this either. The consul himself was the 
one to assume the initiative and, while giving Niko
laiev 5,000 roubles on the eve of the terrorist act that was 
being prepared, he requested a letter addressed to Trot
skyA 

This statement of Trotsky's is also untrue. The text of the Hu .. 
manite article reads as follows: 

J'ai ensuite demande au. consul de nous preter une aide 
materielle, lui disant que nous lui retidrions l'argent 
prete aussitot que notre situation financiere changerait. 
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A l}entrevue suivante, la troisieme ou la quatrieme au 

consulat, le consul m'informa qu'il etait pret a satisfaire 
a ma demande et me remit 5.000 roubles. 

II dit qu'il pouvait etablir la liaison avec Trotsky si je lui 
remettais une lettre du groupe a Trotsky. 

Translated: 

Then I asked the consul to lend us material help and told 
him that we would return the money borrowed as soon 

as our financial situation changed. 

At the following interview, the third or fourth at the con
sulate1 the consul informed me that he was ready to sat ... 
isfy my request and gave me 5,000 rubles. 

He said that he could establish the contact with Trotsky 
if I gave him a letter from the group to Trotsky, 

The first mention in this text of contact with Trotsky is by the con

sul. Neither the Russian text nor the abbreviated French transla

tion explicitly specifies which party first suggested contact with 

Trotsky. However, the French text in Humanite says ''la liaison'' -

''the contact', - meaning a contact previously mentioned. Since the 

consul then asks Nikolaev for a letter ''from the group to Trotsky1
' 

the most obvious interpretation would be that Nikolaev, on behalf 

of ''the group," had asked for the contact with Trotsky. 

This passage is identified as an extract from a confession of Niko

layev's of December 20. We know now that it was indeed Nikolaev 

who, in a part of his December 20 statement not quoted in the in

dictment, ''asked the consul to connect our group with Trotsky." 17 

A little further on Trotsky wrote: 

1.7 See Lenoe Document 69 pp. 341~2. Osmund (Asmund) Egge, Zagadka Kirova 

(Moscow~ ROSSPEN, 2011), 175 quotes these passages in the Russian original. 
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The version we have adduced, which unfailingly flows 
from the indictment itself, if one is able to read it, pre,.. 
supposes consequently that the GPU itself, through the 
medium of an actual or fake consul} was financing Niko
laiev and was attempting to link him up with Trotsky. 
This version finds its indirect but very actual confirma .. 
tion in the fact that all the responsible representatives of 
the GPU in Leningrad were kicked out immediately after 
the assassination. 

This statement too is false. It is also inconsistent with any logical 
interpretation of the text of the indictment. In reality the Lenin
grad NKVD men who were dismissed and later brought to trial 
were charged with criminal dereliction of duty for failing to pro .. 
tect Kirov. This became known only at the end of January 193s.1s 

Trotsky continued: 

The consul himself was the one to assume the initiative 
and, while giving Nikolaiev 5)000 roubles on the eve of 
the terrorist act that was being prepared, he requested a 
letter addressed to Trotsky. 

The dismissals of the Leningrad NKVD men in early De
cember do not at all support Trotsky's 'itheory'' that ''the 
GPU itself ... was financing Nikolaiev." It is clear from the 
text of the indictment in Humanite that it was Nikolaev 
who asked the consul for money, not the consul who of
fered it first: '']'ai ensuite demande au consul de nous 
preter une aide materielle .. 1'' 

Trotsky was evidently betting that his readers would not compare 
his own article with the text in Humanite, much less with the origi
nal Russian text of the indictment published in Pravda and in 
newspapers all over the Soviet Union. Trotsky knew what his 

1s See Lenoe 436-445. 
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readers did not: that through his clandestine supporters within the 
USSR, he really was in contact with the Zinovievite group that had 
murdered Kirov. Therefore this is yet another ''amalgam'' of Trot .. 
sky's - a version of events he knew to be false. The NKVD (Trotsky 
calls it by its former name, the GPU) was not financing Nikolaev 
nor trying to 1'Iink him up with Trotsky." 

Trotsky's Silence about the Bloc 

Towards the conclusion of his second article Trotsky makes the 
following statement: 

The Soviet authorities were compelled to admit openly 
that the participation of Zinoviev, Kamenev and others 
''was not proved'': The official dispatches generally 
made no mention of me at all. The indictment refers only 
to the anxiety of the ''consul'' to obtain a letter to Trotsky -
without drawing any conclusions. 

Then Trotsky comments on ''the unbelievable tone of Humanite." 

The lackeys of Humanite write that Trotsky's participation 
in the murder of Kirov was ''proved." 

The tone of Duclos' article in Humanite might indeed be consid
ered ''unbelievable'' if, as Trotsky claimed in this article, the only 
mention of his name was in the passage concerning the unidenti
fied consul. 

But Trotsky has concealed from his readers something that anyone 
who reads the actual article in Humanite can see for themselves: 
numerous references to the bloc of Trotskyists and Zinovievists. 
The bloc and Trotsky's name is mentioned four times in Hu
manite's summary article about the indictment~ 

''Ce groupe se forma sur la base d'un ancien bloc trot· 
skiste-zinovieviste.'' (col. 1) 

''Nikolaiev, au cours de ses depositions, le 13 septembre, 
confirma qu'il appartenait au groupe d'anciens opposi-
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tionels qui faisait un travail contre-revolutionnaire, ajou .. 

tant que <<les membres de ce groupe ralliaient la plate

forme du bloc trotskiste-zinovieviste.>> (col. 1) 

''L'inculpe Khanik, un des membres actifs de ce groupe, 

caracterisant ses conceptions <<ideologiques et 

politiques>> reconnut. que <<ces conceptions avaient pour 

point de depart la plate-forme du bloc Trotsky· 
Zinoviev cherchant de miner l'autorite de la direction 

acutelle du Parti et a remplacer cette direction par des 

chefs de notre organisation: Zinoviev, Kamenev et autres 

qui sont partisans du changement de !'orientation ac .. 

tuelle du Parti.>> (col. 1) 

''Durant la periode 1933-1934 les anciens membres du 

groupe antisovietique Zinoviev s'organiserent a Lenin

grad en groupe terroriste contre-revolutionnaire illegal, 

agissant comme tel et se posant comme but de desorgan ... 

iser la direction du gouvernement sovietique au moyen 

d'actes terroristes diriges centre les chefs du pouvoir 

sovietique et changer ainsi la politique actuelle dans 

l'esprit de la plate-forme Zinoviev--Trotsky ... 1' (col. 4) 

In its summary, Humanite actually reduced the number of such ref .. 

erences, The original published Russian text of the indictment con .. 

tains not four but six references to the ''Zinoviev-Trotsky'' or 

''Trotsky ... Zinoviev'' bloc or platform. The term ''Trotskyist

Zinovievist bloc'' occurs four times in the ·Russian original but only 

three times in the French version.19 

Thanks to the materials Broue discovered in the Harvard Trotsky 

Archive we know that the Soviet .. based clandestine Trotskyists 

19 Obvinitelnye materialy po delu podpol'noi kontrrevolutsionnoi gruppy 

zinov'evtsev. Moscow~ Partizdat TsK VKP(b ), 1935. This text was published in 

Pravda on December 27, 1934, just before the December ~trial . We have put this 

version online in Russian at 
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/ ,_,furrg/ research/ obvin_zak_dec34.htm1 
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asked Trotsky's permission to form a bloc with the Zinovievists, 

the Sten-Lominadze group, Safarov, and other opposition.ists. 

At the present stage of our discussion we can conclude that it is 

unlikely that the Zinovievists would have murdered Kirov without 

the agreement of the Trotskyists in the bloc. The Trotskyists would 

at the very least have obtained the blessings of their leader, Trot

sky, before collaborating with those who were planning the mur

der. 

This conclusion finds confirmation in a pretrial confession of Gen

rikh Jagoda, NKVD chief during the Kirov investigation and defen

dant in the March 1938 Moscow Trial, who confessed to being one 

of the ''Right'' conspirators in the bloc with the Trotskyists, Zino .. 

vievists, and others. 

OH coo6~HJI MHe 0 TOM, t.{TO 6JIOK Me)Kfl;y TpOIJ;'KliCTaMH H 

3HHOBheBI.J,aMH 01\0HtJaTeJibHO ocpopMJieH opraHH3au;Hei1 

o6I_Qero u;eHTpa, "Y:TO npaBhie TaK)Ke BXOffi5IT B 3TOT 6JIOK, HO 

coxpaH51lOT CBOFO caMOCTOHTeJibHYID opraHl13aIJ;HlO l:f CBOJO 

oco6y10 JIHHHIO. 

Bonpoc. KaKyIO CBOIO oco6y10 JIHHHIO? 

OTBeT. no 3TOMY Bonpocy Mb! c EHyKHA3e 6ecep;oBaJIH 

,n;oBoJTbHO ,n;onro. 51 He Mory, KoHeqHo, ceftqac rrepe,n;aTb B 

,n;eTaJIHX Beeb Harn pa3rOBOp, HO 06r.q11i1 CMbICJI era CBO,ll;HTCH 

K cJie,n;yror.qeMy. 

Tpo~KHCTbI H 3HHOBheBIJ;hI, roBopHJI EHyKH,n;3e, CJIHJIHCh 
..... 

Terrepb B O)J;HY opraHHaau;Hro c e,n;HHbIM ~eHTpOM H e,l\HHOH 

rrporpaMMOH. c TOlJKH 3peHHH KOHetIHblX u;eJieH:, Mhl, rrpaBbie, 

HHt.Jero CBoero, ~TO OT ,n;eJIHJIO Hae OT TpOIJ;KHCTOB H 

3HHOBbeBu;eB, He HMeeM. MbI TaK /Ke, KaK 11 OHH, npoTHB 

reHepaJibHOM JIHHHH napTHH. IlpoTHB CTaJIHHa. 

B 6oph6e 3a HarnH KOHeqHhie u;eJIH, 3a HX ocyr.qecTBJieH11e, 3a 

npHxo,n; Harn K BJiaCTH Mbl npH3HaeM Bee cpe,n;CTBa 6opbObI, B 

TOM t.JHCJie H Teppop rrpOTHB pyK.OBO,IJ;CTBa napTHH H 

CoBeTcKoro rrpaBHTeJibCTBa. Ha 3TOH ocHoBe 11 ffiOCTHrHyTo 

6bIJIO corJiailleHHe npaBbIX c ~eHTpOM TpOIJ;KHCTCK0-

3HHOBbeBCKOro 6JIOKa. 
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Ho qTo oT,n;eJIJieT Hae OT 3Toro 6JioKa? B t:JeM oco6eHHOCTb 

Hallleli JIHHHH? ~eJio B TOM, qTo TPOIJ;KHCTbI H 3HHOBbeBIJ;hI, 

rro,n;cTer11BaeMbie Haxo,n;HBIIIHMCJI B H3rHaHHH Tpo~KHM, 

TOpOIIJIT c COBeprneHHeM TeppopHCTH"tfeCKHX aKTOB. 

Tpo~KoMy 3a rpaHH~eH, HaBepHoe, Hecna,n;·Ko npHxo,n;HTC.H, H 

OH HCXOl(HT 3JI060H, 6pbI3JK:eT CJIIDHOH 11 )Ka)l{,n;eT KpOBH. OH 

He ,[\aeT OIIOMHHTbCJI CBOeMy u;eHTPY B Corose, OH Tpe6yeT 

TeppopHCTH.qeCKHX aKTOB rrpoTHB tIJieHOB ~K, He cqHTaRCh c 

o6~eH: CHTyau;HeH B CTpaHe H BHe ee, He cqHTa.HCb c TeM, qTo 
.... ..... v 

TaKOH OTOpBaHHbIH OT IlJiaHa 3aroBopa TeppopHCTH'lf.eCKHH 

aKT HHqero KOHKpeTHOro HaM He ,n;acT, a MO:tKeT CTOHTb HaM 
u 

,n;eCRTKa roJIOB HaIIIHX JIIO,n;e11. 

MbI )Ke, rrpaBb1e, rosopHJI EHyK11,n;3e, He Mo)KeM H He xoTHM 

rrycKaTbC.H Ha aBaHTIOpHbie aKTbI, npo,n;HKTOBaHHbie 60Jibllle 

.JKaJK,n;OM MeCTH M 3JI06o.H:, He)KeJIH paccy,n;KOM H pacY:eTOM. 

3To He 3HaqHT, KOHeqHo, qTo Mbl npoTHB TeppopHCTH~eCKHX 

aKTOB, t:JTO Mhl IlHTaeM KaK11e-JI1160 CHMilaTHH K CTaJIMHY H 

era IloJIHToJOpo. HeT! MbI, KaK 11 Tpou;KHCThI, noJIHhI 

HeHaBHCTH H Hero,n;oBaHHJI, Mb!, KaK H OHH, rOTOBhI K 
..... 

TeppopHCTJ1qecKHM aKTaM, HO Ha TaKHe aKTbl Mhl rro11,n;eM 

Tor ,n;a, Kor ,n;a 3TO COBIIa,n;eT c o6~HM HaIIIMM ITJiaHOM. <<Ha,n, 

HaMM He KarraeT, MbI He B 3MHrpau;HH. Bee HaIIIH JIIO,n;H 

Haxo,n;.HTC.H B Cowse, Hae oco6eHHo He 611JIH. MhI MO)f(eM 

XJia,ZJ;HOKpOBHee rOTOBHTbCJI, roTOBHThCfl Bcepbe3 K 3aXBaTy 

BJiaCTH H HMeeM CBOH nJiaHhI," 3aKoHqJ1JI EHyKHtJi3e. 

Translated: 

He [Ave!' Enukidze] informed me that the bloc between 

the Trotskyists and the Zinovievists was conclusively 

formed by the organization of a general center, that the 

Rights also enter into this bloc but have kept their own 

independent organization and their own special line. 

QUESTION: What was their own special line? 

ANSWER: Enukidze and I discussed this question for 

quite a long time. Of course, I cannot now relate our 

whole conversation in detail but its general sense comes 

down to the following: 
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The Trotskyists and Zinovievists, said Enukidze, 
have now entered into one organization with a sin
gle center and a single program. From the viewpoint 

of our final aims we Rights have nothing special that di

vides us from the Trotskyists and Zinovievists. Like 

them} we are also against the general line of the Party. 

Against Stalin. 

In the struggle for our final aims, for bringing them into 

being, for our attaining power, we recognized all means 

of struggle) including also terror against the Party lead

ership and the soviet government. On this basis the 

agreement of the Rights was reached with the center of 

the Trotskyist ... zinovievist bloc. 

But what separates us from this bloc? In what does the 

special nature of our line consist? The fact is this: the 
Trotskyists and Zinovievists are spurred on by Trot
sky who finds himself in exile and so they are in a 
hurry to accomplish terrorist acts. No doubt it is not 
easy for Trotsky abroad and he expresses malice, 
foams at the mouth, and thirsts for blood. He does 
not permit his center in the Soviet Union to think it 
over; he demands terrorist acts against members of 
the CC and does not consider the general situation 
inside and outside the country, does not consider the 

fact that such a terrorist act, in isolation from the plan of 

the conspiracy, will not yield us any concrete result, and 

might cost us a dozen of our people's heads. 

But we, the Rights, said Enukidze, cannot permit and do 

not wish to permit adventurist acts dictated more by a 

thirst for revenge and malice than by sound judgment 

and reason. Of course that does not mean that we are 

against terrorist acts, that we harbor any sympathy to

wards Stalin and his Politburo. No! We, like the Trotsky ... 

ists, are full of hatred and indignation; we, like they, are 

prepared for terrorist acts, but we will have recourse to 

such acts when they suit our general plan. ''We are not in 
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danger, we are not in emigration,. All of our people are 
inside the Soviet Union, we have not taken any serious 
blows .. We can prepare ourselves more calmly, seriously 
prepare for th.e seizure of power and have our own 
plans," - said Enukidze. (Genrikh Iagoda 169 .. 171) 

What Iagoda states here is consistent with everything else we 

know about the bloc and about Trotsky1s support for terror. In 

other passages, Iagoda discusses the bloc's involvement in the Ki .. 

rov murder in a manner that is consistent with the confessions and 

indictment in the Kirov murder case of December 1934 and with 

the confessions, both pretrial and during the trial, of Kamenev and 

Zinoviev. 

We do not know why Trotsky did not wish to acknowledge that 

there really was a Trotskyist-Zinovievite bloc or that the bloc in

cluded other opposition groups. Pierre Braue and Vadim Rogovin, 

skilled researchers but devoted Trots.kyists, suggested that Trot

sky told his lies in order to save his followers inside the USSR. But 

this apologetic explanation makes no sense. If Trotsky had admit .. 

ted only what the Soviets had already made public he would have 

put no one in danger who was not already known to the Soviets. 

Therefore Trotsky could not have been trying to defend his Soviet~ 

based followers or to fool ''Stalin'' and the NKVD. 

Trotsky may have believed that he had to preserve ''plausible de ... 

niability'' in order to fight attempts by the Soviet government to 

deny him any place of exile. Trotsky may also have believed that 

denying only some Soviet charges - for instance} involvement in 

terror - while adm·itting to others like the bloc, would not be 

credible. Perhaps Trotsky feared that he would lose many of his 

followers if he were to concede that the Soviet NKVD was telling 

the truth some of the time. 

Whatever his reasoning, Trotsky decided to deny everything the 

Soviets charged him and his followers with, including charges that 
.J 

we now know to be true. Given that the bloc was mentioned 

prominently in the Kirov indictment and that he had decided to 
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deny everything the Soviet prosecution said, Trotsky could do one 
of two things. He could quote those parts of the indictment that 
mentioned the ''Trotskyist-Zinovievite bloc'' and then deny the ex
istence of such a bloc. Or he could ignore those passages - in effect, 
act as though there were no such passages in the indictment. 

Trotsky chose the latter course of action .. In doing so he i .. an a con ... 
siderable risk. Anyone who read the article in Humanite - let alone 
the original article in Pravda - and compared it with what Trotsky 
had written would immediately notice Trotsky's failure to even 
mention, much less to deny, the repeated allegations in the indict:
ment that the Zinovievite terrorists were in a bloc with the Trot
skyists. 

Any such reader would ask: ''Why does Trotsky remain silent 
about these, the most striking allegations in the indictment?'' Once 
noticed, Trotsky1s failure not only to deny the charge of a bloc with 
the Zinovievite terrorists, but even to mention it - if only to call it 
iiyet another amalgam," etc. - would strike any reader as suspi
cious. After all, failure to deny a serious charge is often interpreted 
as a tacit admission. 

Trotsky must have believed that the risk of openly discussing and 
denying the Trotskyist-Zinovievite bloc was greater than that of 
simply passing over it in silence. This suggests that he was writing 
with a sympathetic, even credulous, readership in mind, or at least 
one favorably predisposed towards anti-Stalin propaganda, one 

. 
that would be unlikely to compare the Humanite or Pravda articles 
with Trotsky's account. It seems clear that Trotsky's lies were aimed 
above all at duping his own followers. 

This is also suggested by his habit of inserting into his writings 
attacks on Stalin in the form of gratuitous and unverified remarks. 
Two examples occur in the first of his two essays here. Towards 
the end of this essay Trotsky makes the following claim: 

B 1926 ro,n;y H. K. KpyrrcKa.R, rrpHMKHYBIIIa.H Tor,n;a, BMecTe c 
3HHOBheBhIM H KaMeHeBbIM, K JieBoii orrno3Mll;Hlf, roBop11Jia: 
''ecJIJ.16 ./KHB 6bJJI JleHHH, OH ceifqac, HaBepHoe, CH,n;eJI 6bI y 
fTIY B TIOpbMe." 
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Translated: 

In 1926, N.K. Krupskaya, who along with Zinoviev and 

Kamenev then adhered to the Left Opposition, said, 

''Were Lenin alive, he would most assuredly be in a GPU 

prison." 

It would be difficult to prove that Krupskaya did not make this 

statement. The burden of proof is on Trotsky to prove she did. Be

sides, it is more than unlik·ely. In 1926 not a single Oppositionist 

had been imprisoned - not Zinoviev, not Kamenev, not Trotsky, 

nor any of their supporters. No matter how opposed Krupskaya 

was to Stalin's political line in 1926, the idea that she could have 

said that Lenin would have been in prison is not credible. 

Moreover, no one else had any independent knowledge of this 

purported remark. Boris Bazhanov, who worked from 1923 as Sta

lin's secretary until he fled the USSR in 1928, published the first 

volume of his strongly anti-Stalin memoirs, I Was Stalin's Secre

tary, in Paris in 1930. Bazhanov recorded many insulting rumors 

about Stalin. But this one only gets into his book in editions pub

lished after the French edition of Trotsky's biography Staline, 

which Bazhanov credits as his source, therefore after 1948: 

B CBOeM ceKpeTapHaTe CTaJIHH He cTeCH.HJIC.H, H H3 

OT~eJibHbIX ero cppaa, CJIOBeqeK H HHTOHaIJ;HM .H HCHO BHAeJI, 

KaK OH Ha caMOM AeJJe OTHOCMTCH K JieHHHy. Bnpol.JeM, 3TO 

noHHMaJIH M ~pyrHe, HanpHMep, KpyncKa.H, KoTopa.H HeMHoro 

crrycTH (B 1926 ro,l\y) roBopHJia: '(EcJIH 6h1 BoJIOA.H )KHJI, TO OH 

Terrepb CHAeJI 6bI B TIDpbMe'' ( CBIIAeTeJibCTBO Tpou;Koro, ero 

KHHra 0 CTaJIHHe, cppaH~. TeKCT, CTp. 523). 

Translated: 

In his Secretariat Stalin did not hold back and from some 

of his ph·rases, remarks) and intonations I saw clearly 

what he really thought of Lenin. Moreover, others un

derstood this too, for example, Krupskaya, who said a lit

tle later (in 1926): ''If Volodia were alive he would now 
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be in prison', (according to Trotsky in his book about 

Stalin} French edition) p. S 2 3). zo 

An otherwise unattested anecdote such as this one would be be ... 

lieved only by persons who were accustomed to accepting Trot~ 

sky's unsupported statements at face value - that is, by Trotsky .. 

ists. 

Trotsky also stated the following as fact: 

During the last two years of his life, Lenin saw in ·the bu

reaucracy the principal danger to the revolution and in 

Stalin the most consummate representative of this dan

ger. Lenin fell ill and died during a feverish preparation 

of the struggle against the Stalinist apparatus. 

This is not true either. There is no evidence of any struggle by 

Lenin ''against the Stalinist apparatus." That was true at the time, 

and we can confirm it today, since the publication of the relevant 

documents of Lenin's last year of life since 1989. Unlike the previ ... 

ous remark which, in theory at least, might have been uttered by 

Lenin p~ivately to Trotsky alone, no ';feverish preparation'' of 

struggle ''against the Stalinist apparatus1
' could have been kept se

cret. 

This is part of Trotsky's attempt to portray himself as Lenin's 

rightful successor} to counter Stalin's similar claim that he was 

Lenin's rightful successor.21 The genuineness of the documents 

called ''Lenin's Testament1
' has been called into serious question 

by research based upon the originals.22 But even if they are genu-

20 See Bazhanov, Vospominaniia byvshego sekretaria Stalina ("Memoirs of Stalin's 

former secretary"), Moscow 1990, Chapter 7; online at 

http://www.hrono.ru/libris/lib_b/bazhan07.php The French edition of 

Trotsky's biography of Stalin was published by Grasset (Paris) in 1948. 

21. For a brief discussion of these issues, translations of some of the relevant 

documents, and references to others, see Furr, Khrushchev Lied pp. 11-·19 and 

232-239. 
22 The main study of this question is the monumental work by V,A. Sakharov, 

"Politicheskoe zaveshchanie'' Lenina. Real'nost ' istorii i mify politiki. Moscow: 
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ine} as was believed at the time, Lenin trusted Stalin - and) appar

ently, only him - enough to ask Stalin alone to give him poison if 

he, Lenin, should find the pain of his illness unbearable. 

Conclusion 

The major finding of our study is dramatic. Trotsky did not only 

deny the bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rightists, and other op

positionists, the very evidence of whose real existence was discov

ered by Pierre Braue in the Harvard Trotsky Archive. He denied 

his contacts with Zinoviev, Kamenev, Piatakov, and Radek. He also 

denied accusations made at the Moscow Trials that he had had 

contact with still other oppositionists, contacts that Braue has 

verified. 

These accusations were central to all three Moscow trials. This 

means that not just Trotsky's essays and other discussions of the Ki

rov murder but all of Trotsky's essays about the Moscow Trials con

tain deliberate falsifications. 

Once Trotsky had embarked on the practice of declaring that all 

the evidence in the Kirov assassination, and then in all the future 

prosecutions of former oppositionists, was faked from beginning 

to end, there was no turning back. To admit that he had lied would 

have done more damage to his movement and his credibility than 

admitting even a part of the truth from the beginning. Unwilling to 

risk the consequences, it is only logical that Trotsky would stick to 

this story - that it was Stalin who had fabricated everything. 

This means that Trotsky spent the rest of his life repeating and 

elaborating a picture of the Moscow Trials and of Stalin that he 
• 

knew to be, at least in significant part, a lie of his own making. Be-

ginning no later than his essay on the Kirov assassination in late 

. 
4 

Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 2003, A very short summary by the 

author is Podlog zaveshchania vozhdia. Kto avtor? Av<:!ilable at a number of 

internet sites including http://stalinism.narod.ru/vieux/saharov.htm 
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December 1934 Trotsky concocted a series of '1amalgams1
' to the 

effect that the trials were nothing more than frame-ups by Stalin, 
the NKVD, and the Prosecutor. 

Trotsky knew what he wrote was not the truth but his own fabri
cation. His followers and the broader readership of his articles in 
the mainstream press did not know this. 

A devoted Trotskyist all his life, Pierre Braue shrank from drawing 
the obvious conclusions from h.is own discovery that Trotsky had 
lied about the bloc and other contacts with oppositionists. For ex
ample, Braue did not reconsider the two volumes that the Dewey 
Commission published. How likely is it that the commission would 
have found Trotsky ''Not Guilty''23 if its members had known that 
Trotsky really had been in a bloc with the Zinovievists and Right
ists; that he really had been in secret contact with Zinoviev, Kame
nev, Radek, and Piatakov, whom he had publicly excoriated, and 
with others whom he had denied contacting? 

Still, Braue continued to defend the Commission and its findings as 
though the documents he himself had discovered in the Trotsky 
Archives did not exist. 24 I discuss the Dewey Commission in The 
Fraud of the Dewey Commission and in the final chapters of Trot
sky's 'Amalgams.' 

Even so, Braue realized that these discoveries would necessita·te a 
complete revision of the conventional anticommunist and Trotsky .. 
ist view of the Moscow Trials: 

I think. that the new data concerning the ''Opposition bloc,'} 
the organization of two Communist blocs of Oppositions) 
the attempt to unify the Communist Opposition, definitively 

23 The title of the Dewey Commission's report is Not Guilty. Report of the 
Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made Against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow 
Trials, John De\vey, chairman. New York, London, .Harper & Brothers, 1938. 
24 See Broue, "L'historien devant la vie. Charles A. Beard et les proces de Moscou," 
CahLT 19 (1984), 68-77. B 
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destroys all the legends and preconceived ideas about an al/

mighty, blood-thirsty, machiavelian [sic - GF] Stalin. 
(Braue POS 110.) 

This is a dramatic statement from a famous, lifelong Trotskyist 

scholar. It is completely ignored by all Trotskyists today, as well as 

by virtually all mainstream scholars of the Stalin period. It appears 

that, like Trotsky himself, they are afraid to concede that any part 

of the Moscow Trials testimony was true. As I have shown in Trot

sky's 'Amalgams' and in The Moscow Trials as Evidence, to do so 

would be to open a ''Pandora's box," a cascade of other discoveries 

that destroys what I have called the ''anti-Stalin paradigm," an es

sential part of which is that the Moscow Trials were frame-ups of 

innocent defendants. 

r ·rotsky and Anticommunism 

Trotsky has sometimes been called an anticommunist. It is worth 

recalling this epithet in light of the facts uncovered in this essay. 

On the one hand, Trotsky evidently considered himself to be a true 

communist and his movement the true communist movement. In 

that sense, he was not an anticommunist as that term is normally 

understoodA 

However, one understanding of ''anticommunist', is someone who 

deliberately fabricates false tales of terrible crimes which he then 

blames on communists. This is the sense in which it is logical to 

call Nikita Khrushchev's ''Secret SpeechJ' ''anticommunist." It was 

filled with deliberate falsehoods. It provided ammunition, grist for 

the mills, of pro .. capitalist anticommunists. 

In the long run, Trotsky's ''amalgams,1
} like those of Khrushchev, 

were more effective than similar lies invented or spread abroad by 

opponents of communism.25 Trotsky and Khrushchev had spent 

25 For a sample of Khrushchev's lies about Stalin see Furr Khrushchev Lied. 
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decades as leading communists themselves. Their {irevelations'' -
for such they claimed their deliberate lies to be - had far more 
credibility than those of overtly pro ... capitalist propagandists. 

It appears that Trotsky was the very first writer to characterize 
the Soviet Union as 1'totalitarian.''26 Certainly it was Trotsky who 
put this term in use on the Left. Prior to Trotsky's use of the word 
in his ''amalgams1

' about the Moscow Trials the word ''totalitarian'' 
simply meant a one--party state - something t.hat Trotsky himself 
had advocated. 

Trotsky extended the use of the word ''totalitarian'' to accommo ... 
date his ''amalgam'' that Stalin had fabricated all the charges 
against the former oppositionists in all the trials, as well as all of 
the confessions. Trotsky knew that this was not so. He .knew that a 
number .... perhaps many, perhaps even all - the charges against 
and statements of the defendants, including those against and by 
his own followers, were true. But he pretended that they were all 
grotesque fabrications, and shouted that falsehood to all the world. 

Trotsky's term ''amalgam'' has become common usage in 
anticommunist Soviet historiography, a term regularly employed 
by historians as though it described an established practice on Sta .. 
lin's part. Witness the following quotation from Oleg Khlevniuk, a 
prominent anticommunist historian of the Stalin period: 

As in other political affairs of the Stalinist era, the Syrtsov ... 
Lominadze case was, to use Trotsky's apt characterization 
of the 1936--38 show trials) ''an amalgam," a peculiar com .. 
bination of real facts and falsifications.z7 

26 See IUrii Fel'shtinskii, Georgii Cherniavskii, Lev Trotskii. Vrag No.1 . 1929~1940. 
Moscow: Tentrpoligraf, 2013, 116; 195-6. 
27 Oleg V. Khlevniuk, if Stalin, Syrtsov, Lominadze: Preparations for the 'Second 

Great Breakthrough.',, ·The Lost Politburo Transcripts, From Collective Rule to 
Stalin 's Dictatorship. Ed. Paul R. Gregory and Norman Naimark. Stanford, CA: 

Hoover Institution (2008)1 79. 
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In reality, it does describe an established practice - but by Trotsky 

rather than by Stalin. 

Not the least of the conclusions we may draw from the discovery 

of Trotsky's ''amalgamsJ1 is this: that there is no obvious limit to 

them. We have established that Trotsky's essay on the Kirov assas

sination was full of lies, one after the other. Some were obvious, if 

anyone had bothered to check them. Others, involving the truth 

about Trotsky's bloc with the Zi.novievists, Rights, and others, 

were closely guarded secrets, known only to Trotsky, his son, and 

one of his most loyal secretaries) Jean van Heijenoort. 

In the present chapter, I have suggested that the fact that Trotsky 

lied in claiming that Zinoviev and Kamenev were falsely charged 

with plotting the restoration of capitalism is con.sistent with the 

hypothesis that Trotsky really did collaborate with the Germans 

and Japanese. 

This suggests that we should take a fresh look at the allegation that 

Trotsky collaborated with the Germans and Japanese. We know 

that Trotsky lied when he claimed that he would never form a bloc 

with Zinoviev and Kamenev, and also lied when he ridiculed the 

idea that he could ever have recourse to ''terror," i.e. assassination. 

Yet we know that he did both of these things. 

As it turns out, there can be no doubt that Trotsky did indeed col~ 

laborate with both the German fascist and Japanese militarists. I 

have previously attempted to gather and study the Soviet evidence 

that Trotsky collaborated with Germany and Japan. Now there is 

even less reason to question that Soviet evidence than we had be

fore. I have completed one book on this subject (Furr, Leon Trot~ 

sky's Collaboration with Germany and ]apan) 1 and will have much 

more evidence in future books. 

Just as we have discovered that Trotsky was lying, it turns out that, 

in each case where we can check) Soviet prosecutor Vyshinsky and 

the Moscow Trial defendants were telling the truth. In Trotsky's 

'Amalgams' and The Moscow Trials As Evidence I examine other 
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Moscow Trial allegations that Trotsky denied. Likewise, now that 
we know Trotsky attacked Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Radek to cover 
up his continuing contacts with them, it would be worthwhile to 
examine whether Trotsky also remained in contact with others 
with whom he had once been in open alliance but later supposedly 
broke with, like POUMZS leader Andres Nin. 

20 This is the common acronym for Partido Obrero de Unificaci6n Marxista -
Spain. 



Chapter 3. TrotskJ'" and the Charge of 

''Armed I.ntenTention'' 

Introduction 

.Living in France at the time, Leon Trotsky followed the events 

connected with the Kirov assassination in Humanite, daily news .. 

paper of the French Communist Party.1 Hrimanite covered the Ki

rov murder case closely, often summarizing articles in Pravda and 

Izvestia supplemented by summary and analysis written by their 

own staff. So1netimes Humanite printed t1~anslations of important 

documents verbatim or in long excerpts. 

By consulting the pages of Humanite and supplementing thern wit'h 

copies of the two Moscow papers, I have read the same articles 

that Trotsky read and have compared his coverage of the Kirov 

case with that of his sources. In doing this I have discovered a 

nu.mber of instances \Vhere Trotsky falsified the contents of the 

articles on the Kirov murder and investigation. One of these in

stances of falsification concerns Trotsky's allegation that Zi11oviev 

and his close associate Lev Kamenev had been charged with plan-

ning '1 armed intervention.'' 

Trotsky's allegations 

Trotsky wrote about the supposed accusation of ''armed interven

tion'' in two issues of his publication1 Biulleten' Oppozftsii (in Eng

lish) ''Bulletin of the Russian Opposition'') I reproduce Trotsky's 

words below: 

1 Trotsky's \vritings on the Kirov murder cite Humanite and, once, Le Temps, as 

dc)es Sedov in the Livre rouge (Red Book). rrrotsky occasionally quotes Pravda and 

Izvestia in a ma1111er that suggests he had quick access to them. 
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B.O. #42 February 1935: 

ITepBbie npaBHT·eJibCTBeHHbie coo6ru;eHMR H 0¢111\HaJibHhre 
...,, 

CTaTbH nocJie apecTa MOCKOBCKOH rpyrrnhl CTapbIX 
6oJibUieBHKOB rJiaCHJIH, qTo 3MHOBbeB-KaMeHeB J1 HX ,n;py3bH 

TIOCTaBHJIH ce6e qeJibIO «BOCCTaHOBJieHHe 
KaITHTaJIHCTHl.JeCKOro CTpOH," H CTpeMHJIHCb BhI3BaTb 

HHOCTpaHHYIO <<BO€HHYIO HHTepBeH~HK>>> (qepe3 
nocpeACTBOA .. JiaTbillICKoro KOHcyJia!). HM o,n;HH cepbe3HhIM 
qeJIOBeK He noBepHJI 3TOMy, pasyMeeTCH. 

JlaKeH CTaJIHHa, BbicTynaIOI.QHe no,n; HMeHeM <<BO)K,n;eii>> 
KoMHHTepHa, He ycTaIOT, o,n;HaKo, TBep,n;HTh, 't!To 3HHOBbeB, 
KaMeHeB 11 ,n;p. <<caMH npH3HaJIH cBoH rrpecTynJieH11.H.)1 KaKHe? 
Tio,n;roTOBKY pecTaBpa~MM KaIIHTaJIH3Ma? no,n;rOTOBKY 
BOeHHOH MHTepBeH~MM? 

AonycTHM, qTo KpHTHKa 311HOBheBa HenpaBHJibHa. IlpH3HaeM 
,n;ame 3a JiaKe.HMH npaBO cqHTaTb HarrpaBJieHHYlO npOTH:B HHX 
KpHTHKY <<npecTynHOH.n Ho rrpHt.JeM )Ke TYT Bce-TaKH 

<<pecT·aBpaQHR KaTIHTaJIH3Ma>> H <<BOeHHa.H MHTepBeH~H.H>>? 
KaKa.H CBH3b Me)K,n;y Tpe6osattHeM 6oJiee peBoJI10~HOHHOH 
TIOJIMTHKH rrpOTHB 6ypJKyasHH M rrporpaMMOH 
BOCCTaHOBJieHH.H 6ypmya3Horo pe)Kl1Ma? r A8 TYT 3ApaBbIH 
CMhICJI? OH noJIHOCTblO rrorpe6eH TIOA qy~oBH~HbIMH 
113aep)KeHH.HMM IIOAJIOCTH! 

Translated: 

The first government communique and official articles 
after the arrest of the Moscow group of Old Bolsheviks 
said that Zinoviev-Kamenev and their friends had taken 
as th.eir aim ''the restoration of the capitalist system'' and 
they were trying to provoke ''armed intervention'' from 
abroad (by the intermediacy of a consul- from Latvia!). 
No serious person could believe it; that is understood. 

I • I 

Stalin's lackeys, who cover themselves with the name of 
''leaders'' of the Communist International, don't, how
ever, recoil at the assertion that Zinoviev) Kamenev and 
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the others 'jhave themselves admitted their crimes." 

Which ones? ·Preparation of the restoration of capital~ 

ism? Preparation of armed intervention? 

••• 

Let us admit that Zinoviev's criticism was false. Let us 

even grant that the lackeys were right to judge criticism 

directed against them ''criminal. '' But are we to see in 

that the ''restoration of capitalism'' and ('armed interven~ 

tion''? What connection is there between the demand for 

a more revolutionary policy against the bourgeoisie and 

a program for ''the restoration of a bourgeois regime''? 

Where has common sense gone? It is completely buried 

beneath a monstrous defecation of infamy.2 

B.O. #43 April 1935~ 

B npaBHTeJibCTBeHHOM coo6~eHHH, KaK H B 6ecqHcJieHHhIX 

CTaTb5IX <<flpaBAbI>> saKJIJOqaJIOCb, KaK 113BeCTHO, rrpHMOe H 

KaTeropH11ecKoe YTBepmAeHHe, LfTO 3HHOBbeB H KaMeHeB 

CTaBHJIH ceoe ~eJILIO pecTaBpa~H:lO KaITHTaJIH3Ma H 

eoeHHYIO HHTepeeH~HIO. 

. 

- <<3aMeTKH JKypHaJIHcTa. KaK cTaJIHHI..J.bI noAphIBaJOT MopaJib 

KpacHoH apMHM.>> 

CeH:qac Ma:HcKHH, B caHe nocJJa, o6BHHHeT <<3HHOBheBu;eB>> H 

<<TPOIJ;KHCTOB>> B CTpeMJieHHH Bbl3BaTb BOeHHYIO 

HHTepBeH~HIO ,D;JIH pecTaBpau;HH KaI1HTaJIH3Ma .. . 

- <<Paooqee rocy,n;apcTBo, TepM11,n;op 6oHanapTH3M 

(l1cTopHKO-TeopeT11qecKaH crrpaaKa)>> 

z '(IIHchMO aMepHKaHCKHM fJ,pyshRM /·' (Letter to American friends) 

http://web.mit,edu/fjk/www /FI/BO /B0-42.shtml ; Trotsky, "Everything 

Gradually Falls Into Place." WLT 1934-1935 223-228. (WLT). Originally in B.Ot 

#42. 
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TaK cKamyTJ BepoRTHo, cTaJIHHIJ;hI M nptt6aBHT Ha BCHKHH 

cnyqaif, qTO Mhl nepeMeHHJIH II03HI..\HID, Aa6bl Jier't.f:e BLI3BaTb 

BOeHHYIO HHTepBeHIJ;HIO . 

.. http:/ /web.mit.edu/fjk/www /FI/BO /B0-43.shtml 

Translated: 

In the government communique as well as in numerous 
articles in Pravda there was, as is well known) the direct 
and categorical assertion that Zinoviev and Kamenev 
had as their goal the restoration of capitalism and mili
tary intervention ... 3 

Today Maisky, in the rank of ambassador, accuses ''Zino
vievists'' and ''Trotskyists1

' of striving to provoke mili
tary intervention in order to restore capitalism ... 4 

I I I 

This will probably be said by Stalinists, who will add for 
good measure that we have changed our position in or
der the more easily to provoke military intervention" 

Trotsky's ''Amalgam'' 

Trotsky did not give any specific references to the ''first govern .. 

ment communique 1
' - in Russian the word is in the plural, 

soobshcheniia, ''communiques'' - or ''numerous'' ''official'' articles 

''in Pravda'' or anywhere else. This is understandable, for there 

were none to give. These statements of Trotsky's are false. Zino

viev, Kamenev, and others in the ''Moscow Center', who were to be 

tried in mid·January 1935 were not charged with planning ''armed 

3 'rNotes of a Journalist," WLT 1934-1935 323-238, at 327. Originally in B.O. #43. 

Italics in original. 
4 uThe Workers' State, Thermidor and Bonapartism." WLT 1934-1935 240 ... 261, at 

251. Originally in B.O. #43. 
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intervention', any more than they were with the ''restoration of 

capitalism.1's Trotsky was lying. 

I have searched all the issues of Humanite, the newspaper of the 

French Communist Party that was Trotsky's source of information 

about what the Russian press was publishing. I have reproduced 

below all the passages where ''armed'' or ''foreign intervention," or 

language to that effect, are cited in any articles dealing with the 

Kirov Assassination or its aftermath, including the arrests of Zino

viev, Kamenev and others. Zinoviev, Kamenev, and others in the 

''Moscow Center'' are not accused in any of them. 

Humanite Dec. 28 p, 1 col. 6 bottom: 

EN 3e PAGE 

A Leningrad, Ie·s adherents du groupe etaient en liaison 

avec le consul d 'une puissance capitaliste et escomp

taient que l'assassinat de Kirov provoquerait une inter· 

vention etrangere. 

Andre Marty article, p. 2 col. 1: 

<< L'instruction a etabli que le groupe n'esperant pas que 

le meurtre de Kirov servirait de signal a un mouvement 

interieur, du pays centre le Parti communiste de l'U. R. S. 

S. et contre le pouvoir sovietique, comptait sur l'aide di

recte du dehors, sur l'intervention de l,armee et sur 

l 'appui de certains Eta ts etrangers >> 

• 

Article on Kirov indictment p. 3 col. 3 

Aides par l'etranger! 

5 See Chapter 4 of this book on the "restoration of capitalism1
' charge. 
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Cependant, ne comptant pas sur la realisation de telles 

actions a<< l'interieur du pays>>, le groupe TABLAIT DI

RECTEMENT SUR L'AIDE <<DU DEHORS ,"SUR L'INTER

VENTION ARMEE ET L1AIDE DE CERTAINS ETATS 

ETRANGERS. 

L1espoir de !'intervention comme moyen unique de 

renverser le pouvoir sovietique caracterise nettement le 

point de vue de l'in.culpe Nikolaiev qui ne le cachait pas a 
ses amis intimes. 

L'instruction a etabli que Nikolaiev, conformement a. un 

accord prealable avec Kotolynov, a rendu visite a plu

sieurs reprises a un certain consul de Leningrad ... 

Humanite Dec. 29 p. 3 col. 2: 

<< Detail caracteristique les anci.en·s partisans de Zino

viev, qui basaient taus leurs plans antisovietiques sur le 

secours de la bourgeoisie internationale par la voie de << 

!'intervention ," apres avoir noue des relations avec le 

consul etranger, essayent maintenant, par son inter

mediaire de se lier avec la contrerevolution. 

Humanite Dec. 311934 p. 3 col. 5 

Les lsvestia ecrivent dans un editorial<< La sentence qui a 

frappe les assassins de Kirov est !'expression directe (le 

la volonte de millions de travailleurs remplis d'indigna

tion et d'une haine profonde envers Jes terroristes fas

cistes, restes de !'opposition de Zinoviev, qui, sletant as

sure que leur activite antisovietique ne peut pas trouver 

de sympathie dans les masses, sont entres; non seule

ment dans la voie de la terreur, mais ont mise sur }'in

tervention de l'etranger. Rien ne peut desorganiser le 

pouvoir sovietique ni arreter la marche triomphale du 

socialisme. >> 

Humanite Jan. 8 1935 p. 2 col. 1: 
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C'est Nikolaiev qui parle. << Le groupe tablait directem.ent 
sur l'aide dit dehors, sur !'intervention armee et !'aide 
de certains Etats etrangers. >> 

H·umanite Jan. 81935 p. 3 col. 7: 

Les terroristes et leurs liaisons LE CONSUL COMPLICE 
DES ASSASSINS DE KIROV FUT L'ALLIE DES BLANCS .ET 
L'HOMME DE HITLER 

Moscou (Du notre correspondant particulier). 

- On sait que le consul de Lettonie, qui eut contact avec 
les terroristes revolutionnaires et qui est considere 
comme complice des assassins de Kirov, a ete rappele 
par son gouvernement, et l'ambassadeur de ce pays en 
U.R.S.S. a pris connaissance des pieces de Ir.instruction. 
L'activite du consul en question ne fut nullement une ac .. 
tivite diplomatique: el1e comprenait une aide pecuniaire 
aux terroristes contre-revolutionnaires, Ia participation 
a la prepa.ratio11 de leur fuite a l'etranger, le concours a 
l1introduction d'autres terroristes en U.R.S.S. et la pre
paration d'une situation facilitant une intervention an
tisovietique armee., 

Or, chacun comprend qu'une intervention ne se fait pas 
par de petits Etats: meme dans le cas OU Ies forces ar-
mees de pareils Etats envahissent le territoire d'un 
grand Etat, elles jouent seulement le role d'eclaireurs 
pour les armees de puissances beaucoup plus impor
tantes, dont elles remplissent la mission militaire1 
politique et sociale( 

II n' est done pas difficile de supposer que les derniers 
actes du diplomate si etrange de ce petit Etat cachaient 
des forces de beaucoup plus d1envergure pour le compte 
desquelles il travaillait e11 realite. .: 
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The Charge of ''Armed Intervention'' 

The accusation of attempting to provoke, counting upon, or hoping 

for ''armed'' or ''foreign'' ''intervention'' was not applied to Zino

viev, Kamenev, or others of the ''Moscow Center'' at all. No Soviet 

documents charge Zinoviev, Kamenev, and the other Old Bolshe

viks arrested and tried together with them with planning, counting 

on, etc., ''armed intervention.'' It was applied in newspaper articles 

and by the Soviet courts only to the members of the Leningrad 

Center of Zinovievists who had conspired successfully to murder 

Sergei Kirov. But even against them it was not applied ''officially1
' 

in any ''government communique." It was not mentioned either in 

the indictment or in the sentence. 

Trotsky invented this false story. He must have had some reason 

for doing so. To discover th.at reason is the goal of the present 

chapter. 

Beginning with the January 1937 Moscow trial two years later, this 

same accusation was leveled at Trotsky himself} first by his own 

followers and then by the Soviet court. Thereafter the accusation 

of plotting ''armed intervention1
' was repeated and elaborated. 

This cannot be mere coincidence. There must be some relationship 

between Trotsky's false claim in 1934 and 1935 that Zinoviev and 

Kamenev had been accused of plotting ''armed intervention'' and 

the public accusations beginning in January) 1937} by the Soviet 

prosecutor and by Trotsky's followers charging that it was Trotsky 

himself who was plotting ''armed intervention.'' 

In the present chapter I investigate that connection. My hypothesis 

is as follows: Trotsky suspected tha.t, at some point in the near 

future 1 members of the bloc would testify that one aspect of the 

bloc's activities had been the plotting of an armed intervention. 

This is in fact what happened, only much later, in 1936-1937. 

The only way Trotsky could successfully ''predict'' that such 

an accusation would be forthcoming is if he knew that it was 

true and therefore that one or more of the defendants who 

were members of the bloc was likely to reveal it. 
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It's very interesting that Trotsky used the term ''amalgam'} to 

describe deliberately false stories that blend fact and fiction} 

because it was so clearly a projection of his own tactics. He 

used the truth (that the bloc had been plotting an armed in

tervention) to tell a lie (that Zinoviev-Kamenev and their 

friends had already been ''falsely'' accused of the crime). At 

this point, we see a pattern of Trotsky preemptively defending 

himself/his collaborators against accusations of wrongdoing by 
1'predicting )' forthcoming allegations. 

Why Did Trotsky Run the Risk of Discovery? 

This threat accounts for Trotsky's lying about the ''armed interven

tion'' charge. Trotsky took a considerable risk in telling this lie. It 

would have been easy for anyone who checked either the Russian 

newspapers or Humanite to see that Trotsky was lying about the 

accusations against Zinoviev and Kamenev. It is logical to think 

that he only assumed this risk out of some powerful motive. 

Once again, Trotsky composed a false story. By claiming that it 

was) in fact) Stalin who was guilty of deception, Trotsky created an 

''amalgam'' within an ''amalgam." Trotsky continued to derisively 

repeat the falsehood that Zinoviev and Kamenev were accused of 

planning i'armed intervention,, until the April 1935 issue of the 

B.O. After that} he abandoned it. Unlike the ''restoration of capital

ism'' story, which Trotsky was still repeating at the Dewey Com

mission testimony in April 1937, his false claim that Zinoviev and 

Kamenev were charged with plotting ''armed insurrection'' disap

pears from his writing after April 193 5. (.I discuss Trotsky's ''resto

ration of capitalism'' ''amalgam', in the next chapter.) 

In the case of the ''Zinovievite-Trotskyite bloc'' story, we know why 

Trotsky repeated his falsehood. Such a bloc did exist and Trotsky 

decided to deny it completely. This decision forced Trotsky to con

coct a different version of the Kirov murder - one he knew to be 

false - and foist it on the ·world in order .. to conceal the existence of 

the bloc. Trotsky argued tirelessly that the story of the bloc was an 

invention, an ''amalgam'' of Stalin's, when he knew that in reality it 
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was he himself who was composing an ''amalgam." It was Trotsky, 
not ''Stalin,'' i.e. the Soviet prosecution, who was lying. 

• 

The clandestine Zinovievists who had been arrested for the Kirov 
murder had started to confess and had named their leader, Zino
viev. It was a safe guess that soon they would also name Trotsky, 
whose followers were in the bloc with the Zinovievists. We know 
from the Harvard Trotsky Archive that Trotsky had given his ap .. 
proval for the formation of this bloc. Therefore, Trotsky {'pre
dicted11 that his name would come up in connection with the Kirov 
investigate. Sure enough, it did. 

In the next chapter, I suggest that the same logic holds in the case 
of the ''restoration of capitalism'' ''amalgam." There I show that the 
''restoration of capitalism'' story more or less accurately reflected 
the economic plan that Trot·sky had been proposing since 1930. It 
also reflected the ''Riutin Platform,'' which was really the platform 
of the whole bloc of Zinovievists, Trotskyists, and Rightists. In ad
dition, we have evidence from the January 1937 and March 1938 
Moscow Trials testimony that Trotsky was i.nstructing the leaders 
of the clandestin.e Trotskyist group in the Soviet Union that a re
version towards capitalism would be the price of cooperation of 
the capitalist powers, especially Germany and Japan, in connection 
with the overthrow of the Stalin regime. 

As in the case of the ''Zinovievite-Trotskyite bloc," ''name of Trot
sky'' and ''restoration of capitalism'' 11 amalgams,11 once we realize 
that this ''armed intervention'' story is false, we are left to wonder 
why Trotsky chose to tell this lie and to tell it repeatedly. Why did 
he fabricate false accusations instead of simply dealing with the 
real ones? Trotsky must have thought that he had much to lose if 
he did not tell this lie.6 

6 I use the word "lie" because Trotsky deliberately misled his followers, the 
principal readers of th.e B.O. and of his other essays. 
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Trotsky's strategy: ''Expose the scheme in 
advance." 

In the previous chapter I examined Trotsky's reactions to the Ki

rov murder and discussed his strategy of pretending to ''predict1
' 

that which he knew or could reasonably expect would follow: 

There is only one way to forestall en route the amalgams 

that are in preparation: Expose the scheme in advance, 

The Stalinists are trying to mold the public opinion of 

the world police towards expulsions, extraditions, ar

rests and other more decisive measures. The Leninists 

must prepare the public opinion of the world proletariat 

for these possible events. In this case, as in others, it is 

necessary to speak out openly about what is; that is also 

the aim of the present article, 

Trotsky restated this strategy in his final speech to the Dewey 

Commission in April 1937: 

The author of these lines and his closest co-thinkers fol

lowed attentively the intrigues and provocations of the 

GPU, and in advance, on the basis of particular facts and 

symptoms, warned time and again, in letters as well as 

in the press, against Stalin1s provocative plans and 

against amalgams in preparation. (CL T 486) 

I propose that the only way Trotsky could have thought that his 

mention of th.e accusation in a newspaper article presaged an ''offi ... 

cial'' accusation to come was if that accusation were true. 

This time Trotsky's attempt ''to expose the scheme in advance'' 

misfired somewhat. No accusation that Zinoviev and Kamenev had 

been relying upon <'armed intervention'' surfaced during the Kirov 

murder investigation, indictment, trial, and sentencing, nor in the 

articles or indictment concerning the .arrests and trial of Zinoviev, 

Kamenev, and their followers in the ''Moscow Center." 
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Still, Trotsky must have ca.lculated that the {'armed intervention'' 
allegation might come to the fore sooner or later. Trotsky could 
not prevent this from happening. The only thing he could do was 
to ''get out in front of' the accusation by claiming that he had al ... 
ready ''exposed the scheme in advan.ce." As I say in the previous 
chapter, we know that this was his strategy in ''predicting1

' that his 
own name would surface during the investigation of the Kirov 
murder by Zinovievist members of the bloc. 

In the present case, my hypothesis was as follows: Trotsky calcu
lated that future confessions would include the charge of ''armed 
insurrection.'' This is what led Trotsky to anticipate this accusation 
by ''predicting'' it. 

There are a number of reasons Trotsky might have believed that 
the ('armed intervention', accusation would be forthcoming: 

* Trotsky could have known that Zinoviev and Kamenev had been 
planning for ''armed intervention," and therefore that their follow
ers would probably expose this fact. 

* Trotsky could have known that the Rights, who were also a pa.rt 
of the bloc, were planning for ''armed intervention,,, and therefore 
their followers too would probably expose the fact. 

If any of the Zinovievists or Rights confessed, they would certainly 
inculpate the Trotskyists and Trotsky himself. In either of these 
cases, the Trotskyists, as a constituent part of the bloc, would have 
known about and agreed to this tactic. That would mean that Trot
sky himself must have at least approved it. 

In fact} we have good evidence 

* from the Moscow Trials transcripts; 

*from Marshal Semion Budyonny's letter to Marshal Voroshilov; 
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* from the full transcript of the trial of Marshal Mikhail Tuk

hachevsky and seven other high-ranking Soviet military leaders, a 

transcript only declassified and released to the public in May, 

2018;7 

*and from Piatakov's recently ... declassified NKVD file, 

that Trotsky himself actively promoted armed intervention against 

the USSR. I discuss the first two sources in the present volume and 

will examine Piatakov's NKVD file in a future volume. s 

*Trotsky himself had been advocating 'iarmed intervention'' to his 

supporters in the USSR. The Zinovievists and Rights would have 

known about this. Even if they did not know about it, the Zino

vievists had named Trotsky. So the arrests of yet more Trotskyists 

would have been imminent and they might well reveal that Trot .. 

sky was relying on ''armed interventionA'' 

The evidence now available suggests the last scenario is the most 

likely. I will present the evidence that supports this hypothesis. 

But in any case, Trotsky's ''amalgam,'' or lie, about ''armed inter ... 

vention1
' must be accounted for. In the rest of this essay, I will give~ 

* evidence that Trotsky was planning 1'armed intervention11 as a 

means to gain power in the USSR; 

* evidence that corroborates or confirms this evidence; 

* a consideration of other possible hypotheses that might be cited 

to explain Trotsky's repeated lie that Zinoviev and Kamenev were 

accused of plotting armed intervention. 

·7 I will examine this transcript in a future study. 

s My Moscow colleague Vladimir L. Bobrov and I plan to devote an entire study to 

the Tukhachevsky Affair in the near future. 
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Evidence: The January 1937 Moscow Trial 

We have evidence from the January 1937 a.nd March 1938 Moscow 
Trials testimony that Trotsky was instructing the leaders of the 
clandestine Trotskyist group in the Soviet Union that a reversion 
to capitalism might well be the price of cooperation of the capital
ist powers, especially Germany and Japan. Additionally, the Trot-
skyist leaders on trial also testified that they might have to rely on 
the military might of capitalist powers in order to seize power. 

In his opening statement at the 1937 Trial, Andrei Y. Vyshinsky, 
the Soviet prosecutor, summarized pretrial testimony by Karl 
Radek: 

The main task which the parallel centre set itself was the 
forcible overthrow of the Soviet government with the 
object of changing the social and state system existing in 
the U.S.S.R. L.D. Trotsky, and on his instructions the par
allel Trotskyite centre) aimed at seizing power with the 
aid of foreign states with the object of restoring capita} ... 
ist social relations in the U.S.S.R. (5) 

Proceeding from this program, L. D. Trotsky and his ac
complices in the parallel centre entered in·to negotia
tions with agents of foreign states with the object of 
overthrowing the Soviet government with the aid of 
armed intervention. (6) 

The investigation has established that L.D. Trotsky en
tered into negotiations with one of the leaders of the 
German National-Socialist Party with a view to waging a 
joint struggle against the Soviet Union. 

L.D. Trotsky and his accomplices in the U.S.S.R. consid
ered it necessary) during the forthcoming war, to adopt 
an active defeatist position and to do all they could to 
assist the foreign interventionists in their fight 
against the U.S.S.R. 
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For example, the accused Piatakov, relating the conver

sation he had with L. Trotsky in December 1935 near 

Oslo, testified: 

As regards the war, L.D. Trotsky spoke of this very 

explicitly. From his point of view, war is inevitable 

in the near future. 

He, Trotsky, considers it absolutely necessary to 

adopt a distinctly defeatist attitude in this war. He 

considers that the bloc's coming into power can 

certainly be hastened by the defeat of the U.S.S.R. 

in war. (Vol. I, p. 258.) (10) 

Piatakov's testimony 

I recall that Trotsky said in this directive that without 

the necessary support from foreign states, a government 

of the bloc could neither come to power nor hold power. 

It was therefore a question of arriving at the necessary 

preliminary agreement with the most aggressive foreign 

states, like Germany and Japan, and that he, Trotsky, on 

his part had already taken the necessary steps in es

tablishing contacts both with the Japanese and the 

German governments. (53) 

... later, in the middle of 1935, Sokolnikov himself told 

me of this step and recounted the conversation in which 

he had sa·nctioned Trotsky's negotiations with the 

Japanese government. (53-4) 

About the end of 1935 Radek received a long letter

instructions from Trotsky. In this directive Trotsky ad-

vanced two possible variants of our coming into power. 

The first variant was the possibility of our coming into 

power before a war, and the sec~nd variant, during a 

war. Trotsky visualized the first variant resulting from a 

concentrated terrorist blow, as he said ... , The second 
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variant, which in Trotsky's opinion was the more 
probable, was a military defeat. (55) 

In this connection Trotsky again said that in his opinion 
war was imminent, that he knew for a fact that it was a 
question not of, say, a five ... year period} but of a short 
time .... The other task was a more practical one: to train 
cadres for the event of war} that is to say} to train diver
sionists and those who would engage in destruction, 
helpers for the fascist attack on the Soviet Union. 
(62) 

In connection with the international question Trotsky 
very emphatically insisted on the necessity of preparing 
diversionist cadres. He rebuked us for not engaging 
energetically enough in diversive, wrecking and terrorist 
activities. He told me that he had come to an absolutely 
definite agreement with the fascist German government 
and with the Japanese government that they would 
adopt a favourable attitude in the event of the Trotsky
ite ... zinovievite bloc coming to power. (64) 

First, the German fascists promise to adopt a favourable 
attitude towards the Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc and to 
support it if it comes to power, either in time of war ... 
(64) 

... since Hess and Trotsky had discussed the question of 
war and a military coup d'etat, accession to power, that 
is to say, the defeat of the U.S.S.R. Hess, of course, quite 
naturally raised the point: Well, you are fighting over 
there; while in this case we are a much better organized 
and a better armed force. It is clear once we negotiate 
you must go the whole length. In the event of military 
attack the destructive forces of the Trotskyite orga
nizations which would act within the country must 
be co-ordinated with the forces from without acting 
under the guidance of German fascism. The diversive 
and wrecking activity which is being conducted by the 
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Trotskyite-Zinovievite organization within the Soviet 

Union must be carried out under the instructions of 

Trotsky, which are to be agreed upon with the German 

General Staff. 

Towards the end there was talk to the effect that, say, 

the Trotskyite .. zinovievite bloc comes into power with 
the aid of certain external forces, they put us into 
power. (65) 

The testimony of Trotskyist defendant G.Y. Sokol'nikov addresses 

the question of ''armed intervention'1 most directly: 

VYSHINSKY: And what about the aggressors? 

SOKOLNIKOV~ We were prepared to come to an agree

ment with them, the result of which would be that in the 

course of war and as a result of the defeat of the Soviet 

Union, the government of.the bloc would come to power. 

VYSHINSKY: It would therefore be correct to say that 

you were banking on help from foreign intervention· 
is ts? 

SOKOLNIKOV: You see .. . perhaps it is something worse 

••• 

VYSHINSKY: I am not speaking of what is worse or of 

what is better. I am not passing moral judgment. I am es

tablishing facts. I, as the representative of the State 

prosecution, assert that you were directly staking on the 
assistance of foreign aggressors, on the assistance of 
foreign interventionists. Is my assertion correct? 

SOKOLNIKOV: It is correct that we calculated on the help 

of foreign aggressors. Interventionists I would not say. 

(156) 
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The Rights Also Confessed To Plotting ''Armed 
Intervention'' 

Genrikh lagoda was head of the OGPU and) between 1934 and Oc
tober 1936} Commissar of Internal Affairs and head of the poli.ce 
force known as the NKVD.9 Iagoda was arrested at the beginning of 
March 1937 and began to confess to being an important partici .. 
pant in the conspiracy of the Right oppositionists. In 1997 pretrial 
confessions of Iagoda were published in a small academic edition 
in Russia. These confessions are routinely cited as genuine by 
mainstream scholars of the Soviet period. 

Iagoda testifies about the bloc's relations with Germany: 

CToMHIO, "tJTo KapaxaH roBopHJI o ,n;Byx BapHaHTax 

car JlallleHH51: O~HH, ecJl.H ~eHTp garoBopa rrpHXO)::i;HT K BJiaCTH 

caMOCTOHTeJibHO 6e3 IlOMOID;H HeM~eB; BTOpOH, eCJlH 

3aroeop~HKaM B HX npHXOAe K BJiaCTH IlOMOrYT 
.., 

HeMe~KHe IUTLIKH BO epeMH BOHHhl. 

TI pH rrepBOM BapHaHTe petrh IIIJia o cJJeAyrom;Hx ycJIOBHHx: 

1. Pa3pbIB CCCP ~oroBopoB o co103e c <PpaHu;HeH: H 

l.J exo en o B aKH eH:. 

2. 3aKJIHJqeHHe BOeHHOro H 3KOHOMHqecKoro COI030B c 
repMaHHeH. 

3. JlHKBH,ll.aqHH KoMHHTepHa. 

4. flpe~OCTaBJieHHe repMaHHH (npaBa] Ha ,l];OJlrOJieTHHe 

K0Hn;ecc1111 HCTO'l!HHKOB Xl1MHqecKoro CbipbH CCCP 

(KoJibCKOro rroJiyocTp OB a, Hec)?TRHbIX 11CTOqHHKOB H np Ol.f ee). 

S~ YcTaHOBJieHHe B CCCP TaKoro noJIHTHqecKoro H 
u 

3KOHOMH"t£eCKoro CTpOH, KOTOpbIH rapaHTHpyeT repMaHCKHM 

9 The initials NKVD indicate the name of the Commissariat (=ministry) itself, 
"People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs'~ but are commonly used to refer to the 
police and investigative section of this large organization. The OGPU became a 
part of the NKVD in July) 1934. 
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cpMpMaM IIOJIHYIO B03MO)KHOCTb pa3BHTHfl 

HHH~IIaTHBhI Ha TeppHTopHM CCCP. 

Trotsky's Lies 

v ...., 

CBOeH qacTHOI1 

IlpH BTOpOM BapHaHTe, T. e. npH npHxo,u;e K BJiaCTH B 

eoeHHOe BpeM.H npH IlOMO~H HeM~eB, OCTaBaJIMCb B CH:Jie 

Te ./Ke ycJIOBH.H, IlJIIOC KaKHe-To TeppttT·OpMaJibHbie ycTynKH, 

HO KaKHe HMeHHO H He IIOMHIO. 06 3TOM ~OJI)KeH IlOJIHee H 

ToqHee noKa3aTh caM KapaxaH. 

• r ' 

Bonpoc: A KaK MbICJIHJJCH npHXO.Di K BJiaCTH Ha cJiyqaii 

BOHHbI? 

0TBeT: Peqh IIIJia 0 BOCCTaHHH HaillHX rrapTHH B T·bIJiy, apecTe 

qJieHOB rrpaBHTeJihCTBa npH O)J;HOBpeMeHHOM OTKpbITHH 

<J>poHTa HenpHHTeJIIO 3aroeop~HKaMH H3 BOeHHoro 

6JIOKa. (198) 

Translated: 

I recall that Karakhan talks about two variants of the 

agreement: one, if the center of the conspiracy should 

come to power independently, without the Germans' 

help; the second, if German bayonets were to help the 

conspirators to take power during wartime. 

In the first variant, the following conditions would apply: 

1. The cancellation by the u·ssR of agreements about al

liance with France and Czechoslovakia. 

2. The conclusion of military and economic agreements 

with Germany. 

3. The liquidation of the Comintern. 

4. The presentation to Germany of [rights to] long-term 

concessions of sources of chemical resources in the 
.t 

USSR (the Kola peninsula, petroleum sources, and so 

on). 
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5. The establishment in the USSR of a political and eco ... 
nomic system that would guarantee to German compa
nies the full possibility of development of their private 
initiative on the territory of the USSR. 

In the case of the second variant, i.e. in the event [the 
bloc] came to power during wartime with German 
help, these same conditions would hold, plus some terri
torial concessions, but I do not remember exactly what 
they were. Karakhan himself should confess about this 
more fully and accurately. 

• • r 

QUESTION: And how was the coming to power in the 
case of war imagined? 

ANSWER: Through an uprising of our parties in the rear, 
the arrest of members of the government while at the 
same time opening the front to the enemy by the 
conspirators of the military bloc. 

Nikolai Bukharin, along with Aleksei Rykov, was arrested and im
prisoned at the close of the discussion of their cases at the Febru .. 
ary ... March 1937 Plenum of the Central Committee. It has long been 
known that Bukharin made his first confession on June 2, 1937. A 
copy of that confession, which is still secret in Russia today, is in 
the Volkogonov Archive in the National Archives, Washington, DC,. 
Vladimir Bobrov and I have published it, together with a commen
tary.10 

In that first confession, Bukharin testifies about the bloc's, and 
specific~lly Trotsky's, reliance upon armed intervention: 

10 Furr and Bobrov, i'Nikolai Bukharinrs First Statement of Confession in the 
Lubianka.}I Culti1ral Logic 2007. At 
http://clogic<eserver.org/2007 /Furr_Bobrov.pdf The Russian original, published 
in 2007 in the Russian historical journal Klio (St Petersburg) is at 
https: / /msuweb.montclair.edu/ --furrg/research /furrnbo brov _bukharin_klio 07. p 
df 
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In the summer of 1934, I was at RADEK'S apartment 

when RADEK informed me about TROTSKY'S external 

political arrangements. RADEK said that Trotsky, 
stressing terror, all the same considered the main 
chance for the arrival in power of the bloc to be the 
defeat of the USSR in war with Germany and Japan, 
and in connection to this was promoting the idea of an 

agreement with Germany and Japan at the cost of terri

torial concessions (Ukraine to the Germans} the Far East 

to the Japanese). (17) 

Evidence: Tukhachevsky's confessions 

Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky was arrested in the fourth week of 

May 1937. Within two days, he began to make detailed confessions 

about his conspiracy against the Stalin leadership. Among other 

matters, he discussed the plans for intervention by foreign powers . 

... Romm also passed on that it was Trotsky's hope that 

Hitler would come to power and would support him, 

Trotsky, in his struggle against Soviet power. 11 (·Main 

1·59) 

Round about this time, 1933/1934, Romm visited me in 

Moscow and told me that he had to pass on Trotsky1s 

new instructions. Trotsky pointed out that it was no 

longer feasible to restrict our activities to simply recruit

ing and organizing cadres, that it was necessary to adopt 

a more concrete programme} that German Fascism 

11 Translation by Steven J, Main, uThe Arrest and 'Testimony' of Marshal of the 

Soviet Union M,N. Tukhachevsky (May-June 1937).1
' Journal of Slavic Military 

Studies 10, 1(1997),151-195. Main puts scare quotes around the word 
"testimony" to show that he doubts that Tukhachevsky made the confession 

willingly. This is a requirement of those who wish to show their loyalty to the 

({anti-St alin paradigm,1
' de rigeur in mainstream Soviet history. Main has no 

evidence whatsoever that the confession is other than it purports to be. I exam

ine the dishonest tactic of ({argument by scare quotes'' in Kirov, Chapter 4, 87ff, 
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would render the Tro·tskyists assistance in their struggle 
with Stalin's leadership and that the military conspiracy 
must supply the German General Staff with intelligence 
data} as well as working hand in glove with the Japanese 
General Staff, carrying out disruptive activities in the 
army, p1--epare diversions and terrorist acts against 
members of the government. These instructions of Trot
sky I communicated to the center of our conspiracy. 
(Main 160-161) 

During the winter of 1935/1936) Piatakov told me that 
Trotsky had now asked us to ensure the [future] defeat 
of the USSR in war, even if this meant giving the Ukraine 
to the .Germans and the Primor'ye to the Japanese. In or
der to prepare the USSR's defeat) all forces, both within 
the USSR and outside [sic .. GF] the USSR would have to 
be made ready; in particular, Piatakov stated that Trot
sky would carry out a decisive struggle to plant his peo
ple in the Comintern. Piatakov stated that such condi
tions would mean the restoration of capitalism in the 
country ... (Main 163) 

Thus, developing our platform based on supporting the 
Rightists in their struggle against the general line of the 
Party, adding to it, subsequently) Trotskyite sloga.ns, the 
end result was that the anti-Soviet military Trotskyite 
conspiracy had embarked on the path of overthrowing 
Soviet power through a counter-revolution by terror, 
espionage, diversionary activities, sabotage, defeatist ac
tivity [leading to] the restoration of capitalism in the 
USSR. (Main 163) 

In the autumn of 1935, Putna came to my office and 
handed over a note from Sedov, in Trotsky's name, in
sisting that I more energetically attract Trotskyite cadres 
to the military conspiracy and more actively use them. I 
told Putna to say that this would be done. In addition, 
Putna told me that Trotsky had established direct links 
with Hitler's government and the General Staff, and that 
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the center of the anti-Soviet military Trotskyite conspir .. 

acy should task itsel.f to prepare defeats on those fronts 

where the German Army would operate. (Main 166) 

As I have already pointed out in the first section, during 

the strategic military exercises carried out in April 1936, 

on the question of the operational position of our ar .. 

mies, I exchanged opinions with Yakir and Uborevich. 

Taking into account Trotsky's directive to prepare for 

defeat on that front where the Germans would attack, as 

well as General Rundstedt's instruction to prepare for 

defeat on the Ukrainian Front ... (Main 185) 

Primakov, as quoted in Budyonny's letter to Voroshilov: 

0TpHI..IiaJI OH 3TO Ha TOM OCHOBaHMH, qTo, .HK06bI, eMy, 

ITPI1MAKOBY, TPOQKl1M 6bIJia nocTaBJieHa 6oJiee 

cepbe3HaJI BaAat:Ia - no~HHTb B JleHHHrpa~e 

soopy)l\eHHoe soccTaHHe, ,ll;JI.H qero OH ITPHMAKOB, 

,ll;OJI)KeH 6bIJI CTporo 3aKOHCilHpHpoBaTbCR OT Bcex 

TeppopHCTJit.{€CKHX rpynn, rropBaTb CBOH CB.H3H co 

BCeM'H TpO~KHCTaMH H rrpaBblMH H TeM caMbIM 

3aBOeBaTb aBTOpHTeT H a6coJilOTHOe ,D;OBepHe co 

cTopoHhI napTHH H apMeHcKoro KoMaH,n;oaaHHH .... B 

cB.H3H c aTHM cne~HaJibHhIM aa~aHHeM TPO~Koro, 

ITPHMAKOB o6pa6aThIBaJI 25 KaBf);HBH3HlO Bo rJiaBe c 

KOMaH,n;HpOM ,D;I1B113HH 3bJBJ1HblM. Tio era CJIOBaM, 

3bIBMH ~oJIJKeH oLIJI BcTpeTHTb Ha rpaHn~e 

TPOIJ.KOfO npH oe11a~eHHH noecTaH~aMH 

JleHHHrpaAOM.12 

Translated: 

JI 

12 uN arodnomu kommisaru Oborony Soiuza SSR Marshalu Sovietskogo Soiuza tov. 

K.E. v·oroshilovu." Klio (St Petersburg) No. 2 (2012), 21. 
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He denied that on the basis that supposedly he, Prima
kov, had been entrusted by Trotsky with a more se
rious task - to raise an armed insurrection in Lenin
grad, for which he Primakov must keep himself strictly 
apart from any terrorist groups, break his ties with all 
Trotskyites and Rights, and at the same time win for 
himself authority and absolute trust from the party and 
the army command .... In connection with this special 
assignment of Trotsky's, Primakov had worked on the 
25th cavalry division headed by the commander of the 
division, Zybin. According to his words Zybin had been 
supposed to meet Trotsky at the border once the re
bels had taken over Leningrad. 

Liushkov 

The testimony of Genrikh Samoilovich Liushkov, NKVD General 
and defector in June 1938 to the Japanese, represents some of the 
strong evidence from outside of the USSR, and thus beyond the 
reach of the NKVD, that confirms the truthfulness of some of the 
testimony and charges at the Moscow Trials. Liushkov's remarks 
to his Japanese handlers confirm key elements of Tukhachevsky's 
confessions. It also confirms the charges at the March 1938 Mos
cow Trial including, explicitly, Rykov's involvement in the anti
government conspiracy and the conspiracy of some leading mili
tary officers.13 

Concerning the issue of ''armed intervention," Alvin Coox summa ... 
rized what Liushkov told his Japanese handlers as follows: 

According to Lyushkov, the interrogations of Deribas, 
Zapadni) and Barminski established that in the NKVD 
and the border guard forces, a plot centering on Ga ... 
marnik had been fomented. For a long time Deribas had 
been in contact with Rykov and was the latter's 'hidden 
conspirator'. In concert with Lavrenty Lavrenti.ev (for--

13 Furr Kirov Chapter 17~ uLiushkov1s Essay,11 336-358, 
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mer First Secretary of the Regional Committee of the 

Party until January 1937), with Grigory Krutov (shot in 

April 1938)) and with the army plotters Sangurski, Ar

onshtam, and others, Deribas supposedly intended to 

conduct a putsch in the Far East and to reach agree· 

ment with the Japanese for help and for combined 

operations against the Soviet Union. (Coox 1, 156) 

I also examine Liushkov's disclosures to his Japanese handlers in 

Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and The Moscow Trials as Evidence. 

Evidence: the March 1938 Moscow Trial 

Prosecutor Vyshinsky: 

The extensive application of wrecking measures in Uz

bekistan was also fully corroborated by the accused IK

RAMOV} who testified that the ''bloc of Rights and Trot

skyites1' had set him the following tasks: 

••• 

... a) to make extensive preparations in Uzbekistan 

for armed insurrection, to be started simultane~ 

ously with the beginning of intervention ... (17) 

GRINKO: ... At the beginning of 1935 I heard from Lyub

chenko about the creation in the Ukraine of a national

fascist organiza.tion, the object of which was to sever the 

Ukraine from the U.S.S.R., and which counted on receiv

ing assistance in the shape of military intervention 

on the part of those forces and elements with whom I 

had already established personal contact at that time. 

The national-fascist organization also set itself the aim of 

uniting with the ''bloc of Rights and Trotskyites," which 

had established contact with the military conspirators. 

(70) ~ 
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IVANOV: We assembled insurrectionary groups, ch.iefly 
around Archangel, so as, at the moment of interven
tion, to cut off communication between Archangel and 
the central arteries of our country, and thus make it eas
ier for the British to seize ·this timber region and most 
valuable port. (124) 

IV AN OV: ... During this conversation in particular, I 
asked: where is the intervention, where is the attack on 
the Soviet Union? Bukharin told me that measures were 
being taken to induce the fascist countries Japan and 
Germany to take action without fail in 1937, and the 
chances of ·this were good. (127) 

KRESTINSKY: This was the question which confronted 
us, and in our brief conversations with Piatakov we were 
thinking) we were saying that without help from the out-
side, that is to say, without intervention, without 
armed assistance from outside, we could not man
age, and when I went abroad . .. 

IKRAMOV: ... Antipov informed me about the German-
Japanese orientation and about the connections with the 
Germans and Japanese. He also told me that there was a 
military group, and that in the event of war they would 
act by opening the front to the attacking forces of the 
interventionists. (360) 

IKRAMOV: It was during the Congress of Soviets in No
vember or the beginning of December 1936. During the 
Congress of Soviets I met Bukharin on the staircase; no
body was about, and I asked him about this. He an
swered in the affirmative, and formulated it as follows: if 
there will not be a war just now, if there will not be 
intervention soon, it is all over with our business. 
(361) 

BUKHARIN: Tomsky considered it permissible to take 
advantage of war and preliminary agreements with 
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Germany. This I opposed by the following arguments, I 

said that in the first place if Germany were to inter

vene in one way or another during the war to help 

the counter-revolutionary coup, then, as it always 

happens, Germany, being rather a strong military and 

technical factor, would inevitably put her feet on the ta

ble and tear up any preliminary agreement which had 

been concluded. ( 431) 

BUKHARIN: When I asked Tomsky how he conceived the 

mechanics of the coup he said this was the business of 

the military organization, which was to open the 

front. 

VYSHINSKY: So Tomsky was preparing to open the 

front? 

BUKHARIN: He did not say that. 

VYSHINSKY: Yes or no? 

BUKHARIN: I asked how he visualized the mechanism 

of this intervention. 

VYSHINSKY: Whose intervention? 

BUKHARIN: Of certain foreign states. ( 433) 

BUKHARIN: I said that I asked Tomsky: ''How is the 

mechanism of this intervention visualized?'' He an

swered: ''This is the business of the military organiza

tion, which is to open the front to the Germans.'' ( 434) 

Corroborating evidence 

The evidence cited above constitutes direct evidence that not only 

Trotsky but the ''Bloc of Rights and Trotskyites'' itself, including 
.4 

the Rights, advocated ''armed in.tervention'1 as a part of a plan for 

seizing power in the USSR. There is also a good deal of corroborat,.. 

ing evidence evidence tending to strengthen or confirm the di ... 
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rect evidence in some way. The subject of the present chapter -
Trotsky,s lie that Zinoviev and Kamenev were accused of planning 
''armed intervention'' - can itself be considered as corroborating 
evidence that confirms or strengthens the case that Trotsky con
spired with Germany and Japan - a case that I make more fully in 
Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and japan. 

Piatakov's Face-To-Face Confrontation with 
Bukharin December 7, 1936 

In 2002, the transcript of Iurii Piatakov's ''face-to-face'' confronta
tion with Nikolai Bukharin was published in Voprosy lstorii, a lead
ing Russian history journal. In it, Piatakov confirms all his previous 
confessions. He does not specifically mention his charge that Trot
sky was conspiring with Germany. If he had done so} that would 
have been direct, not corroborating, evidence. 

Its significance is that not only Nikolai Ezhov, People,s Commissar 
of Internal Affairs (head of the NKVD), but Marshal Kliment Voro
shilov, Commissar for Heavy Industry Sergo Ordzhonikidze, and 
Stalin himself were present. I·t was never intended for publication. 

There is no reason to think Piatakov,s statements were ''forced," 
and there is no evidence they were. Bukharin privately told his 
wife, Anna Larina} about this meeting, as Larina recounted in her 
memoirs. Bukharin told her that Ordzhonikidze had asked 
Piatakov repeatedly whether his testimony were ''voluntary.'' 
Piatakov assured him that it was entirely voluntary.14 

In his confrontation with Bukharin, Piatakov confirmed that, at 
their meeting in 1931, Leon Sedov gave him Trotsky's instructions 
about the formation of a Trotskyist bloc with the Rightists within 
the USSR, one that was already in the process of formation. We 
know this independently from Trotsky's and Sedov's own docu"' 
ments in the Harvard Trotsky Archive. 

14 Anna Larina. This I Cannot Forget. The Memoirs of Nikolai Bukharin's Widow. 
New York~ Norton} 1993, p. 312. 
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Therefore, in this one instance where we can check Piatakov's con

fession against information we know to be true from another 

source, Piatakov was telling the truth. This lends credibility to the 

rest of Piatakov's statements.is 

Sokol'nikov and Radek 

Just before the end of the USSR, a short excerpt from pretrial con-

fessions by Sokol'nikov and Radek were published. In the course of 

the pretri_al investigation in December 12, 1936, Sokol1nikov testi

fied that Tamekichi Ota, Japanese ambassador to the USSR, asked 

him, Sokol'nikov, on April 13, 1935, whether he was aware that 

''Mr. Trotsky has made certain proposals to my government." In 

the trial transcript, the identity of the country and the ambassador 

were omitted. In the next volume of the present study I will pre

sent evidence that corroborates the validity of Sokol'nikov's testi

mony that he was approached by the Japanese concerning Trot

sky's collaboration with them.16 

It is not likely that this testimony was ''fabricated'' - that is, faked -

and then the details omitted at the trial itself and in the transcript. 

Such a charade would have been pointless. Moreover, as we point 

out in more detail in Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and The Moscow Trials 

as Evidence, there has never been any evidence that the defen

dants' testimony at the Moscow Trials was ''compelled'' in any way. 

All the evidence we have supports the hypothesis that the Moscow 

Trials defendants said what they chose to say. 

On December 16, 1936, just four days after this testimony by 

Sokol'nikov, Georgi Dimitrov wrote about i.t in his private diary. 

1s ((Stenogramma ochnykh stavokv TsKVKP(b). Dekabr' 1936 goda. No. 3. 

Stenogramma ochnoi stavki mezhdu Piatakovym i Bukharinym v Ts.K VKP(b) ot 7 

dekabria 1936 goda. )} Voprosy lstorii 4 (2003) 3-12. The '1face-to-face 

confrontation" is on pp. 3-7; the rest of the a.rticle is a letter of Bukharin's to 

Stalin, 
16 See also Furr Evid.ence. 66 .. 73; Furr, Trotsky's Collaboration, Chapter 1. 
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Dimitrov copied or summarized a passage that must be at the con

clusion of the transcript of this interrogation of Sokol'nikov: 

QUESTION: Thus, the investigation concludes that Trot

sky abroad and the center of the bloc within the USSR 

entered into negotiations with the Hitlerite and Japanese 
governments with the following terms: 

First, to provoke a war by Germany and Japan against 
the USSR; 

Second, to promote the defeat of the USSR in that war 
and to take advantage of that defeat to achieve the trans

fer of power in the USSR or [their] government bloc; 

Third, on behalf of the future bloc government to guar

antee territorial and economic concessions to the Hit

lerite and Japanese governments. 

Do you confirm this? 

REPLY: Yes, I confirm it.17 

Some pretrial testimony of Radek's likewise confirms his testi

mony at trial, where crucial details were omitted. I refer the reader 

to my longer discussion elsewhere.1s 

Conclusion 

Trotsky lied in stating that Zinoviev and Kamenev had been 
charged with ''provoking'' or otherwise counting on ''armed inter

vention." in order to oust Stalin et al. and bring themselves to 

power. The question is: Why did he fabricate this particular lie? 

Why did Trotsky repeatedly make statements that anyone who 

took the trouble to verify them could readily see were false? Why 

did he take such a clear risk of exposure? 

11 The Diary of Georgi Dimitrov, ed. Ivo Banac (Yale U.P., 2003) , 43. 
is Furr EvidenceT 66-73 . 
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My hypothesis i.s that Trotsky told this lie in order to anticipate an 

accusation that he could reasonably expect to emerge at some 

point: that he, Leon Trotsky, had been urging his followers to 

count on the intervention of hostile powers to bring him and the 

bloc to power. He could reasonably expect this accusation would 

be made because (a) he had indeed been doing this, and his fol

lowers in the bloc knew it; and (b) because others in the bloc - zj .. 

novievists and Rights - not only knew that Trotsky advocated 

''armed intervention'' but were doing so themselves. Hence if they 

were caught - say, through the confession of one or more of their 

members - they would have no reason not to inculpate Trotsky 

too. Because the NKVD had arrested many members of the bloc 

and on the basis of their confessions was continuing the investiga

tion and arresting more of them, it was likely that, sooner or later, 

one or more of these men would reveal what Trotsky had been 

doing. This is, in fact, what happened. 

Other possible hypotheses 

No single piece or unit of evidence is unequivocal. When viewed 

individually, in isolation from the whole concatenation of evi-

dence, any piece of evidence can be accounted for in multiple 

ways. The explanatory power of circumstantial evidence is re

vealed when multiple pieces of evidence can all be accounted for 

by only one hypothesis, one single explanatory narrative.19 In this 

chapter, I have outlined that hypothesis. 

It is important to ask what other hypotheses might be able to ac .. 

count for Trotsky's deliberate lies that Zinoviev, Kamenev, and 

their followers were planning to ''provoke armed intervention'' by 

19 
111.n practice, circumstantial evidence can have an advantage over direct 

evidence in that it can come from multiple sources that check and reinforce each 

other.', "Circumstantial Evidence,'1 Wikipedia, at 

http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circumstantial_evidence#Validity _of_circumsta.ntia 

I evidence -
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a hostile state. Any alternate hypothesis would. have to satisfy the 
same requirements: 

* It would have to account for the obvious ''coincidence11 that, al
though Trotsky's claim that Zinoviev and Kamenev had been 
charged with desiring ''armed intervention11 was false, he himself 
and other members of the bloc were to be accused of exactly this 
same crime two years later. 

* It would also have to set forth a different yet equally persuasive 
reason for Trotsky's lie. Trotsky took a considerable risk of being 
exposed as a liar. If Trotsky had simply criticized and/or ridiculed 
the real accusations against Zinoviev and Kamenev, without lying 
about the charges against them, he would ha.ve run no such risk. 
Indeed, he would have been expressing the doubts many people 
had at the time about who the real murderers of Kirov were. 
Therefore} we must assume that Trotsky had a very compelling 
reason to lie in precisely this way. 

The hypothesis set forth in the present essay satisfies both of these 
requirements: it accounts for both the apparent ''coincidence}) and 
Trotsky's motive for telling such a blatant lie. 

Our hypothesis is strengthened because it suggests that Trotsky 
was once again relying on his strategy of ''ex.posing the scheme in 
advance'1 ~ of feigning to predict an accusation that he knew was 
likely to be made in the future, since he knew it to be true and also 
knew that at least one of those in the bloc who knew about it too 
would be likely to reveal it when arrested and questioned. I have 
shown that Trotsky employed this tactic on other occasions. 

The fact that Trotsky denied the accusations that he was relying on 
''armed intervention'' is not significant. Trotsky would have denied 
this accusation whether it were true or false. We know the bloc of 
Trotskyists, Zinovievists, and Rights did exist despite the fact that 
Trotsky repeatedly and stre.nuously denied it. Thanks to Broue, 
Getty, and Holmstrom, we know that Trotsky lied about other mat
ters as well. Thanks to Getty, we also know th.at Trotsky's Archive 
has been ''purged)" no doubt of incriminating materials. 
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* * * * * 

There is no other reasonable hypothesis that can account for Trot

sky} s false claim that Zinoviev and Kamenev had been accused of 

planning an ''armed intervention." Moreover} our hypothesis is the 

most obvious one, the one that would immediately present itself to 

any objective researcher. 

Despite this fact, I predict that our hypothesis will be rejected by 

some people on political, not evidentiary} grounds. Contemporary 

historiography of the Soviet Union is dominated by ideological an

ticommunism. Under the sway of this anticommunism many peo

ple refuse to accept any historical explanation, no matter how well 

it accounts for the evidence, if it tends to make the Moscow Trials 

testimony appear genuine, or if it fails to reinforce the dominant 

paradigm of Joseph Stalin as bloodthirsty dictator and falsifier. 

This is true of Trotskyist historians as well, who are accepted at 

the margins of mainstream anticommunist historiography. Typi

cally, Trotskyists are unwilling to consider the possibility that 

Trotsky lied other than in order to save his followers in the Soviet 

Union. They are ideologically unwilling to countenance the possi~ 

bility that Soviet accusations of Trotsky's involvement with Ger

man and/or Japan might be accurate despite all the evidence now 

available to support that conclusion. 

I believe that political bias accounts for the fact that the research 

reported in this paper was not done before this. In another, less 

politicized field of historical study, some scholar or student would 

have long ago done what I did: obtain the articles from Humanite, 

Pravda} and Izvestia, and compared them to what Trotsky wrote. 

The fact that this has not occurred speaks to the strong political 

biases that dominate the field of Soviet studies. 

The phenomenon of Trotsky,s ''amalgam'' about ''armed interven

tion,, should not be ignored, no matter how incqnvenient it may be 

for politically-motivated persons. It has to be accounted for. 
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It may be that there is another hypothesis that better explains 
Trotsky's taking the risk he did i.n lying about Zinoviev and Kame
nev being accused of supporting ''armed intervent.ion." But until 
such an alternative hypothesis is shown to account for the evi
dence better than the one I have proposed here, we must consider 
this hypothesis as proven by the available evidence. 
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article - ''The Restoration of Capitalism'' 

''The Restoration of Capitalism'' 

In his article i'On the Kirov Assassination)}, dated December 30, 

1934, which comprises the entire issue #41 of the Biulleten' Op~ 

pozitsii, Trotsky listed the men arrested in the fourth week of De .. 

cember and charged with being the ''Moscow Center'' of the clan ... 

destine Zinovievist organization whose Leningrad Center had car

ried out Kirov1s murder. Trotsky wrote: 

... these fifteen individuals are implicated, no more, no 

less, in the assassination of Kirov and, according to ex

planations given by Pravda, they had as their aim the 

seizure of power, beginning with Leningrad, ''with 

the secret intention of reestablishing the capitalist 

regime." 

Trotsky thought that this charge was important enough to devote 

two paragraphs to denouncing it~ 

3. Was the Purpose to Restore Capitalism? 

The first question which must inevitably arise in the 

min·ds of all thinking workers is the following: How 

could it come to pass that at a time like this, after all the 

economic successes, after the ''abolition'' - according to 

official assurances - of classes in the USSR, and the ''con

struction'' of the socialist society - how could it com.e to 

pass that old Bolsheviks, the most intimate collabo ... 

rators of Lenin, those who shared power with Stalin, 

members of the ''Old Guard," could have posed for 

their task the restoration of capitalism? Do Zinoviev, 

Kamenev and the others consider that the socialist re ... 
gime is no boon to the masses? Or, on the contrary, do 
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they expect from capitalism personal advantages both 
for themselves and their descendants? And what sort of 
advantages? 

Only utter imbeciles would be capable of thinking that 
capitalist relations, that is to say} the private ownership 
of the means of production, including the landJ can be 
reestablished in the USSR by peaceful methods and lead 
to the regime of bourgeois democracy. As a matter of 
fact, even if it were possible in general, capitalism could 
not be regenerated in Russia except as the result of a 
savage counter~revoluttonary coup d'etat which would 
cost ten times as many victims as the October Revolution 
and the civil war. In the event of the overthrow of the 
Soviets, their place could only be taken by a distinctly 
Russian Fascism, so ferocious that in comparison to it 
the ferocity of the Mussolini regime and that of Hitler 
would appear like philanthropic institutions. Zinoviev 
and Kamenev are no fools. They cannot but understand 
that the restoration of capitalism would first of all sig ... 
nify the total extermination of the revolutionary genera~ 
tion} themselves, of course, included. Consequently) 
there cannot be the slightest doubt here that the accu
sation concocted by Stalin against the Zinoviev group 
is fraudulent from top to bottom, both as regards the 
goal specified - restoration of capitalism; and as regards 
the means - terrorist acts. 

Trotsky repeated this accusation in an article dated January 26, 
1935, published in the February 1935 issue number 42 of the B.O.: 

The first government communique and official articles 
after the arrest of the Moscow group of Old Bolsheviks 
said that Zinoviev-Kamenev and their friends had taken 
as their aim ''the restoration of the capitalist system 1

' 

and they were trying to provoke ''armed intervention'' 
from abroad (by the intermediacy of a consul- from Lat ... 
via!). No serious person could believe it; that is under
stood. 
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Stalin's lackeys, who cover themselves ·with the name of 
''leaders'} of the Communist International, don rt, how
ever, recoil at the assertion that Zinoviev, Kamenev and 
the others ''have themselves admitted their crimes.1

' 

Which ones? Preparation of the restoration of capital
ism? Preparation of armed intervention? 

l • « 

Let us admit that Zinoviev's criticism was false. Let us 
even grant that the lackeys were right to judge criticism 
directed against them ''criminal. {i But are we to see in · 
that ·the· ''restoration of capitalism,, and ''armed inter

vention''? What connection is there between the demand 
for a more revolutionary policy against the bourgeoisie 
and a program for ''the restoration of a bourgeois re
gime''? Where has common sense gone? It is completely 
buried beneath a monstrous defecation of infamy.1 

Trotsky continued to repeat this charge in B.0. #43, of April 1935: 

Today Maisky, in the rank of ambassador, accuses ' 'Zino~ 

vievists11 and ''Trotskyists'' of striving to provoke mili
tary ·intervention in order to restore capitalism ... 2 

. ) . 
In the government communique as well as in numerous 
articles in Pravda there was, as is well known, the direct 
and categorical assertion that Zinoviev and Kamenev 

1 Trotsky, ''Everything Gradually Falls Into Place." WLT 1934-1935 223-228. 

Originally in B.O. #42. 
2 ((The Workers' State, Thermidor and Bonapartism.u WL T 1934-1935 240-261, at 

251. Originally in B.O. #43. 
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had as their goal the restoration of capitalism and 
military intervention .. . 3 

And in B.O. #44 of July 1935: 

Of the six congresses in the history of the Comintern to 
date, Zinoviev was president of five. Now he is in prison, 
ostensibly for having wanted to restore capitalism by 
a terrorist act ... 4 

Trotsky and his son Leon Sedov repeated this charge yet again in 
their attack on the August 1936 Moscow Trial of Zinoviev, Kame-
nev, and others in B.O. #52--53, republished in French as Leon Se
dov, Livre rouge sur le proces de Moscou / Red Book o.n the Moscow 
Trial (October 1937). 

16 .. ro .HHBap51 1935 roAa B COBeTCKHX raaeTax IIO.HB.HJIC.H 
ooBHHHTeJihHhIH aKT no ,n;eJiy, Tai< Ha3bIBaeMoro, 

MocKoBcKoro u;ettTpa, c 3HHOBbeBbIM, KaMeHeBbIM, 
EBAOKHMOBblM H ,n;p. BO rJiaBe.... 15-16 .HHBap.H 

cocTO.HJICR cy,n; Ha,n; 3HHOBheBblM, KaMeHeBhIM H p;p. 

scero 19 IlOACYAHMblMH. OHH OOBHHHJIHCh B 
CTpeMJieHHH K ''pecTaepan;HH KanHTaJIH3Ma'' H B 
KOHTp-peaoJIIOI.J;HOHHOH AeRTeJihHOCTH aoo6ru;e. HH 
OAHOro KOHKpeTHoro ~aKTa HJIH AOKaaaTeJibCTBa 
ooBHHeHHe He npHBeJio. (B.O. #52) 

In Le livre rouge: 

Le 16 janvier 1935, les journaux sovietiques publiaient 
l'acte d'accusation de I 'affaire du pretendu Centre de 
Moscou, avec Zinoviev, Kamenev, Evdqkimov et autres 
en tete .... Les 15 et 1.6 janvier, le tribunal statuait sur le 
sort de Zinoviev, de Kamenev, etc.} 19 inculpes en tout. 

3 ''Notes of a Journalist.}} WL T 1934-1935 323-238, at 327. Originally in B.0. #43. 
Italics in original, boldface mine, GF. 
4 "The Seventh Congress of the Comintern." (June 7) 1935). WLT 1934-19351406-
406, at 405. Originally in B.O. #44. 
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Ils etaient accuses d'aspirer au <<retablissement du 
capitalisme>> et de mener une activite contrerevolu ... 
·tionnaire en general. Aucun fait concret, aucune preuve 
ne furent apportes par accusati.on. (Livre rouge, pp. z3 ... 
24) 

In The Red Book: 

On January 16, 1935, the Soviet newspapers published 
the formal indictment in the case of the so ... called Mos .. 
cow Center, with Zinoviev) Kamenev, Evdokimov and the 

. 

others at its head .... On January 15 and 16 the court 
pronounced judgment on the fate o·f Zinoviev, Kamenev~ 
et al., 19 defendants in all. They were accused of striv
ing for the ''restoration of capitalism'' and of counter .. 
revolutionary activity in general. Not a single concrete 
fact, no proof, was introduced by the prosecution.s 

This charge is again repeated in the following section (called 
''chapters'' in the French and English books): 

''PecTaepa~H.R KaDHTaJIH3Ma'' HJIH ''maiKAa Jil1qHQH 
BJiaCTH''? 

B CB.H3H. c nepBbIM rrpo~eccoM, 3HHOBbeBa H KaMeHeBa 
o6BHHHJIH B TOM, qTo OHM 3a B03BpaT K KanHTaJIH3My, 
''3a KanHTaJil1CTHqecKyEO pecTaBpaQHI0.'1 IlOA 3THM 

npHrreBOM IllJia B COBeTCKHX ra3eTaX Toro BpeMeHH 
(HaqaJio 1935 roll;a) TpaBJI.H 311HOBbeBa -- KaMeHeaa. 

EcJIH H.e YAaJiocb - TOrAa - ycTaHOBHTb xapaKTepa 
,n;eHTeJibHOCTH 3HHOBbeBa .... KaMeHeBa (Teppop), To no 

s Leon Sedov, The Red Book on the Moscow Trials (1936), Chapter 3. At 
http:/ /www.marxists.org/history j etol/writers / sedov /works /,;red/ ch03 .htm 
(Red Book) 
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KpaifHeH Mepe TBep~o ObIJia ycTaHOBJieHa HX ~eJih: 
BOCCTaHOBJieHHe KaIIHT3JIH3Ma. 

Ha BTopoM npo~ecce ''KarrHTaJIHCTHqecKaH 
pecTaBpa~11.H'' 6bIJia coseprneHHO sa6h1Ta. ~aHa 6b1Jia 
HOBaH BepCHH: .... <<C HeCOMHeHHOCTbIO ycTaHOBJieHo, tITO 

e,n;11HCTBeHHhIM MOTHBOM opraHH3a~HH TpoQKHCTCKO ... 
311HOBbeBCKOro 6JIOKa .HBHJIOCb CTpeMJieHHe BO 'lJTO 6bI 
TO HH CTaJIO 3aXBaTHTb BJiaCTb>> (o6BHHHTeJibHhIH aKT). 

(B.O. #52) 

From the Livre rouge: 

Le <<retablissement du capitalisme>> ou la <<soif du 
pouvoir personnel>>? 

En liaison avec le premier proces, Zinoviev et Kamenev 
avaient ete accuses d'etre pour le retour au capitalism., 
pour la <<restauration capitaliste>>. C'est avec ce refrain 
que les journaux sovietiques de l'epoque (debut ·1935) 
ant poursuivi Zinoviev et Kamenev. 

Si l'on ne pouvait alors etablir le caractere de l'activite 
de Zinoviev et de Kamenev (la terreur), on avait du 
mains nettement etabli leur but: le retablissement du 
capitalisme. 

Au second proces, le <<retablissement du capital· 
isme>> est tout a fait oublie. On apporte une nouvelle 
version: ,, •(• 11 est etabli d'une fa9on irrefutable que le 
seul motif de !'organisation du bloc trotskiste-
zinovieviste fut la tendance a sremparer coute que cofrte 
du pouvoir'1 (1). (Livre rouge) p. 34) 

From The Red Book: 

The ''Restoration of Capitalism'' or the ''Thirst for Per
sonal Power''? 
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In connection with the first trial6J Zinoviev and Kamenev 
had been accused of supporting the return to capitalism, 
''capitalist restoration.11 It is with this refrain that the So
viet newspapers of that period (the beginning of 1935) 
persecuted Zinoviev and Kamenev. 

If one could not - then - establish the nature of the activ

ity of Zinoviev and Kamenev (terror), at least their 
purpose had been clearly established: the re
establishment of capitalism. 

At the second trial, the ;'restoration of capitalism'' 
was completely forgotten. A new version was given: {' ... 

It is irrefutably established that the only motive for the 

organization of the Trotskyist--Zinovievist block was the 
attempt to seize power at any cost_,, (The Indictment). 

(Red Book, Chapter 4) 

Trotsky continued to repeat this charge long after the First Mos
cow Trial of August 1936. In the middle of his lengthy final state .. 
ment at the Dewey Commission hearing-s in April, 1937 - a state .. 

ment that occupies 171 pages of print in the published transcript, 
The Case of Leon Trotsky - Trotsky made the following statement: 

In January, 1935 Zinoviev, Kamenev, and others were 
sentenced, in connection with the Kirov assassination, to 
some years of imprisonment. During the trial they con· 
fessed a desire ~'to restore capitalism:' (533.)7 

In another undated article of about this time Trotsky again repeats 

the same charge: 

6 Trotsky is referring to the Moscow Center trial of January 1935. 
7 Commission of inquiry into the charges made against Leon Trotsky in the 

.§ 

Moscow trials. Preliminary Commission Coyoacan, Mexico, 1937. The Case of Leon 
Trotsky. Report of hearings on the charges made against him in the Moscow trials. 
By the Preliminary Commission of Inquiry: john Dewey, chairman [and others]. New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1937. (CLT) 
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T·hese questions relate above all to Zinoviev and Kame .. 

nev. Just what were their motives - and these motives 

must have been exceptionally forceful - that guided 

them in their purported terror? At the first trial in 
January 1935, Zinoviev and Kamenev, while denying 

their participation in the assassination of Kirov} did ac

knowledge, by way of compensation} their ''moral re .. 

sponsibility'' ·for the terrorist tendencies) and in doing so 

they cited as the incentive for their oppositional activity 

their urge ''to restore capitalism." If we had nothing 

else to go by except this inhuman political ''confession,'' 

it would be sufficient to expose the lie of Stalinist jus-

t . 8 ice. 

Trotsky's ''Amalgam'' 

All these statements of Trotsky's are false. No such c.harge or any

thing like it figures in either the December 28} 1934, indictment of 

the Leningrad Zinovievist group charged with the assassination of 

Sergei Kirov or the January 1935 trial indictment (obvinitel'noe 

zakliuchenie) published in Pravda, January 16, 1935} on page 6. 

Nothing at all about restoring capitalism, or even the word ''capi-

talism'' itself, can be found among the charges as listed in the ''re

habilitation'' document published in the official Gorbachev ... era 

Party journal Izvestia Tsentral'nogo Komiteta KPSS in 1989.9 Even 

the archival copy of the court's sentence against the defendants in 

this case fails to mention anything about reestablishing capital

ism.10 Indeed} the word ''capitalism', does not occur in any of these 

documents at al1.11 

s Trotsky, azinoviev And Kamenev11 (1937). At 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky /1937 /xx/kamzinov.htm 

9 "Odele tak nazivaemogo <<moskovskogo tsentra, 1111 Izvestia TsK KPSS 7 (1989), p. 

65. Reprinted in book form in R .. pp 149. 
10 Volkogonov Papers (LOC) Reel 3 Container 4 Folder 16. 
11 Trotsky does not ident ify the passage from Pravda wh ere he supposedly found 

the phrase 1'with the secret intention of reestablishing the capita.list regime.}} I 

have not been able to find it anywhere in the December 1934 pages of that 
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The transcript of this January 1935 trial has never been published, 

so I have not seen it, and Trotsky did not read it either. However> 

some quotations from the words of a few of the defendants were 

reproduced in a newspaper article which I discuss below. Trotsky 

quoted from it in 1936, as we shall see. But in it none of the ac

cused confessed to desiring i'to restore capitalism.'' 

The passage from Chapter 3 of the Red Book quoted above cor

rectly identifies the date, January 16, 1935, that the indictment 

(obvinitel'nyi akt) against Zinoviev, Kamenev) and their Moscoww 

based supporters was published in Soviet newspapers, including 

Pravda. But nothing about this charge or anyth.ing like it can be 

found there. 

There is no question about the use of different texts. In the para

graphs immediately before the section subtitled ''The 'Restoration 

of Capitalism' or the 'Thirst for Personal Power''' (quoted above) 

Trotsky /Sedov quote from the statements of four of the January 

1935 defendants: Kamenev, Bakaev, Zinoviev, and Evdokimov. The 

quotations from the first three are taken . directly from the text of 

the indictment which, as Trotsky/Sedov correctly noted, was pub

lished in Pravda and other Soviet newspapers on January 16, 1935 

(in Pravda on page 6). 

18. KaMeHeB JI.B ... IlpH3HaJI, qTo <<He,n;ocTaTOl.JHo ai<THBHO H 

3HeprHqHo 6opoJICH c TeM pasno*eHHeM, KOTOpoe 6bIJIO 

IlOCJie)J,CTBHeM 6opb0bl c napTHeH H Ha IJQqBe KOToporo 

MOrJia B03HHKHYTb H ocy~eCTBHTb CBOe npecTynJieHHe 

rnaif Ka 6aH,n;HTOB H3 ITO)J,OHKOB aHTHnapTHl1HOR OTIIl03HQHH.>> 

Translated~ 

newspaper. Of course, even if it should be found there somewhere it would not 

change matters. 
This1 by the way, is a legitimate example of ''absence of evidence11 constituting 

"evidence of absence} u because Pravda of December 1934 to January 1935 is a 

finite search field. 
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Kamenev acknowledged that he ''did not fight actively or 

energetically enough against the demoralization which 

was the consequence of the struggle against the party 

and upon which ground a band of brigands (Nikolaev 

and others) could spring up and carry out their crime." 

•.. He nopBaJI OKOH\.faTeJibHO c 3HHOBbeBblM CBOHX CBR3eH ,,. 

(col . 3) 

Translated: 

''[acknowledged] ... that he did not break all ties with Zi

noviev." 

3~ecb 6bIJia TORbKO 3JI06HaH BpalK'Ae6HaH KpHTHKa 

BaJKHeHrnHx MeporrpR.HTHH rrapTHJ1 •.. (col. 1, bottom) 

Translated: 

[Bakaev declares that] ''here [among the Zinovievists] 

there was only malevolent and hostile criticism of the 

most important measures taken by the party." 

••. napTHR COBep~eHHO npaBa B TOM, qT·O OHa. fOBOpHT no 

Borrpocy o noJIHTHtfecKoii OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH obIBIIIeH. 
v ...., '-' 

aHTHrrapTHHHOH «3HHOBbeBCKOH» rpynnhl sa 

COBepllIHBIIIeec.H y6HHCTBO. (col. 3) 

Translated: 

[Zinoviev says that] '' A•• the party is absolutely correct 

when it speaks of the political responsibility of the old 

'Zinovievist' anti~party group for the assassination 

which has just been accomplished."12 

The quotation from Evdokimov is taken directly from the separate 

article published on the same page opposite the text of the indict-. 

ment and titled ''From the Hall of the Supreme Court of the USSR. 

12 S L · 33 · ee zvre rouge, . 
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Declaration of the defendant Evdokimov to the court of January 15 
of this year.}'13 

<<... Mbl /J;OJI./KHbI HeCTH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH, 1160 TOT .H,ZJ;, 

KOTOpbIM Mbl OTpaBHJIH OKpymaro~HM Hae B Te'tleHHe 

)J;eCRTKa JieT, crroco6cTBOBaJI COBeprneHHID npecTynJieHHH -

y611iicTBY K11p0Ba.>> (col. 6, top) 

Translated.: 

('We must bear the responsibility [for Kirov's murder], 
because it is the venom with which we poisoned those 
around us during a 10--year period which made possible 
th.e realization of this crime." 14 

The article quoting Evdokimov is summarized in Humanite of 
January 18, 1935.15 Trotsky and Sedov had read either the Russian 
original in Pravda or the briefer French summary. In Pravda, the 
Evdokimov article and the text of the Indictment are on the same 
page. 

Therefore Trotsky and Sedov knew that Zinoviev, Kamenev and 
the other defendants, arrested in December 1934 and put on trial 
in mid--January 1935) were not charged with conspiring to ''restore 
capitalism'' or ''provoking armed intervention.1

' They did not con .. 
fess to it, nor did the issue arise in any way. 

Rogovin's ''AmalgamJ' 

Vadim Z. Rogovin was a historian whose works constitute the most 
sustained Trotskyist interpretation of Soviet history of the Stalin 

13 ''Iz zala verkhovnogo suda SSSR. Zaiavlenie podsudimogo Evdokimova na sude 
15 ianvaria sego goda." Pravda January 161 1935, page 6, cols 5-6. 
14 See Livre rouge, 34. 
1s ''Les contre .. revolutionnaires devant le tribunal supreme.'~ Humanite January 
18, 1935, p. 3 cols. 6 .. 7, More quotations from Evdokimov are translated in an 
article the following day: {({Ennemis dangereux le Tribunal les met sous les 
verrous,' ecrivent Ies 'Izvestia.'n Humanite Jan. 19, 1935, p. 2 col. 1. 
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period. In his books, Rogovin always cited Trotsky prominently 
and positively. But Rogovin could not find any evidence of the ''res
toration of capitalism'' charge that Trotsky claimed was in news
paper accounts. Rather than acknowledge this fact, however, Ro
govin just repeated Trotsky's claim without any footnote or cita
tion. 

In the newspaper commentaries accompanying the trial 
transcript, the desire to restore capitalist society in the 
USSR was given as the incentive for these terrorist 
moods and for oppositional inclinations in general.16 

Rogovin realized that the ''restoration of capitalism'' charge was 
not mentioned in the August 1936 trial. But instead of noting the 
fact that Trotsky (and Sedov) lied about this, Rogovin himself con
cocted a lie. We may call ''Rogovin's amalgam'' a story according· 
to which Zinoviev and Kamenev made a deal with Stalin to with
draw this charge, in return for which they would plead guilty to 
terrorist activity. Rogovin cites no evidence for such a deal, and we 
have none today. Rogovin then refers to ''the shift from the version 
about wanting to restore capitalism to the one about the naked 
thirst for power'' (28). 

In this way, Rogovin avoided exposing Trotsky's lie through. a lie of 
his own. Perhaps he believed he was saving Trotsky's reputation. 
After all, how many people would scour the Soviet press to see 
whether the ''restoration of capitalism'' charge was actually raised 
in it? 

Even nineteen months later, at the First Moscow Trial of August 
1936, this charge was not part of the indictment, or charges 
against the defendants, including Zinoviev and Kamenev. In fact, 
nothing about the ''restoration of capitalism'' was mentioned in 
any way during that trial. Zinoviev, Kamenev, et al. did not confess 
to anything even remotely resembling this. They were not charged 

16 Rogovin, 193 7. Stalin's Year of Terror. Oak Park) IL~ Mehring Books, 1998, p. 2 6. 
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with supporting any ''return to capitalism," ''restoration of capital
ism,'' etc. 

This charge is a fabrication by Trotsky. Once again} to use Trot
sky's own term, this story is an ''amalgam.'' It is not true that, as 
Trotsky /Sedov claimed, '''the restoration of capitalism, was com
pletely forgotten'' at the First Moscow Trial of August 1936. There 
was nothing to ''forget." This accusation had never been made in 
the first place. 

Why Did Trotsky Lie About This? 

Pierre Broue and Vadim Rogovin wrote that Trotsky and Sedov 
lied about the bloc with the Zinovievists, Rights, and other opposi· 
tionists, and about Trotsky's contacts with some of the other peo
ple with whom he publicly and repeatedly denied having had any 
contact, because they did not want to endanger supporters in the 
Soviet Union whom the NKVD had not yet identified. I·n a previ.ous 
chapter I have argued this cannot be the correct explanation. 

Moreover, this explanation does not apply to Trotsky's claim that 
Zinoviev) Kamenev, et al. were accused of, and confessed to, plot
ting to restore capitalism. Anyone who bothered to obtain and 
read the issues of Pravda could have discove.red that Trotsky was 
lying. Therefore, Trotsky had to know that by making this claim he 
was taking a serious risk of being exposed as a liar. 

Once again, Trotsky must have had some very compelling reason 
for taking such a risk. A statement attributed to psychoanalyst Al
fred Adler runs: ''A lie would have no sense unless the truth were 
felt to be dangerous." Trotsky would not have lied if the truth had 
been on his side. It follows that he was hiding something. What 
dangerous truth was Trotsky conce.aling? 

''Expose the Scheme In Advance'J 

Towards the end of his December 30, 1934, article on the Kirov 
Assassination Trotsky inserted a secti·on titled ''The Inevitability of 
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New Amalgams Had Been Foretold." In it, he claimed to have ''pre
dicted'' that his own name would soon be raised ''alongside Zino
viev' s." 

When the first dispatch appeared in which Nikolaiev was 
said to have been a member of the Leningrad Opposition 
in 1926, there was no further room for doubt. The new 
campaign against Zinoviev and Kamenev was not long in 
following. At that moment, in a conversation with a 
friend (I apologize for these personal details, but they 
are necessary for the understanding of the psychological 
undercurrents in the case), I said, ''The matter will not 
rest long on this plane. Tomorrow they will bring Trot
skyism to the fore." To be able to make such a prediction, 
it was really not necessary to be a prophet. The Decem
ber 25 issue of the Temps which I received two or three 
days later contained in a telegraphic dispatch from Mos
cow the following item: ''We must point out ... that as the 
days go by, Trotsky's name is being mentioned more and 
more often alongside Zinoviev's." Kirov's corpse and the 
Zinoviev group thus become preparatory steps for a 
much wider and bolder scheme: to deal a blow at. inter
national Leninism.17 

We know now how Trotsky was able to ''predict'' this. In 1980, Pi
erre Braue found proof in the newly-opened Harvard Trotsky Ar
chive that Trotsky and his Soviet-based followers really were in a 
bloc with the Zinovievists. Once the Zinovievists had inculpated 
their own leaders by name there was no reason for them not to 
also name Trotsky. Therefore it was ''predictable'' that they would 

do so. 

Trotsky chose not to reveal that he and his followers in the USSR 
were in a bloc with the Zinovievists, the Rights, and some other 
oppositionists. That meant he had to account for the progressive 

17 "The Stalinist Bureaucracy and the Kirov assassination." December 28, 1934. 
WLT 1934-1935 175-197, at 194. 
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revelations by the NKVD and Soviet prosecution in some other 

way. 

So he created an ''amalgam.1
' According to this false story, the 

''campaign'' against the Zinovievists was a ''preparatory step'' to ''a 

much wider and bolder scheme1
': namely, an attack on Trotsky 

himself and his new movement. Trotsky claimed that his name 

was brought up because of Soviet alarm at ''the growth of interna ... 

tional Leninism),, as he called the Trotskyist movement. 

Of course, Trotsky knew better. Since Broue's 1980 article, we 

have known better too. 

Then Trotsky wrote: 

There is only one way to forestall en route the amalgams 

that are in preparation: Expose the scheme in advance. 
The Stalinists are trying to mold the public opinion of 

the world police towards expulsions, extraditions) ar

rests and other more decisive measures. The Leninists 

must prepare the public opinion of the world proletariat 

for these possible events. (19 5; italics in the original.) 

Here, Trotsky explicitly claims that he ''predicted'' his name would 

come up so that he could ''forestall11 future fabrications - show 

them to be false because ''predictable." In reality, the truth appears 

to be that Trotsky was able to ''predict'' things that he knew would 

come to light because they were true. 

Hypothesis 

This suggests an explanation for Trotsky's claim that Zinoviev, 

Kamenev, and the rest were charged ''with the secret intention of 

reestablishing the capitalist regime," and his persistence in repeat

ing it over and over again. Our hypothesis is that he did so because 

the charge was true - not only about Zinovi'°ev and Kamenev but, 

more importantly, about Trotsky himself, According to testimony 

in the 1937 and 1938 Moscow Trials} Trotsky really had in.structed 
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his followers that re-establishing capitalism would be necessary in 

order to placate the Germans and Japanese. 

Trotsky may have been prompted to anticipate this charge by a 

press release printed in Humanite of December 23} 1934 (p. 5 col. 

7) which states that the restoration of capitalism was the goal of 

the Kirov assassins, the Leningrad Center: 1'Ia preoccupation se ... 

crete de restaurer le regime c.apitaliste.1
' This accusation is not lev

eled at Zinoviev, Kamenev, et al., whose arrests are signaled in a 

brief article immediately below the former. 

An article in Humanite the following day (Dec. 24, p.3) titled ''Le 

groupe terroriste zinovevist-trotskiste est le resultat de la persis

tence dans l1opposition a la ligne du parti'' quotes Izvestia of De

cember 22 or 23 as follows: 

Le sens entier de leur activite et de leurs aspirations 

etait la restauration du regime capitaliste. 

Translated: 

The whole sense of their activity and hopes was the res

toration of the capitalist regime. 

This too is stated of the Kirov assassins) not of Zinoviev and Kame

nev. Trotsky cited Humanite as a source for his early article on the 

Kirov murderK 

These articles concern only the Leningrad ... based Zinovievists who 

were charged with murdering Kirov. Moreover, it only claims th.at 

the ''sense'' of their program would be a reversion to capitalist 

forms of production and distribution characteristic of the New 

Economic Policy - which, of course, they were. is There is no indi

cation in this article or any other that Zinoviev, Kamenev, and the 

1s The Humanite article makes it clear that the Soviets knew that the economic 

programs of the Zinovievists was close to that of Trotsky, Trotsky's 1929 

economic critique of the collectivization-industrialization campaign and that of 

the Right's Riutin Program of 1932 are similar, and Trotsky's came first. 
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Moscow-based Zinovievists, under arrest by December 22, were to 
be charged with plotting to restore capitalism. 

Trotsky must have assumed this charge would be brought forth 
quickly, just as he assumed his name would be mentioned very 
soon. In the latter case, he was correct - Trotsky's name came up 
almost immediately. In the former case, though, Trotsky miscalcu .. 
lated. In 19351 Zinoviev and Kamenev did not expose the bloc and 
the ''parallel,'' or secret, leadership( The charge of ''plotting to re
store capitalism'' was not brought up against Trotsky until some ... 
time after the First Moscow Trial of August 1936. 

However, Trotsky could reasonably have anticipated that this 
charge against him might be still brought up at some future time. 
Once Zinoviev and Kamenev had been arrested it was possible that 
they would name Radek, Piatakov, and Sokol'nikov. But Trotsky 
could not have known in advance when this might happen or when 
the charge against him would be made public_ 

If this was Trotsky's plan it made a good deal of sense. If the names 
of the leaders of the ''parallel center11 Radek, Pi-atakov, and 
Sokol'nikov did not come up or if, when interrogated, these men 
did not reveal Trotsky's plans, Trotsky could simply continue to 
claim that Stalin had made the ''restoration of capitalism'' charge 
and then abandoned it. Trotsky could then cite this as further 
''proof' of Stalin's duplicity. In fact, Trotsky and Sedov did make 
this claim, as we have seen: 

.At the second trial, the ''restoration of capitalism'' was 
completely forgotten. 

But if, as eventually did happen, the charge of plotting ''the resto .. 
ration of capi.talism}' was raised · against him Trotsky would have 
the option of claiming that he had once again refuted an ''amalgam 
in preparation'' by ''exposing the scheme in advance.1

' So Trotsky 
continued to repeat the baseless charge that Zinpviev and Kame-
nev had been accused of plotting to ''restore capitalism." 
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According to this hypoth.esis, therefore, Trotsky was able to make 

this assumption with some confidence because he had indeed in~ 

structed his followers in exactly this way - to restore capitalism. 

Trotsky's repeated claim in December-January 1934-5 that the 

Soviet government had charged Zinoviev, Kamenev, et al. with 

plotting to ''reestablish the capitalist regime'' can be explained as 

Trotsky,s attempt to anticipate accusations that he assumed would 

probably be made against himself sometime in the future. 

Under this hypothesis Trotsky's ''prediction'1 that the defendants 

would be charged with reestablishing capitalism is like his ''predic

tion'' that his own name would soon be raised in the Kirov assassi

nation case. In both instances ·Trotsky knew the charge against 

him was true and would almost certainly be made sooner or later. 

By anticipating this charge - by ''exposing the scheme in advance'' 

- Trotsky hoped to prepare public opinion - or, at any rate, his 

own supporters, the people who read his Bulletin - for the time 

when the Soviets really did make it, and so to ''refute'' it in advance 

by making it look all too ''predictable'' and therefore false. 

Radek's and Piatakov's Testimony 

This accusation that Trotsky was overtly proposing the ''restora .. 

tion of capitalism'' did finally s.urface during the Second Moscow 

Trial in January 1937A It was a major, and shocking, feature of the 

trial. Trotsky, widely considered a fiery revolutionary more ''left'' 

than Stalin, was accused of promoting the re-establishment of 

capitalism, or at least many aspects of it, since that seemed to be 

the only way to get the help of the capitalist powers to overthrow 

Staliny 

Iurii Piatakov, one of the chief defendants (the trial is often called 

''the Radek-Piatakov trial'1) testified; 

As for the retreat, Trotsky wrote that Radek and I were 

mistaken in thinking that the retreat would be incon

siderable ,.._ we would have to retreat very far, and on 

this was based the bloc, not only with the Zinovievites, 

but also with the Rights. (1937 Trial 38-39) 
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... In this connection also it would be necessary, for con .. 
siderations of home policy, to effect a fairly big retreat, 
in addition to concessions to foreigners. Radek quite 
justly menti.oned this retreat in town and country, such 
as permitting capitalist trade and so forth. To pu·t it sim
ply, Trotsky explained that it would be a very serious re
treat. This is exactly what he said: you and Radek are 
still under the sway of the old ideas of 1925-26 and you 
are unable to see that in essence our coming to power 
will mean that we will have to retreat very far in the 
direction of capitalism. (1937 Trial 65) 

Karl Radek outlined how Trotsky's views changed between 1934 
and 1935: 

VYSHINSKY: Three facts : the April letter of 1934, the De .. 
cember letter of 1935 and Piatakov's meeting with Trot
sky in December 1935. How was the question put in 
Trotsky1s letter in 1934? War, working for defeat? 

RADEK: Yes. 

VYSHINSKY~ A return to capitalism in substance? 

RADEK: No, a return to capitalism is not raised in the let ... 
ter. 

VYSHINSKY: No? What then? 

RAD EK: A retreat which. we then thought .... 

VYSHINSKY: To where? 
. 

RADEK: To the positio·n.s of the NEP, with industry 
strengthened in comparison with wh·at it had been be
fore 1928. 

$ 

VYSHINSKY~ A retreat towards strengthening what ele .. 
men ts? 
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RADEK: A retreat which was to restore a part of the 
capitalist elements as well, but this retreat, if compared 
with the state of things in 1927 - there would be a pos
sibility during this retreat, on the one hand, of admitting 
capitalist restoration} but at the same time of strength .. 
ening industry, thanks to the First Five-Year Plan, the 
state farms and part of the collective farms - that is to 
say, we would have an economic base on which in my 
opinion a proletarian government could have main
tained itself. 

VYSHINSKY: So a proletarian government could still 
have maintained itself? But the tendency was to go 
backward? 

RAD EK: The tendency was to go backward. 

VYSHINSKY: In 193 5 this stood out more clearly in com
parison with 1934? 

RADEK: In 1935 the question was raised of going back 
to capitalism. 

VYSHINSKY: To what limits? 

RADEK: What Trotsky proposed was without any limits. 
To such limits as the enemy might require. (122) 

According to Sokol'nikov the Trotskyists understood that they had 
no choice; it was retreat.or be crushed: 

SOKOLNIKOV: ... We considered that fascism was the 
most organized form of capitalism, that it would tri._ 
umph, would seize Europe and stifle usl It was therefore 
better to come to terms with it, it was better to consent 
to a compromise in the sense of retreating from social· 
ism to capitalism. (151) 

The hypothesis that Trotsky did advocate the ''restoration of capi
talism'' as Radek, Piatakov, and others asserted, is consistent with 
much other evidence we now possess. 
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Radek, Piatakov and Sokol'nikov also testified that Trotsky was 

direc·tly conspiring with the Germans and Japanese. Such negotia

tion is a logical corollary to the assumption that the USSR would be 

defeated in a war and the Stalin leadership overthrown. The Ger

mans and Japanese would have to be persuaded to allow the oppo

sition to take power rather than simply to dismember the USSR by 

themselves. Trotsky allegedly either assumed or knew for a fact 

that Germany and Japan would demand considerable territorial 

concessions - the Ukraine and the Pacific Coast region - as well as 

economic concessions, as their price. 

Thanks to the partial opening of some former Soviet archives, we 

possess a great deal of Soviet evidence to corroborate the Moscow 

Trial testimony that Trotsky was conspiring with the Germans and 

Japanese. There is no indication that this evidence was faked. 

Moreover, there appears to be no reason to suspect it was faked 

since it was all secret until the partial ope·ning of Soviet arch.ives 

after the end of the USSR.19 This evidence is consistent with the 

testimony that Trotsky was planning to ''restore capitalism'' in the 

sense of making serious economic (as well as territorial) conces

sions to the fascist powers. 

Trotsky's 1930 Program 

The program of ''restoring capitalism'' that, according to Radek 

and Piatakov, Trotsky outlined to them, is closely similar to what 

Trotsky had openly advocated when the collectivization .. 

industrialization campaign was under way. Here are some of Trot

sky's programmatic proposals from issue #10 of the Bulletin of the 

Russian Opposition 20 dated March 23, 1930, in the article titled 

19 We examine this evidence in Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and 

japan) and will examine yet more evidence in a subseqtJent book to be published 

i.n 2.020. 
zo This is the title Trotsky used in translation. In Russian it is just "Bulletin of the 

Opposition." 
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<'Open Letter to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The 
State of the Party and the Tasks of the Left Opposition'': 

A retreat is inevitable in any case. It must be carried out 
as soon as possible and as orderly as possible. 

Put an end to ''complete,, collectivization, replacing it 
with a careful selection based on a real freedom of 
choice .... Put an end to the policy of administrative aboli
tion of the kulak. Curbing the exploiting tendencies of 
the kulak will remain a necessary policy for many years. 

Put an end to the l'racetrack-gallop'' pace of industriali
zation. Re .. evaluate the question of the tempos of devel
opment in the light of experience, taking into account the 
necessity of raising the standard of livi.ng of the masses. 
Pose point ... blank the question of the quality of produc
tion, as vital for the consumer as it is for the producer. 

Give up the ''ideal1
' of a closed economy. Work out a new 

variant of the plans based on as much interaction as pos .. 
sible with the world market. 

To make the necessary retreat, to renew its [the u·ssR's] 
strategic arsenal without too much damage and without 
losing its sense of perspective ... 21 

The abandonment of collectivization, of the destruction of the ku
laks as a class, and of crash industrialization, a greatly increased 
role for foreign trade, and what Trotsky termed the ''necessity}' of 
raising the standard of living - these policies (if they were possible 
at all) would have meant a greater reliance on markets and a 
smaller role for the state. Trotsky was advocating a form of state
regulated capitalist commodity production similar to that of the 
New Economic Policy. Trotsky justified this as an ''inevitable'' and 
a ''necessary retreat.,, 

21 WLT1930135-150, at 147) 150. 
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This 1929 program of Trotsky1s is similar to the Rights' ''Riutin 
Platform'' of 1932.22 Arch Getty noted that Trotsky's program in 
the 1930s was not essentially different from that of the Rights . 

... Trotsky's spirited defence of the smychka and rural 
market relations, his criticism of the ultra-leftist cam
paign against the kulaks, and his advocacy of planning 
on the basis of ''real potentials'' were similar to the stric
tures of Bukharin's ''N ates of an Economist." (Getty TIE 
34 note 21) 

Although the Riutin Platform originated in the right wing 
of the Bolshevik Party, its specific criticisms of the Sta
linist regime were in the early 1930s shared by the more 
leftist Leon Trotsky, ... Like the Riutin group, Trotsky be· 
lieved that the Soviet Union in 1932 was in a period of 
extreme crisis provoked by Stalin's policies. Like them, 
he believed that the rapid pace of forced collectivization 
was a disaster and that the hurried and voluntarist na
ture of industrial policy made rational planning impos
sible, resulting in a disastrous series of economic ;'im
balances." Along with the Riutinists, Trotsky called for a 
drastic change in economic course and democrat.ization 
of the dictatorial regime within a party that suppressed 
all dissent. According to Trotsky) Stalin had brought the 
country to ruin.23 

The economic section24 of the ''Riutin Platform'' shows clear simi .. 
larities to Trotsky's proposals: 

22 We now know this was composed not by Riutin but by Bukharin, Tomsky, and 
other leaders of the Rights. See also Furr, Stalin Waiting, Chapter 8, ({The 'Riutin 
Platform' Was Really the 'Bukharin Platform."' 
23 Getty and Naumov Road 61, $ 

24 The full title of the document known as the "Riutin Platform'' is "Stalin and the 
Crisis of the Proletarian Dictatorship. Platform of the 'Union of Marxist-Leninists' 
(the 'Riutin Group')." It was first published in R-PP 334-443. There is now an 
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III. In the field of industrialization. 

1. The immediate cessation of anti~Leninist methods of 
industrialization and growth in the game of pace by rob-
bing the working class, civil servants and village through 
direct and indirect, overt and concealed unbearable 
taxes and inflation. Industrialization on the basis of the 
actual and the steady growth of the welfare of the 
masses. 

2. Reduction of investment in capital construction in ac
cordance with the general condition of all the available 
resources of the countryl 

IV. In the field of agriculture. 

1. Immediate dissolution of all the inflated collective 
farms (kolkhozy) formed by force. Truly voluntary col .. 
lectivization on the basis of machine technology and all 
possible assistance to collective farms. 

2. Immediate creation of all necessary conditions and 
real support for the development of individual poor and 
middle peasant farming. 

3. Elimination of all unprofitable collective farms. Reten
tion in our hands only of that number of the best callee,.. 
tive farms that we are actually able to make truly exem
plary socialist enterprises. 

4. Transmission of large-scale machine inventory of liq
uidated state and collective farms into the hands of local 
agricultural machinery associations. 

English translation~ Sobhanlal Datta Gupta, ed. The Ryutin Platform, Stalin and the 
Crisis of Proletarian Dictatorship. Platform of the ''Union of Marxists-Leninists. '' 
Translated by Pranab Ghosh and Susmita Bhattacharya. Kolkata: Seribaan, 2010. 
The economic section of the Riutin Platform is extremely skimpy. It takes up 
fewer than two pages in a document 112 pages long in the printed edition. 
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T I r 

6. The immediate cessation of grain, and harvesting sei

zure campaigns and seizures of other agricultural prod .. 

ucts, [which are] modern methods of robbing the village. 

Land development and consolidation of individual farm

ers and confirming their long .. term use of the allocated 

land. 

V. In the area of trade. 

1. Cessation of exports of agricultural products at very 

low prices. 

2. Cessation of exports of consumer goods at very low 
• prices. 

3. Return to the Leninist policy of prices. A decisive de .. 
cline in prices. Restoration of cooperation. and its rights. 

VI. In the field of finance and tax. 

I. The termination of inflation, heavy tax burden on the 

proletariat and all workers. 

2. Termination of the endless exactions of every kind in 

the form of loans placed by virtually mandatory continu ... 

ing increase in pay differentials in cooperation, etc, 

3. A maximum and effective reduction of taxes on work
ers, employees and workers of the village. 

VII. In the field of legal material living conditions of 
workers and peasants. 

1. Restore all of the rights of workers to clothing, mar

riage payment, etc., of which they have~ been deprived 

during the past 4 years. 
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2. Restore the old rules of layoffs that existed 4 years 

ago. 

3. Restore the old rules and a Leninist policy in the work 

of the trade unions. 

4. Immediately stop the adventurist policy of dekulakiza

tion in the countryside, which is in fact aimed against the 

entire basic population of the village. (R~PP 441-3.) 

The similarities between the Riutin Platform and Trotsky1s ''Open 

Letter'' of 1930 are obvious. At the Second Moscow Trial i.n Janu

ary 193 ·7 Sokol'nikov stated: 

As regards the principles of the program) as early as 

1932 the Trotskyites, the Zinovievites, and the Rights 

had all come to agree in the main on the program which 

previously had been described as the program of the 

Rights. 

This was the so .. called Ryutin platform. As early as 1932 

it expressed to a large extent just these principles of 

program which were common to all three groups. (1937 

Trial 150--1) 

The similarities between the ''Riutin Platform'' and Trotsky's pro~ 

posals cannot be a coincidence, In 2004, an interrogation

confession of Valentin Astrov was published. Astrov was a student 

of Bukharin's and a member of his underground group of Rights. 

He revealed that the so~called ''Riutin Platform'' was not really 

written by Martemian Riutin at all, but by the leaders of the Rights, 

Rykov, Bukharin, Tomsky, and Uglanov. 

PIOTHHCKaH nJiaTcpopMa no cy~ecTBY .HBHJiacb ,n;oKyMeHTOM 

He PIOTI1HA, a n;ettTpa rrpaBhIX ... CJIEITKOB ~aJiee coo6~11JI, 

tfTO r JiaBHhIMH aBTOpaMH pIOTHHCKOH IIJlaTcpopMbl 6bIJIH 

PbIKOB, EYXAPHH, TOMCKI111 11 Yr JIAHOB a tJTo ob1JI0 

o6ycJIOBJieHO B cJiyT.Iae rrpoBaJia H3o6pa3HTb 3TOT ,lJ,OKyMeHT 

KaK ,n;oKyMeHT TOJihKO PIOTHHA, ,n;a6b1 He nocTaBHTh noA 

y,n;ap pyK0Bo,nHrn,y10 BepxylllKY npaBbIX. 
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Translated: 

The Riutin Platform was in essence not RIUTIN'S docu
ment but that of the center of the Rights. . .. SLEPKOV 
even stated that the main authors of the Riutin platform 
were RYKOV1 BUKHARIN, TOMSKY, and UGLANOV and 
that it had been agreed, in the event of our failure [i.e. 
exposure, arrest] to depict this document as a document 
of RIUTIN alone, so as not to endanger the top leader
ship of the rights. (Lubianka 1937-1938 86.) 

During the March 1938 Moscow Trial, Rykov confirmed what As
trov had stated in January 1937, that the Riutin Platform was com
posed by the leadership of the Rights: himself, Bukharin, Tomsky, 
Uglanov, and Vassilii Shmidt. Rykov also confirmed that it had 
been named after Riutin in order to provide cover for the leader
ship of the Rights. 

The platform was called after Ryutin, because it was 
published by supporters of the Rights/ the Ryutin group, 
from Uglanov's Moscow organizationK During the inves
tigation instituted in connection with this platform, this 
group took the whole responsibility upon itself. This had 
been decided on beforehand, so that we ourselves 
should not be called to account for the platform._. And to 
make it easier to do this, the program itself contained a 
phrase which expressed a certain sense of aloofness 
from Bukharin, Tomsky and myself; it said something to 
the effect that these three were waste steam. This was 
done from motives of double~dealing. 

(1938 Trial 163) 

Bukharin confirmed what Astrov had testified: 

BUKHARIN: The Ryutin platform was adopted at the no· 
torious conference held in the autumn of 1932, or in the 
summer, and it was approved at the meeting of which 
Alexei Ivanovich Rykov spoke. 
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VYSHINSKY: That means 1932? 

BUKHARIN: The autumn of 1932. (1938 Trial 168) 

Rykov's and Bukharin1s testimony here is important to us since we 
• 

know that Astrov was not subject to any kind of compulsion at his 
January 1937 interrogation. We also know that he testified truth~ 
fully because he had the chance to withdraw his testimony in 1989 
and 1993, but instead he confirmed it. This constitutes further evi
dence that the confessions in the Moscow Trials are not fabrica
tions forced upon innocent, unwilling defendants by the investiga
tors or the prosecution but genuine confessions that represent 
what the defendants wished to say.zs 

Astrov testified that the Rights considered that the Trotskyists had 
adopted the economic program of the Rights: 

At the beginning of 1932 in a meeting of the activists of 
our organization in his apartment, SLEPKOV justified the 
necessity of concluding a bloc with the Trotskyists. He 
said that ''the Trotskyists have accepted the economic 
platform of the Rights, and the Rights - the internal 
party program of the Trotskyists. The tactic of terror 
unites us. The disagreements between ourselves and the 
Trotskyists are insignificant." (32) 

Bukharin confirmed this too in his testimony at the March 1938 
trial: 

Much has been said here about the Ryutin platform, and 
perhaps there is no need to dwell upon it. It was called 
the Ryutin platform for reasons of secrecy, as an insur
ance against exposure; it was called the Ryutin platform 
in order to conceal the Right centre and its top leader
ship. Furthermore, I must say in addition: I think that the 
Ryutin platform that is why I permit myself to hold 

25 I study this question in detail in the first section of Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and in 
The Moscow Trials as Evidence. 
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your attention for a few minutes longer the Ryutin 
platform, as far as I can remember during the trial} the 
platform of the Right counter revolutionary organi
zation, was perhaps already actually a common plat· 
form of the other groupings, including the Kamenev
Zinoviev and Trotskyite groupings. 

It was just at this very moment that the situatio·n became 
such that Trotsky had to throw off his Leftist uniform. 
When it came to exact formulations of what had to be 
done after all, his Right platform came into evidence at 
once, that is, he had to speak of decollectivization, etc. 

VYSHINSKY: That is, you equipped Trotskyism ideologi
cally too? 

BUKHARIN: Quite true. (1938 Trial, 388-389) 

Pierre Braue agreed that the Rights ·were part of the bloc.26 Writ
ing in 1980, Braue did not know that behind Riutin and Slepkov, 
whom he named, were Rykov, Bukharin, and Tomsky. 

La lettre a l'encre sympathique de Leon Sedov fait ap
paraitre !'existence des groupes suivants : le groupe 
trotskyste d'U.R.S.S. ( << notre fraction >>), les << zino .. 
vievistes ,11 le groupe d'I. N. Smirnov, le groupe Sten .. 
Lominadze) le groupe << Safar(ov)-Tarkhan(ov),1

' << les 
droitiers >> et << les liberaux ." Bien entendu, tous ne par
ticipent pas au << bloc ,'' mais taus en connaissent l'exis .. 
tence et, selon Sedov, ont des contacts avec lui,. (7) 

Le groupe appele par Sedov << les droitiers >> pose en re
vanche plus de problemes. Le terme designe habituelle
ment, on le sait, les elements du parti qui ont, depuis l'e
poque de la Nep jusqu1a l1autocritique de leurs chefs de 

26 Broue, {(Trotsky et le bloc des oppositions de 1932."CahL T 5 (Jan~ Mar 1980), 7, 
12, 14 .. 16, 18,20, 28. 
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file, suivi le trio Boukharine/ Rykov, Tomsky (26) .... les 
comptes rendus de reunions du secretariat international 
de !'Opposition de gauche et quelques lettres de Leon 
Sedov font appara!tre qu'il designe systematiquement a 
l'epoque par le terme de << droitiers >> ce que les histo-
riens designent par<< groupe Rioutine ,'' un groupe origi
nal apparu precisement en 1932. (12 .. 13) 

Translated: 

The letter from Leon Sedov in invisible ink reveals the 
existence of the following groups: the Trotskyist group 
in the USSR (''our fraction''), the ''Zinovievists," the group 
of I. N. Smirnov, the Sten-Lominadze group, the ''Sa .. 
far(ov)-Tarkhan(ov)'' group, ''the Rights'' and ''the liber
als." Of course not all took part in the bloc but all of them 
knew of its existence and, according to Sedov, were in 
contact with him (7) 

The group Sedov called ''the Rights,'' by contrast, poses 
more problems, We know that the term usually means 
those elements of the Party who, since the NEP period 
until the self--criticisms of their leaders} had followed the 
troika of Bukharin} Rykov, and Tomsky (26) .... The ac .. 
counts of the meetings of the international secretariat of 
the Left Opposition and a few letters from Leon Sedov 
reveal that at that time what the historians call the ''Riu
tin group," an original group that appeared precisely in 
1932, was systematically designated by the term ('the 
Rights.'' 

Braue goes on to name Galkin} Maretsky, Uglanov, and Kaiurov. 
The real history of the ''Riutin group'' was unknown to Braue} writ
ing in 1980. 

It is noteworthy that Braue recalls that Ante Ciliga, a dissident who 
was released and left the USSR, stated the relationship between 
the Rights and the Trotskyists in virtually the same words as As~ 
trov: 
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Ante Ciliga dit qu'il y affirmait : << Les droites ant eu rai ... 
son dans le domaine economique et Trotsky dans la cri
tique du regime du parti (31). >>27 

Translated: 

Ante Ciliga said that said it was affirmed: ''The Rights 
were correct in the economic arena) and Trotsky in the 
criticism of the regime of the Party." 

Ciliga had this information at first hand, for he was imprisoned for 
a time in the political {'isolator'' at Verkhneuralsk where a number 
of Rights and Trotskyites, including both Astrov and I. N. Smirnov, 
were also imprisoned and where the opposition conspiracy of the 
bloc continued.ZS 

Evidence and Proof 

I have proposed the hypothesis that Trotsky did) in fact, advocate 
as a ''retreat'' the re.storation of many or ·most aspects of capital
ism, as Radek, Piatakov, and Sokol'nikov testified at the January 
193·7 Moscow Trial. I believe this hypothesis is the only one that 
can satisfy the following conditions: 

* It explains why Trotsky again and again took the risk of exposure 
as a liar by falsely claiming that Zinoviev and Kamenev had been 
accused of, charged with, confessed to) and been convicted of 

27 Braue 14. Broue1s reference is to A. Ciliga, Au pays du grand mensonge. Paris: 
Gallimard, 1938. Published in English as The Russian Enigma. London: Ink Links 
Ltd., 1979. 
za {(Arrested (in Russia) in 1930, he was imprisoned in the isolator at 
Verkhneuralsk where he participated in the life of the 'Bolshevik .. Leninist 
collective' of which he offered a caricatural description after he was freed.,, 

$ 

Stephen Schwartz, ''Ante Ciliga (1898-1992); A Life at History's Crossroads." 
Revolutionary History: Unpublished Articles, 34, at 
https://web.archive.org/web/20010411013259 /http~//www.revolutionary-
history.eo.uk/supplem.htm 
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''plotting to restore capitalism'} and that this could be verified 
through articles in Pravda. 

* It is consistent with the Riutin Platform of the Rights. We know 
that Trotsky approved the bloc with the Rights and other opposi
tionists in 1932, which was also the year that the Riutin Platform 
was adopted. 

* It is consistent with the other evidence we now possess about the 
deliberate falsehoods Trotsky invented and repeated throughout 
the period under question. I examine them elsewhere in the pre
sent work. 

* It is also consistent with the evidence we have collected from So
viet sources that Trotsky was indeed conspiring with Germany and 
Japan.29 

* I have shown elsewhere3o that Moscow Trials testimony is valid 
as evidence in that, whenever we can check it from independent 
sources, it turns out to reflect what the defendants chose to say 
rather than fabrications forced upon innocent defendants. 

The defendants in the January 193 7 Moscow Trial made it clear 
that Trotsky1s plan to ''retreat1

' to capitalism was motivated by his 
belief that the opposition could only come to power in one of two 
ways: either through a war with the fascist powers - which they 
assumed the USSR would lose - or through a coup against the Sta
lin leadership, which would only succeed in establishing itself with 
cooperation from other imperialist countries. In either case, Ger .. 
man and Japanese cooperation would only be purchased at a very 
stiff price. According to them, Trotsky realized this and drew the 
necessary conclusions. 

29 See Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and]apan. l will publish much 
more evidence of Trotsky's collaboration in the next volume of studies of Trotsky 
during the 1930s. 
30 In the first part of Trotsky's 'Amalgams', and in The Moscow Trials as Evidence. 
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Considered dispassionately, the views these three defendants at
tributed to Trotsky make sense. Whether by assassination or by 
defeat in war at the hands of invaders, the removal by force of Sta
lin would certainly evoke a violent reaction, probably leading to 
rebellion and serious social instability. The Soviet Union's major 
capitalist enemies would likely try to take advantage of this situa
tion, possibly by invading and attempting to dismember the enor .. 
mous country and by setting up one or more capitalist regimes 
with political and social policies approved by them~ To any Opposi .. 
tion that hoped to take the reins of power during such a crisis, it 
was obvious that some kind of agreement would have to be ar .. 
ranged, in advance, with these aggressive imperialist capitalist 
powers. 

A Hypothesis Must Account for the Evidence 

We have a lot of evidence) in the form of testimony at the 1937 and 
1938 Moscow Trials, that Trotsky did advocate the ''restoration of 
capitalism.'' 

* His denial can be disregarded, because he would deny the charge 
whether he had advocated it or not, and because we know Trotsky 
lied when he thought it expedient~ 

*Trotsky's archive has been ''purged," so the absence of evidence 
there of this or other conspiratorial aims can bear no weight. 

Let us review the options: 

1. That Trotsky did advocate ''restoration of capitalism." This is the 
hypothesis that represents the most straightforward explanation 
in that it accounts for all the evidence. 

2. That some other hypothesis can account for Trotsky's ''amal
gam'' under consideration here: that Zinoviev and Kamenev were 
charged with} and confessed to, plotting ''the restoration of capital-
ism.1' $ 
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This essay has laid out the evidence in support of hypothesis #1. 
As far as I can determine, there is no evidence to support any other 
hypothesis. 

This leads us to an important conclusion. On the evidence, Trotsky 
did advocate the ''restoration of capitalism'' as Rad.ek, Piatakov, 
and Sokol'nikov testified. 

What does this mean for the further hypothesis that Trotsky con ... 
spired with Germany and Japan? 

Evidence Internal to Trotsky's Writings 

Trotsky was highly intelligent, a prolific writer, a skilled theorist} 
and a dedicated revolutionary activist. How then is it possible that 
Trotsky was an incompetent liar? Yet again and again he com
posed falsehoods that anyone could have discovered and exposed 
simply by checking the sources Trotsky himself cited. 

But perhaps he wasn't an incompetent liar after all. Maybe he was 
intelligent enough to recognize that his acolytes were too devoted 
to check the veracity of his claims. His lies were ''hidden in plain 
sight,'' as it were. Even so, it's taken a long while to uncover them. 
That would not speak to his incompetence as a liar quite the op .. 
posite, really. All things considered, his career as a brazen phony 
was a great success! 

The ''restoration of capitalism)' claim is one of these lies. During 
the period from December .. January 1935 to January 1937 Trotsky 
invoked it repeatedly. It was a lie that could easily be exposed by 
anyone who took the trouble, as I have done here, to compare 
what Trotsky claimed was in the articles in Humanite and Soviet 
newspapers with what Trotsky claimed was in them. Therefore 
Trotsky took a significant risk in telling this ''amalgam.'' Moreover) 
he told it repeatedly. It follows that this 'iamalgam'' had to be very 
important to him for some reason. 

The only explanation I can find that would account for his repeat
ing this lie over and over again is Trotsky's stated tactic to ''expose 
the scheme in advance." Trotsky must have raised this issue as a 
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pre-emptive strike to ward off the charge that he believed would 
come sooner or later by making it appear ''predictable'' and there
fore ''obviously'' false At length, Trotsky was indeed charged with 
it by Radek, Piatakov, and Sokol'nikov, and these men linked Trot ... 
sky's advocacy of 1'restoring capitalism'' to his view that the oppo,.. 
sition would have to make serious concessions to aggressive capi
talist states in order to be able to take and hold powerl 

Trotsky vehemently denied having been in touch with Radek, 
Piatakov, and Sokol'nikov. But we know that here too Trotsky was 
lying - he had indeed been in contact with them. We know that 
Radek was telling the precise truth when he described receiving a 
letter from Trotsky at the end of February or beginning of March, 
1932.31 There is no reason to think that Radek did not tell the truth 
in the rest of his testimony as well. 

Radek, Piatakov and Sokol1nikov linked Trotsky's alleged state
ments that they would have to ''restore capitalism'' to the need to 
collaborate with Germany and Japan. And it stands to reason that 
no plans to replace the Stalin leadership would make any sense 
without making some kind of advance agreement with Germany 
and Japan. These were the policies that were described in the 
January 1937 Trial as constituting a <'restoration of capitalism1 11 

We have a good deal of other evidence that Trotsky conspired with 
Germany and Japan.32 I will identify and discuss yet more of this 
evidence in future books on Trotsky during the 1930s. Trotsky's 
'''restoration of capitalism' amalgam'1 is consistent with such a 
conspiracy. I conclude that this ''amalgam'' of Trotsky's corrobo
rates the other evidence I have that Trotsky conspired with the 
Germans and Japanese. 

31 See Furr, Trotsky's Amalgams, Chapter 4; Furr, Moscow Trials, Chapter 4. 
32 See Furr, Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and japan. 
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Conclusion 

In raising time after time the false claim that Zinoviev and Kame-
nev had been accused of, confessed to, and been convicted of ''plot
ting the restoration of capitalism,1

' Trotsky was doing his best to 
defuse, through anticipation} the accusation he knew would sooner 
or later be leveled at himself. He knew this would be alleged 
against him because he himself had been advocating exactly the 
''restoration of capitalism'' to the leadership of his Soviet,..based 
followers for some time - at least since 1935, according to Radek, 
perhaps as early as 1933, according to Piatakov and Krestinsky. 
This hypothesis is consistent with a great deal of other evidence 
we now possess. 

We have no reason to doubt the Soviet and non .. soviet evidence 
that Trotsky collaborated with Germany and Japan. Trotsky's de ... 
nials cannot be taken seriously. Thanks to the research of Braue, 
Getty, and Holmstrom, we now know that Trotsky routinely lied 
whenever he thought it advantageous to do so. Trotsky1s lies went 
far beyond denying the involvement in his conspiracy of individu
als. He also lied about important issues of principle such as his 
willingness to enter a bloc with other oppositionists and his will
ingness to employ ''individual terror," or assassination against Sta
lin and others. 

Any demand that ''conclusive evidence," a ''smoking gun,1
, be pro .. 

duced is simply a form of denial. In the case of a deeply conspira .. 
torial organization as the opposition underground in the USSR 
necessarily had to be, one whose goal was to leave no evidence 
behind, we are forced to be content with composing a mosaic of 
circumstantial evidence. We possess even this circumstantial evi .. 
dence only because (a) the Soviet Union came to an end and some 
documents from Soviet archives have become public, and (b) the 
''purging'' of incriminating documents from the Harvard Trotsky 
archive was done imperfectly. 

Absent these archival materials, Trotsky would still have formed a 
bloc with the Zinovievists and other opposition groups, would still 
have written Radek, Sokol'nikov, and others, and - I argue - would 
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still have conspired with Germany and Japan. The defendants in 

the Moscow Trials would still have been telling the truth, and 

Trotsky would still have been lying, in those cases we can now ver-

ify. But we would not have had the evidence that this was so. We 

would have only the testimony from the Moscow Trials. 

This is yet more evidence that the Moscow Trial testimony should 

be taken far more seriously when we cannot corroborate it, con .. 

sidering that it turns out to be truthful in those few examples 

where) by accident of history, we can check it. It also means that 

nothing Trotsky wrote during the 1930s about his own activities 

or the USSR should be accepted as true unless it can be independ

ently verified. The standard of evidence should be uniformly ap

plied, not adjusted in accordance with what supports dominant 

anticommunist narratives. 



Chapter 5. Trotsky in Biulleten) Oppozjtsii 

Trotsky dated issue #42 of the Biulleten' Oppozitsii February 19 3 5, 
only one month after the Ki.rov assassination issue #41 of January 
1935. After the first few years of publication, it had become un .. 
usual for Trotsky to publish back-to .. back issues of the B.O. For ex
ample, there had been only two issues during the whole of 1934. 
So why did Trotsky do so this time? 

Three articles, comprising about two--thirds of this issue, were de
voted to the Kirov murder and related matters, especially the 
January 1935 indictment and trial of Zinoviev, Kamenev, Safarov, 
and the rest of the men whose arrests Trotsky had mentioned in. 
the previous issue. These three articles have been published in 
English translation in the volume Writings of Leon Trotsky [1934-
1935}. I will analyze them here. They a·re: 

*''Some Results of the Stalin Amalgam." (January 12, 1935)1 

* '(The Case of Zinoviev, Kamenev and Others .. '' (January 16 -
18, 1935) 

*''Everything Gradually Falls Into Place." (January 26, 1935) 

Like the whole of the Kirov murder issue #41, these articles set 
forth Trotsky's ''amalgam}'' what he claimed was his theory about 
what was really going on. In reality, they represent Trotsky's 
cover-up, his ''smokescreen." At the very least, Trotsky and his So-
viet .. based supporters were in alliance with the Zinovievists who 
murdered Kirov. 

In fact, we now have evidence that they were much more deeply 
involved in the murder than that, and Trotsky knew almost every-

1 This article is also online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky /1935/01/amalgam.htm where it is 
titled 11A Trial Balance of the Stalin Amalgam.n 
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thing about the Kirov murder. I will explore this question further 
in the third volume of my work on Trotsky in the 1930s. 

Trotsky had decided not to reveal his ties to the Zinovievists, and 
through them to the Leningrad-based Zinovievist group that had 
murdered Kirov or to the bloc of Rights and Trotskyists, and Zino
vievists. So he had to invent a fictitious version of events. While 
claiming that he was trying to deduce the truth of what was hap .. 
pening inside the USSR around the Kirov murder, in reality Trot-
sky was creating a false story that might accomplish several aims. 

First, it would stand as his claim that he and his Soviet .. based fol
lowers were innocent of Kirov's murder and of any thought of .re .. 
sorting to {'terror." Second, it would demonize Stalin and his col
leagues as bloodthirsty thugs who not only were using Kirov's 
murder to suppress anyone they considered a threat to their 
power but also may even have killed Kirov themselves. 

Trotsky's alternative narrative would also serve to misdirect rea.d ... 
ers, get them to begin asking not, ''Why is the Opposition using 
'terror'?', but ''Why is Stalin using iterror'?1

' Therefore, it would 
serve as Trotsky's ''cover11 for the real conspiratorial activities of 
his Soviet-based followers. 

It is worth noting that Trotsky never refers to anything his Soviet-
based adherents really were doing. After all, if the ''Left Opposi
tion,}' the ''Bolshevik-Leninists'' (as Trotsky referred to his follow ... 
ers) were viewed by Stalin as such a threat, the.n they must have 
been doing something! But Trotsky never mentions any activity at 
all by Soviet~based Trotskyists. A discerning reader at the time 
would have wondered whether Trotsky's silence about his follow
ers' activities might suggest that those activities - obviously clan
destine ones -- were indeed what the Soviet prosecution alleged. 

Ironically, therefore, it was not Stalin and the NKVD but Trotsky 
himself who had to fabricate what Trotsky liked to call ''am.al
gams." Trotsky's ''amalgams'' are structured in a number of ways: 
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* He severely distorted what he has found in the Soviet or other 

communist press accounts. 

* Some of his falsehoods serve as ''straw men'' - statements he 

falsely attributes to Soviet sources and which he can easily claim 

to ''refute." 

* Sometimes these falsehoods serve as ''red herrings," permitting 

Trotsky to deflect his readers' attention from the real develop
ments in the USSR and to fabricate imaginary ''amalgams,'} fictions 

in which Stalin and his men are the villains while the Opposition 

are innocent of any unprincipled acts and are in fact doing nothing 

at all. 

* Sometimes Trotsky simply lied outright about what these ac

counts say. 

Trotsky also lied about his own activities and principles: 

* He claimed that he always broke completely with ''capitulators." 

We know today, from materials Getty discovered in the Harvard 

Trotsky Archive, that this was a lie: he did not break off with them. 

(Getty, TIE) 

* He pretended to attack these same ''capitulators'' in print in what 

we now know was an attempt at a ''cover'' to disguise continued 

secret collaboration with them. 

* He suppressed the truth about his real ties to the Zinovievists 

who were the subjects of the arrests and trials. 

* He salted his presentation with anti .. Stalin rumors and lies which 

he reported as fact. 

''Some Results of the Stalin Amalgam'' (January 
12, 1935) 

It is in this issue that Trotsky begins to set forth an ''amalgam'' that 
was destined to become for many years the ''mainstream," or stan-
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dard, version of the Kirov assassination: that it was Stalin who had 
had Kirov killed. 

1. TairHcTBeHHbIH KoHcyJI o:KasaJic.H JiaThiillCKHM KOHCYJIOM~ 

Harne npe,a;rroJioJKeHMe, 'tJTO ,LJ.JI.H aMaJibraMhI BhI6paH 
v v 

MaJieHbKHH KOHCYJI MaJieHhKOI1 CTpaHbl IIOATBep~IiJIOCh 

TIOJIHOCTbIO. Ho Heo6xo~HMOCTb Ha3BaTh KOHCyJia -

oqeBHf];HO, no~ ~HilJIOMaT11qecRHM ~aBJJeHHeM - rpo3HJia 

onpoKHHYTb aMaJihraMy: KTO JKe IIOBepHT, l.!TO KOHCYJI 

JlaTBHH opraHH3yeT MHpoeyio HHTepBeHD;HIO npoTHB 

CCCP? 

Translated: 

1. The mysterious consul has now turned out to be a 
Latvian consul; our supposition that a petty consul of a 
tiny nation would be chosen for the amalgam has been 
fully confirmed. However, it became necessary to name 
the consul - obviously because of diplomatic pressure -
and this necessity threatened to blast the amalgam, for 
who would believe that a consul of Latvia is the orga· 
nizer of world intervention against the USSR? (208) 

In an essay titled ;'The Indictment'' (<<06BHHH:TeJihHhIH aKT>>) in 
B.O. #41 Trotsky had indeed said: 

... KOHCYJI rrpeACTaBJIRJI, Ha~o AYMaTh, KaKoe ... HHOYAh coBceM 

MaJieHhKOe H 3axoJiycTHoe rocy.niapcT·Bo: 3To 6e3orracHee). 

Translated: 

... the consul represented, I suppose, some very small 
and provincial state: that would be safer). 

The fact that even before the Latvian consult had been publicly 
identified Trotsky had ''predicted1

' the consul would be from a very 
small country suggests that Trotsky knew this in advance. Trot
sky's words ''that would be safer'' do not explain his remark. After 
all, the consul could easily have been Polish or German. We know 
today that Nikolaev, Kirov's assas-sin, had the address and phone 
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number of the German consulate in his notebook. (Lenoe 258) 
Aside from the Baltics, there were simply no other {'very small and 

provincial states11 anywhere near the USSR. Indeed, the Latvian 
consul may have already initiated contact with Trotsky, as he told 
Leonid Nikolaev, Kirov's assassin) that he would. 

Then comes a ('straw man," designed to confuse and distract the 

reader. The Humanite text of the indictment mentions the word 
''consul1

' nine times, but never accuses him of being ''the organizer 
of world intervention against the USSR." It is easy for Trotsky to 
ridicule this allegation as though the Soviet indictment had stu
pidly made it - unless some reader bothered to check the text of 
the indictment. 

But any reader who did so would immediately see that Trotsky 
was lying. And that implies that Trotsky believed. he had some .. 
thing important enough to hide to be worth the risk of expos~re. 

2. rpynna 3HHOBbeBa 6bIJia apeCTOBaHa TIO .n;eJiy 06 y6HHCTBe 

KMpoBa. 06BHHHTeJibHhIH aKT He 3aHKaeTc.H, MeJK.n;y TeM, HM 

06 O~HOM H3 apecToBaHHbIX B MocKBe 3HHOBbeB~eB. noqeMy 

)Ke Bce-TaKH OHH 6bIJIH apeCTOBaHbI? 

Translated: 

2. The Zinoviev group was arrested in connection with 
the Kirov assassination. Yet the indictment does not so 
much as let out a peep concerning a single one of the Zi-
novievists arrested in Moscow. But why then are they 
arrested? (208-209) 

This too is a straw man, a distractor. The indictment Trotsky men
tions is that of the Leningrad group of Zinovievists who were tried 

for murdering Kirov. The Moscow Zinovievist group, Zinoviev, 
Kamenev, and others, had been arrested because the Leningrad 

group of Zinovievist that had planned and carried out Kirov's 
murder was in touch with them. The Moscow ... based Zinovievists 
were not indicted for the murder because the NKVD had found no 
evidence they were aware of it. (Such evidence was eventually 
found, but not until much later.) 
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3. B tJeM MO/KHO o6BHHHTb 3HHOBbeaa, KaMeHeBa H HX ApyseH: 

llOJIHTHqecKM? B TOM, qTo OHH KaITHTYJIHpOBaJlH. 

Translated: 

3. What charge, politically, may be brought against Zino
viev, Kamenev, and their friends? Their capitulation. 

This too is a distractor - in this case, a ''red herring." Trotsky is 
discussing the indictment of the Leningrad Zinovievist group for 
the Kirov murder. Then he asks this rhetorical question about the 
Moscow--based Zinovievist group who were not indicted and so, 
logically, were not mentioned in the indictment. 

Trotsky, of course} knew that Zinoviev, Kamenev, Safarov, and 
other leading members of the bloc that he himself, Trotsky, had 
approved in 1932, had ''capitulated'' dishonestly. Their ''capitula .. 
tions1

' - renunciation of oppositional views and oaths to follow the 
Party line - were falsea In the language of the Soviet investigators, 
they were guilty of ''two-facedness'' or ''double-dealing." (dvulichie, 
dvurushnichestvo). Pierre Braue firmly stated that this was a com .. 
mon practice and that ''everybody had known'' that Smirnov and 
his group had been lying in their <'capitulation 1

' and that Safarov 
had been the first one to suggest this as a necessary tactic. (Braue 
POS 104) Naturally, Trotsky hid ·this fact from his readers. 

IlOIIbITKa CBR3aTh 60JibllleBHKOB-JieHHH~eB c H~eeH: 
...., ..., 

HHTepBeH~HH HMeeT oqeHb onpe~eJieHHbIH HCTOpHqecKHH 

3anax. 

Translated; 
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There is a specific historical stench to this attempt at 

connecting the Left Opposition with the idea of interven

tion.2 
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Trotsky's accusation is a ''straw man," The Leningrad Zinovievist 

group was indeed accused in the Soviet press (but not by the 

Prosecution) of trying to provoke foreign intervention: 

Cependant} ne comptant pas sur la realisation de telles 
actions a<< l'interieur du pays >>,le groupe TABLAIT DJ .. 
RECTEMENT SUR L'AIDE << DU DEHORS ,"SUR L'INTER
VENTION ARMEE ET L'AIDE DE CERTAINS ETATS 
ETRANGERS.3 

Translated: 

However, not counting on. the realization of such actions 

''inside the country'' the group WAS COUNTING DI
RECTLY ON AID ''FROM OUTSIDE,'' ON ARMED INTER-
VENTION AND THE HELP OF CERTAIN FOREIGN 
STATES. 

But Trotsky cannot point to any claims in the Soviet press linking 

the Left Opposition - Trotsky and his followers - to ('intervention.11 

In a previous chapter, I examined in more detail Trotsky's ''amal~ 

gam'' or false allegation that the Soviet investigators and prosecu

tion - ';Stalin'} - were trying to connect him, Trotsky, with ''foreign 

intervention.'' 

The events of 19 26 and 1917 consume all of points 4 and 5 of this 

article while saying nothing about the matter at hand. Perhaps 

Trotsky preferred to turn his readers' attention to these years, 

when he himself played an important role. 

z At this point two paragraphs concerning the 1926 Opposition platform have 

been inserted into the English version. They are absent from the Russian original 

in B.O, #42. 
3 Humanite, December 28, 1934, p. 3 col. 3,, subhead''" Aides par l'etrangerrn 
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Bee 14 o6BttHHeMbIX no AeJiy 06 y611licTBe K11p0Ba oKa3aJIHCb 

paccTpeJIHHhI. Bee JIH OHH yqacTBOBaJJH B TeppopHcT11qecKoM 

aKTe? OoBHHHTeJihHblH aKT OTBeqaeT Ha 3TOT Bonpoc 

YTBepJJ;HTeJihHO, HO He npHBOAHT H TeHH AOKa3aTeJibCTBa. 

Translated: 

The fourteen who were accused in connection with the 
Kirov assassination were all shot. Did they all participate 
in the terrorist act? The indictment answers this ques
tion in the affirmative, but it does not adduce even the 
semblance of proof. 

This is a lie. Both the original indictment in the Kirov murder case, 
which had been published in Pravda on December 27) 1934, and 
even the abbreviated vers.ion in Humanite of December 28 which 
Trotsky explicitly cited, summarized a lot of evidence, as anyone 
who read them would know. This evidence is the confessions of 
several of the defendants, partial confessions of others, and mutual 

accusations by some defendants of others. I have put both the Rus
sian text of the Indictment and the abbreviated French text from 
Humanite online. Matthew Lenoe has translated most of it into 
English, and I have published a criticism of Lenoe's omissions.4 

As in the previous issue of 8.0., Trotsky is taking a risk - namely} 

that his readers will not think to compare what he is writing with 
the text of the indictment. 

Mbr BH;J;eJIH, c KaKoH HarJioH: H BMecTe TpycJIHBOH 
v 

TeHAeHil;H03HOCTblO OH BITYTbIBaeT B CBOH TeKCT HM.fl 

Tpou;Koro, co3HaTeJJbHO yMaJI'lHBaH o TOM, KaKHe 

IlOCJieACTBH.H HMeJia npoBOKall;H.H KOHCyJia Hact.IeT ''rrHCbMa. '' 

4 Russian text of the Indictment: 
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/ rv furrg/research/ ofuvin_zak_dec34.html; Lenoe's 
partial text of the Indictment, in English translation, is in Lenoe, The Kirov Murder 
and Soviet History. New Haven; Yale University Press, 2010, 345 .. 352, My critique 
of Leno e's omissions is in Furr Kirov 210--217. For a hyperlink to the French te.xt 
see note 6, below. 



Translated: 

We have seen with what brazen and cowardly tenden

tiousness it has injected the name of Trotsky into its text 

and how deliberately it passes over in silence what hap

pened to the consul's provocation regardi.ng the ''letter." 

(210) 

There are two falseh·oods in this sentence: 
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* As in the previous issue of B.O.) Trotsky says nothing about the 

''Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc)'' although it is mentioned three times 

in the abbreviated indictment. This is a transparent, even an in

criminating omission. Anyone who read both texts would notice it 

and might wonder what the reason for this omission could be. 

Trotsky must have felt that remaining silent about the bloc was 

worth this risk. So the claim that ''the name of Trotsky'' was men

tioned ''with brazen and cowardly tendentiousness'' is designed 

only to confuse the reader. 

* The Indictment does not ''deliberately pass over in silence'' the 

issue of the consul and letter to Trotsky at all. On the contrary, 

they are men·tioned prominently: 

<<11 dit qu 1il pouvait etablir la liaison avec Trotsky si je 

lui remettais une lettre du groupe a Trotsky.>> 

Translated: 

He said that he could establish the contact with Trotsky 

if I gave him a letter from the group to Trotsky.s 

The French text clearly implies that the consul was not the first 

one to mention contact with Trotsky( The consul does not say ''liai .. 

son'' (contact) but ''la liaison'' - ''the contact," a contact previously 

s "La Revolution Se Defend. L'acte d'accusation contre Nikolaiev ... /) Humanite 

December 28, 1934, p. 3 col. 2. 
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mentioned. The original Russian text of the indictment contains 

the same implication: 

npH 3TOM CKa3aJI, Y:TO ycTaHOBHTb CBH3b c Tpo~KHM OH 

MO)KeT, eCJIH .fl Bpyqy KaKoe .. JIH60 TIHCbMO OT rpyrrrrbl K 

Tpo~KoMy. 

Translated: 

He [the consul] also said that, as for establishing contact 
with Trotsky, he could do so if I should give him some 
kind of letter from the group to Trotsky. 

The indictment never states that Nikolaev actually gave the consul 

such a letter. If the investigators had known that he did, the in
dictment would certainly have mentioned it. And the investigators 

could not interrogate or search the consul of a foreign country, as 

Trotsky knew. Here, as elsewhere, Trotsky was hoping that no. one 

would bother to check what he wrote against the text of the in

dictment available in Humanite. 

AeJio H~eT He o 6opb6e coBeTCKOH 010poKpaTHH npoTHB 

Tpo~Koro H ''Tpo~KHCTOB." ~eJio H,n;eT o MopaJibHOH 

aTMoccpepe MMpOBOrO pa6oqero ,ll;BH)KeHHH. rHyCHaH 

aMaJibraMa BOKpyr ''KOHCyJia," CJIYJKHBIIIero, BH,ll;HMO, 

O,ll;HOBpeMeHHO TpeM npaBHTeJibCTBaM, np11Ha,n;JieJKHT HhIHe 

K q11cJiy 06b1qHbIX, HOpMaJihHbIX rrpMeMOB CTaJIHHCKOH 

610poKpaTHH B oopb6e 3a ee KaCTOBbie il03H~HH. 

Translated: 

What is here involved is not so much the struggle of the 

Soviet bureaucracy against Trotsky and the ''Trotskyists'' 
but the question of the moral atmosphere of the world 
working class movement. The vile amalgam constructed 
around the 'cconsul," who apparently was in the simulta

neous employ of three governments, stands today as one 
of a number of ordinary and norma'l measures utilized 
by the Stalinist bureaucracy in the struggle for its caste 
positions. 
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Understandably, Trotsky wanted to direct his readers' attention 
away from discussion of his and his followers} involvements with 
the Leningrad Zinovievist terrorists, This is the most likely expla
nation for his silence about the ''Trotskyite ... zinovievite bloc.'1 

Clearly, it was not in Trotsky's interest to focus the readers' atten
tion on the bloc. 

The sentence about the consul is another ''straw man." Trotsky 
later claimed that the Latvian consul had ''given 5000 rubles for 
the organization of Kirov's murder." (227) This is a lie_ What the 
indictment really stated was something quite different: that it was 
Nikolaev who asked the consul for money for the Leningrad Zino
vievist group: 

<<J'ai ensuite demande au consul de nous preter une aide 
materielle, lui disant que nous lui rendrions }'argent 
prete aussitot que notre situation financiere changerait. 

<<A l 1entrevue suivante, la troisieme ou la quatrieme au 
consulat, le consul mrinforma qu'il etait pret a satisfaire 
a ma demande et me remit 5.000 roubles. 

Translated: 

I then asked the consul to lend us material help and told 
him that we would return the money loaned to us as 
soon as our financial situation changed. 

At the next interview; the third or fourth at the consu
late) the consul told me that he was ready to satisfy my 
request and handed me 5,000 rubles. 

Nor does the indictment say anything at all about the consul being 
aware of an attempt to kill Kirov. 

The ''three governments'' alleged by Trotsky would have been, be~ 
sides Latvia, Hitler's Germany and the USSR, since Trotsky pro-
posed that Kirov's murder was organization by the NKVD: 

IloHaA0611nacb HOBa.H BepcH.H: KOHCYJI JlaTBHH .HBJI.HJIC.H 

Ha caMOM ,qene areHTOM fHTJiepa. 
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- ''HeKOT·Ophie HTOrH CTaJIHHCKOH aMaJihraMhI," 

Translated: 

A new version was necessary: the consul. of Latvia was at 

the same time an agent of Hitler. 

- ('Some Results of the Stalin Amalgam," B.O. #42 

Anyone who read the Indictment or the abbreviated French ver

sion in Humanite would know that neither the Soviet press nor the 

Indictment against the Kirov defendants accused the Latvian con

sul of working with or for Germany. 

Meanwhile, the notion that Stalin was involved in Kirov's murder 

was another ''red herring." Blaming Stalin for killing Kirov was yet 

another example of ''exposing the scheme in advance," of ''getting 

out in front'' of the accusation that Trotsky could be reasonably 

certain would be aimed before long at himself. 

Trotsky includes his ''peppery dishes 1
' tale here: 

B 1921 r., npeAyrrpem,n;aH 6JIHJKaHIIIlfX TOBapH~eH: rrpoTHB 

1136paHHR CTaJIHHa reHepaJihHhIM ceKpeTapeM, JleHMH 

roBopHJI: ''3TOT TIOBap 6y,n;eT roTOBHTb TOJibKO OCTpbre 

6JIIO,n;a." 

Translated: 

In 19 21} warning his most intimate comrades against 
electing Stalin as general secretary, Lenin said, ''This 

cook will prepare only peppery dishes." 

As I showed in Chapter One, this story too is a lie. 

''The Case of Zinoviev, Kamenev and Others." 
(January 16 18, 1935) 

Trotsky continues constructing his own ''amalgam," or deliberately 

false account, of the events in the USSR: 
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I1x apecToBaJIH .LJ;JIH aMaJibraMhI, T.-e. AJIR ycTaHOBJieHHH 

CBH3H MeJKf);Y TeppopHCTHtJeCKHM yoHHCTBOM H OilII03H~HeH, 

BC.HKOH BOo6rn;e OilIT03HQHeH, BCRKOH BOo6rn;e KpHTHKOH, 

rrpolllJIOH, HaCTOHrn;e:H H 6y~yrn;eli. lix peIIIHJIHCb apeCTOBaTb) 

noToMy 'lfTO Bee KasaJioch 3apaHee pacc1!HTaHo. 

Translated: 

They [Zinoviev, Kamenev and 14 of their associates] 
were arrested with a view to an amalgam, that is to say, 
in order to establish a connection between the terrorist 
assassination and the Opposition, all opposition, all criti
cism in general, past, present or future. It was decided to 
arrest them when everything seemed to have been al-
ready settled. (213) 

Trotsky knew from reading the abbreviated indictment as pub-
lished in Humanite that the Kirov murder defendants had revealed 
the existence of the Trotskyist-Zinovievist bloc. 6 Therefore the 
connection between the terrorist murder and both the Zinovievist 
and the Trotskyist oppositions had already been established. But 
although he had personally approved its formation, Trotsky had 
decided to deny that the bloc existed. Consequently, we are dealing 
with Trotsky's own ''amalgam," or false story, here. 

Trotsky continues by elaborating his own ''amalgam'' of Stalin's 
involvement, via the GPU (NKVD), with Kirov's murder: 

rnY ObIJIO B Kypce rro,r.i;roTOBJieHHH TeppopHCTHtJeCKoro aKTa 

B JleHHHrpaAe. ''KoHcyJ1
1
' BbIIlOJIH.HJI ,n;aHHOe eMy nopy'tfett11e; 

oH npeACTaBJIHJI coeAHHHTeJibHOe 3BeHo aMaJihraMw. Ho 

f];eHCTBHTeJibHblH TeppopMCT, HHKOJiaeB, B IIOCJieAHHH 

MOMeHT .. - no coo6paiKeHHHM KOHCn11pa~HH -- OTOpBaJIC.H, 

BH,D;HMO, OT CBoeH: COOCTB8HHOH rpynnhI, B TOM tJHCJie H OT 

BXO,[.l;MBllIHX B Hee areHTOB fIJY. Paa,n;aJICH pOKOBOH BblCTpeJI. 

OH He BXOAMJI B nporpaMMY CTaJIHHa. Ho 3TO 6bIJI pHCK 

6 I have put the text of the abbreviated Kirov indictment, from Humanite, 

December 28, 1934, p.3, online here: 
http: / /msuweb.montclair.edu/·--furrg/research/kirov_indict_humanite1228.pdf 
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npel,n;rrpHHT·Hfl. KHpOB naJI :tKepTBOH. AreHTbI rnY 
nocTpa,n;aJIH: CTaprnHX CMeCTHJIH, MJiaAlllHX paccTpeJIHJIH 

BMeCTe c TeppopHCTaMM. 

Translated: 

The NKVD was conversant with the preparations for the 

Leningrad terrorist act. The ''consul', had carried out the 

task assigned to him; he was the link in the amalgam. 

The real terrorist, Nikolaev, however, it appears, at the 

last moment for conspiratorial reasons detached him .. 

self from his own group, including the agents of the 

NKVD who were playing a part in it The fatal shot rang 

out. It wasn't in Stalin's program. But that was the risk in 

the enterprise. Kirov fell victim. The NKVD agents paid 

for it: the higher officials were dismissed, the lower ones 

were shot together with the terrorists. (''The Case of Zi

noviev, Kamenev and Others," WLT 1934--35, 213) 

This is all invention, more ''smokescreen'' and ''red herrings." No 

lower-ranking NKVD workers were shot together with Nikolayev's 

group (''the terrorists''). There was never any evidence of contact 

between the NKVD and the Latvian consul. There was never any 

evidence of Stalin,s involvement in Kirov1s murder. Trotsky, of 

course, knew that it was not Stalin but the bloc that had been 

planning the assassinations of Kirov, Stalin, and others. 

It is tempting to hypothesize that Trotsky may have known about 

Iagoda's indirect involvement with the Kirov murder, of which we 

know from lagoda's pretrial confessions of 1937 as well as from 

his testimony at the March 1938 Moscow Trial.7 Iagoda discussed 

with Radek his attempts to stop or at least minimize the repres

sion of the underground Trotskyists in the aftermath of the Kirov 

7 Iagoda's important pretrial and trial confessions are fully discussed in .Furr, 

Kirov, Chapters 14 and 15. 
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murder. It is possible that Radek conveyed to Trotsky whatever he 
knew himself. 

Trotsky repeats a falsehood from his article in B.O. #41: 

DpHlllJIOCb 3HHOBbeBa-KaMeHeBa H 11x ~pyaeli BbI~eJIHTh 113 

rrpo:qecca. 06BHHRTeJihHhrii aKT no ~eJiy H11KoJiaeBa He 

yrroMHHaJI 0 H.HX HM CJIOBOM; •.• 

Translated: 

It was necessary to leave out from the trial the case of 
Zinoviev, Kamenev, and their friends. The indictment in 
the Nikolaev case said not one word about them ... (214) 

This is a lie. The Kirov indictment, including the abbreviated ver
sion in Humanite, did indeed mention Zinoviev, Kamenev, and the 
''groupe antisovietique Zinoviev'' numerous times. I have studied 
this lie of Trotsky's in a previous chapter. 

Under the heading ''17 January'' Trotsky asserts that Bakaev, one 
of the defendants, ''must have,, testified under threat of being tried 
as one of Kirov's assassins. (217) This is an interesting statement 
by Trotsky. 

Bakaev was indeed involved in Kirov's murder, as were Zirioviev 
and Kamenev. But Trotsky does not claim that Zinoviev and 
Kamenev had testified out of a threat of being tried as among Ki,.. 
rov,s killers. Bakaev was in Moscow, as were Zinoviev and Kame
nev. Along with Zinoviev, Kamenev, and others Bakaev was to be a 
defendant in the First Moscow Trial of August 1936. There Bakaev, 
like Zinoviev and Kamenev, admitted to involvement in the plan to 
kill Kirov. All three had been named by so many of their accom
plices that further denial was pointless. 

In the present study I demonstrate that Trotsky, whose strategy 
was to deny all accusations, sometimes made a statement that did 
not fit his fictive narration. A statement of this sort is a ''tell," 
something that revealed more than he intended. In the light of 
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what we know now about Trotsky's strategy of falsification, we 
can see that this remark of Trotsky's about Bakaev is such a ''tell." 

Under ('18 January,,, Trotsky discusses the abbreviated text of the 
indictment against Zinoviev, Kamenev, Safarov et al. published the 
previous day, January 17) in Humanite.8 Safarov began to testify, 
albeit in a veiled manner, about the formation of the Trotskyist
Zinovievist bloc in 1932, while not calling it a bloc. This was a 
threat to Trotsky, and he describes Safarov1s quoted testim·ony as 
follows: 

r JiaBHhIH CBHAeTeJih o6BHHeHH.H, C·acpapoB, rroqeMy TO 

BbI,D;eJieHHhIH H3 npo~ecca (poJib 3Toro cy6'heKTa B ,n;eJie 

npe,n;cTaBJI.HeTC·H Kpai!He 3ara,n;oqHo:H) rroKa3bIBaeT, '1TO 

({ KOHTp-peB OJIIO~HOHHa.H,, ,n;eHTeJibHOCTh 3 H H OBbeBa ... 

KaMeHeBa H ,n;pyrHx 6hIJia oco6eHHO aKTHBHOH B 1932 ro,n;y! 

Ho Be,n;h 3a STY HMeHHo ,n;e.HTeJibH.OCTh OHH H 6bIJIH 

HCKJilOt.{eHhI B 1932 fOAY H3 rrapTHH H COCJiaHbl. 

Translated: 

The chief witness for the prosecution, Safarov, whose 
case - we don't know why - was examined separately 
(the role of this individual in the affair appears most en .. 
igmatic), s·hows that the ;'counterrevolutionary'' activity 
of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and the others was particularly 
intense in 193 2 I Yet it was precisely for this activity that 
in 1932 they were expelled from the party and deported, 
(218) 

Trotsky's ''deductions'' here are pure misdirection. The fact that 
Safarov named the year 1932 must have been especially alarming 
to Trotsky. Sedov's 1932 letter to Trotsky explicitly identifies Sa
farov as someone who has not yet joined the bloc as it was being 

s I have put the text of this abbreviated. indictment, from Humanite January 17~ 
1935, p. 3 online at http://msuweb.montclair.edu/ .-furrg/research/zin· 
kam_indict_humanite01173S.pdf 
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formed in 1932 but whose joining is expected shortly. But Safarov 

was not a Trotskyist, Perhaps Trotsky thought that Safarov might 

be more likely to identify Trotsky, Zinoviev) and others in order to 
save himself. 

06BHHHTeJihHbIH aKT HH CJIOBOM He yrroMHHaeT 0 CB.H3I1 3THX 

o6BHHHeMhIX c H11Ko11aeBbIM. 

Translated: 

The indictment does not mention by a single word the 

connection of the accused with Nikolaev. (2 20) 

Another false statement. The abbreviated indictment in Humanite 

cites the contact between the Moscow group of Zinovievists and 

the Leningrad group that killed Kirov and of which Nikolaev was a 
part, as illustrated by this passage~ 

L'instruction preliminaire etablit que Zinoviev, Evdoki
mov, Guertik, Bakaev, Koukline, Kamenev, Charaov, Fe

dorov et Garchenine adheraient au <<Centre de Moscou>>, 
reunissant autour d'eux nombre des members les plus 
actifs de l'ancien groupement antisovietique Zinoviev et 

entretenant des rapports reguliers avec les mem-
bers du groupe de Leningrad, condamnes par le 

College militaire du Tribunal supreme de l'U.R.S.S. (af
faire de l'assassinat de Kirov). 

Le << Centre de Moscou >> ne se bornait pas seulement a 
lrentretien de rapports avec le groupe illegal de Lenin
grad et de certains de ses partisans dans 'd'autres villes, 
mais jouait un role de centre politique dirigeant 
systematiquement/ au course d)un certain nombre 
d'annees, l'activite contre-revolutionnaire secrete, tant 
du groupe de Moscou que de celui de Leningrad. 

Translated: 

The preliminary instruction has established that Zino
viev and Gorshenin belonged to the ''Moscow Center'' 
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and brought together under them a number of the most 
active members of the old Zinoviev anti-Soviet grouping 
and maintained regular contact with the members of 
the Leningrad group condemned by the Military Colle
gium of the Supreme Court of the USSR (the Kirov assas~ 
sination case). 

The ''Moscow Center'' did not limit itself only to the 
maintenance of contact with the illegal Leningrad group 
and with certain of its members in other towns, but 
played the role of the political center that systematically 
directed} for a number of years, the secret counterrevolu
tionary activity of both the Moscow group and of that 
of Leningrad. 

Once again, it appears that Trotsky was so intent upon co.nstruct
ing an ''amalgam') that would direct attention away from the accu

sations of the Soviet court that he did not worry about the re-ac .. 
tions of any reader who might compare what he wrote with the 
texts themselves. 

Trotsky mentioned that the Kirov murder indictment cited the 
''platform'' of 1926: 

06BHHHTeJihHhIH aKT no AeJiy HHKOJiaeBa ITbITaJicH, KaK MbI 
v 

IlOMHHM, CB.H3aTb TeppopHCTOB c OI1Il03HIJ;HOHHOH 

''rrJiaTcpopMoii'' 19 2 6 roAa. 

Translated: 

The indictment in the Nikolaev case tried) as we recall, to 
connect the terrorists with the ''platform'' of the 1926 
Opposition. (150) 

So it did - but, as I have shown in an earlier chapter, it also men .. 
tioned the ''Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc1

' four times (three in the 
French abbreviation). Trotsky remained silent about that. 

-I 
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Once again Trotsky falsely claimed that he has always broken with 
'' capitulators'': 

ITpo6osaJI JIH CTaJIHH np11 noMo~H BOeHHoro cyAa 

~OITOJIHHTb pa6oTy KOHCyJia M BblpBaTh IIOKa3aHHR rrpoTHB 

TpOI.\KOro? JI He COMHeBaIOCb B 9TOM. Ycrrexa OH BO BC.HKOM 

cJiyqae He HMeJI. IlpHHI.\HilOM cppaK~HH ooJihIIIeBHKOB

JieHMH~eB BcerAa ohIJio pBaTb tterrpHMH:pHMO c 
KaTIHTYJI51HTaMH. ,ll;BOHHOH 6yxraJITepHH Mbl He JJiOIIYCKaeM .... 

MbI nopBaJIH B csoe BpeMR c 3HHOBbeBI.\aMH TaK me 

pellIHTeJihHO, KaK B npolllJIOM ro~y - c PaKoBCKMM. 

Translated: 

Did Stalin try to complete the consul's work by means of 
the military tribunal in order to extract declarations 
against Trotsky? I don't doubt it. In any case, he didn't 
succeed. The constant principle of the Bolshevik .. Leninist 
faction is: break irreconcilably with capitulators. We do 
not allow double bookkeeping ... We broke in the past 
with the Zinovievists as resolutely as last year we broke 
with Rakovsky. (221) 

Thanks to Broue's and Getty's discoveries in the Harvard Trotsky 
Archive, we know that this is a lie. Trotsky did not ('break irrecon
cilably with capitulators." On the contrary: some, perhaps even all, 
such. cases were a deception, designed to facilitate the continua~ 
tion of clandestine opposition work inside the Party. Therefore, in 
his own words, Trotsky did indeed ''allow double bookkeeping.'' 
His claim of principled oppositionism was a pose) undoubtedly es
sential for him to retain his non-Soviet followers and those Soviet 
followers who were not ''in the know.J, 

The following paragraph raises an interesting example: that of 
Khristian Rakovsky. At the March 1938 Moscow Trial, Rakovsky 
testified that he too had remained with Trotsky after making a 
false ''capitulation'': 

This took place in July or August 1932. One and a half years 
later, in February 1934, I sent a telegram to the Central 
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Committee of the C.P.S.U., saying that I had cornp.letely dis
armed myself both ideologically and organizationally and 
asked to be reinstated in the Party. This telegram was in~ 
sincere, I was lying. It was my deliberate intention to hide 
from the Party and the government my association with 
the Intelligence Service ever since 1924, and Trotsky's as .. 
sociation with the Intelligence Service ever since 1926. 
(1938 Trial 288--289) 

, 

Braue has admitted that ''everybody1
' understood these ''capitula-

tions', to be a smokescreen. (POS 104) Trotsky's mentioning 
Rakovsky in the same breath as Zinoviev and Kamenev strongly 
suggests that Trotsky's supposed ''break,' with Rakovsky in 1934 
was also a ''cover1

' for the latter)s continue·d secret Trotskyist 
workl Trotsky confirms that his phony ''break'' with the false ''ca .. 
pitulators'' is his best defense: 

3TOT IIOJIHblH paspbIB CB.H3€H) IIOJIHTH'-leCKHX H JIHqHbIX, 

C,L\eJiaJI HeB03MO)KHblM - HeCMOTp.H Ha ITOMO~b KOHCyJia H 

BOeHHoro cyAa - ycrrelllHOe pasBMTHe aMaJibraMbI B cTopoHy 

60JibllI eBHKO B-JI eHHH~eB. 

Translated: 

This complete rupture in personal and political relations 
has made impossible - despite the help of a consul and a 
military tribunal - future success in developing amal-
gams from the side of the Bolshevik-Leninists. (221) 

This, of course, is another lie. Thanks to the research of Pierre 
Broue and others, we know that there was no ''break1

' with Zina ... 
viev, Kamenev, and the others in the bloc formed in 1932, or with 
Radek and others to whom Trotsky wrote the same year. 

This confirms Rakovsky's testimony that his ''break'' too was a 
smokescreen. We now have much more primary source evidence 
about Rakovsky's role in Trotsky's conspiracy, including about his 
role as Trotsky's agent to the Japanese government. I discuss some 
of it in Chapter 4 of Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and 
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japan, and will include much more in a future book on Trotsky's 
• • consp1rac1es. 

''Everything Gradually Falls Into Place." (January 
28, 1935) 

Here Trotsky continues the misdirection, or ''amalgam," of his own. 
He writes: 

30-ro ,n,eKa6pR 1934 ro,n;a H BbICKa3bIBaJI TBePAYIO 

yBepeHHOCTb B TOM, qTQ filY 6bIJ10 C CaMOfO HaqaJia B Kypce 

no.z:i;roTOBJI.HBillerocH TeppopHCTHt.{eCKOro aKTa. 06 3TOM 

HeonpoBepJK:HMO CBH,n;eTeJibCTBOBaJIO yt.IaCTHe 11
KOHCyJia," 

KOTOpbIH Mor 6h1Tb TOJibKO areHTOM rITY. Tenepb Mbl HMeeM 

rrpoBepKy. 23 HHBap.H BOeHHhIH Tp116yHaJI npHrOBOpHJI 12 
OTBeTCTBeHHblX JieHHHrpa,D,CKHX npe,n;cTaBHTeJieH rTIY, BO 

r JiaBe c H:X rne<f>oM Me,n;se,n;eM K cypoBhIM KapaM; saKJIK>l.f:eHHe 
OT 2 ,n;o 10 JieT! Ilp11r0Bop BMeH.HeT HM B BMHY He 6oJiee He 

MeHee, KaK TOT cpaKT, qTo ''oHH 6bIJIH OCBe,D,OMJI8HbI 0 

IIO,lJ,rOTOBJI5IBilleMC5I noKyrneHHM Ha KHpOBa HO 

o6Hapyi:KHJIHH npecTynHyIO He6peJKHOCTb (!) If, He rrpHHHB 

Heo6XOf\I1MblX Mep oxpaHbI." 

Translated: 

On December 30, 1934, I expressed the firm conviction 
that the GPU from the outset knew about the terrorist 
act that was being prepared. The participation of the 
''consul'' who could only be an agent of the GPU, was the 
irrefutable evidence. Now we have the proof. On January 
23, a military tribunal condemned twelve responsible 
representatives of the GPU in Leningrad, with, at their 
head, their chief, Medved, to hard labor: two to ten 
years' imprisonment! The sentence on them was for the 
charge that, no more} no less, ''they were aware of the at
tempt being prepared against Kirov but showed criminal 
negligence (f) in not taking the necessary security meas
ures." (223) 
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Trotsky1s text is so close to the text in Pravda that Trotsky must 

have had access to the Soviet paper. I have reproduced below the 

words in Pravda of January 23, 1935} concerning the sentencing of 

the NKVD men with Trotsky's words in his article dated January 

26. Trotsky wrote: 

... OHH 6bIJ1H O,CBe,AOMJleHbl 0 noµ_roTOBJIRBIIJeMC.H noKyilleHHH 

Ha J\HpOB(! .•. 

The text in Pravda of January 23, 1935 reads thus: 

•.. pacnoJiara.H CBe)leHH.HMM 0 rOTOB.H~HXC.H noKy!IleHH.HX Ha 

TOE. Cepre.H MHpOHOBHt.ia K}f.poBa ... 

Trotsky's language: 

.•• HO o6Hapym.HJ1MH npecrynHyID, He6peJKHOCTb .•• 

The text in Pravda: 

..• rrpORBHJili ..• np~cTynHyID xaJiaTHOCTb ..• 

Trotsky's language: 

... He n:pHHHB He06XOJJ.HMhIX Mep oxpaHbI. 

The text in Pravda: 

... He npHHRJJH Heo6XOJll1MbIX Mep oxpaHbI. 

These passages prove that Trotsky had access to Pravda within a 

day or two of its publication in the USSR. Trotsky's words either 

echo· those of the Pravda article precisely or are a very close para

phrase. Trotsky must have read the Pravda article himself or had 

someone read it to him while he made notes. 

Here Trotsky was continuing his attempt to deflect attention away 

from the involvement of the ''Trotskyite .. zinovievite bloc'' onto an ... 

other - any other - target, by falsely as·serting that NKVD men 
e 

were among the 14 executed for the Kirov murder; that the NKVD, 

and by extension Stalin, were involved in the Kirov murder. 
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Trotsky concludes with phrases that are full of irony for us today: 

PeBOJIIOD;HOHHhIH Teppop He HYIK~aeTcH B MacKHpoBKe, H6o 

OH HaXOAHT HerrocpeACTBeHHOe onpaBAaHHe B C03HaHHH 

HapOf];HbIX Mace. 

Translated: 

Revolutionary terrorism does not need a mask because 

it finds its immediate justification in the consciousness 

of the popular masses. (228) 

We know from sources outside the USSR that Trotsky did indeed 

sanction the use of ''terror," both from Sedov's words to Zborowski 

and from Trotsky's bloc with the Rights, who according to Jules 

Humbert~Droz were already planning Stalin's assassination in 

1928. Like his declarations of permanent ''break'' with ''capitula

tors', Trotsky's insistence in denouncing ''terror'' is more ''cover'' 

for his machinations. 

Concerning Stalin's ''amalgams'' Trotsky wrote: 

IloTpe6HOCTb B aMaJihraMax B03HHKaeT c Toro MOMeHTa, 

KOf Aa oIDpOKpaTH.H IIO~HHMaeTCH HaA peBOJIIOl.J;HOHHhIM 

KJiaCCOM, KaK npaB.HID;aH KaCTa, co CBOHMH oco6bIMl1 
v 

HHTepecaMH, TaHHaMH If MaXHHaD;HHMH. 

Translated: 

The need for amalgams emerges when a bureaucracy 

rises above the revolutionary class as a privileged caste, 

with its special interests, secrets, and machinations. 

Fearing for its power and its privileges, the bureaucracy 

is compelled to deceive the people. (228) 

What becomes of this analysis when we realize that it was not Stalin 
who was forging ''amalgams'' - false stories - but Trotsky himself? 
Moreover, on the evidence we now have, Stalin and the Soviet 

prosecutors had not fabricated anything. They were really trying 

to find out what was going on, trying to solve the crime. 
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Posing as a champion of the truth, Trotsky denounces Stalin's 
'{amalgams,'1 or deliberate falsifications. Meanwhile, it was Trotsky 
who was creating ''amalgams1

' to disguise his real activities. Irani ... 
cally, it was not Stalin but Trotsky himself who fe.lt ''compelled to 
deceive the people.') Trotsky really held a mirror up to himself 
with that analysis. 

On the evidence we have today, it is clear that the Stalin-era Soviet 
investigators did solve the Kirov murder.9 Further investigation 
into the murder eventually led the NKVD to discover the bloc of 
Oppositionists - Zinovievists, Trotskyists, Rightists, and others -
who were the defendants in all three of the public Moscow Trials 
of 1936, 1937, and 1938. 

With the following words, Trotsky was also positioning himself to 
declare any future revelations by the NKVD and Soviet prosecutors 
as even larger fabrications: 

CmaJZuHy Heo6xoau.Mo npuKp&Lmb copeaewuec.R GMG.ll&zaMbL 

HOBbLMU, 60.1Zee wupoKoao M.acwma6a u 60.11ee ycneWHbIMU. 

Hy)J{HO BCTpeTHTh 11x BO Bceopy)KHH! Bopb6a npoTHB AHKHX 

pacrrpaB HaA MapKCHCTCKOH onrro3H~He:H B CCCP HeOT,LTyeJIH:Ma 

OT 6opb6hr 3a ocBo6om,n;eHHe MHpoBoro npoJieTapcKoro 

aBaHrapAa OT paCTJieBaIOrqero BJIH.HHH.H cTaJIHHCKHX areHTOB 

11 cTaJIHHCKHX MeTO)J;OB. HM OAHH qecTHbIH npoJieTapcKHH 

peBOJIIDI..\HOHep He CMeeT MQJiqaTb. J13 Bcex IIOJIHTH.qecKHX 

4;>11ryp caMoH npe3peHHoH: .HBJIHeTcH <P11rypa IloHTH.H DHJiaTa. 

Translated: 

Stalin is forced to cover up the unsuccessful amalgams 
with new, broader and more successful ones. We must 
meet them well armed. The struggle against the fero .. 
cious repressions against the Marxist opp-osition in the 
USSR is inseparable from the struggle for the liberation 

9 See Fu.rr} Kirov. This is the inescapable conclusion from a careful study of all the 
evidence now available. 
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of the world proletarian vanguard from the influence of 

Stalinist agents and Stalinist methods. Not one honest 

revolutionary proletarian ought to be silent. Of all politi-

cal figures, the most despicable is Pontius Pilate. (228; 

Emphasis in the original.) 
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At this point we should recall that Trotsky's principal tactic in cov-

ering up the bloc and his own activities was to ''expose the scheme 

in advance.') In his first article on the Kirov murder in B.0. #41 

Trotsky had written: 

There is only one way to forestall en route the amalgams 

that are in preparation: Expose the scheme in advance. The 

Stalinists are trying to mold the public opinion of the world 

police towards expulsions, extraditions, arrests1 and other 

more decisive measures. The Leninists must prepare the 

public opinion of the world proletariat for these possible 

event.s. In this case, as in others, it is necessary to speak out 

openly about what is; that is also the aim of the present ar

ticle. (''The Stalinist Bureaucracy and the Assas·sination of 

Kirov1
') 

Trotsky knew then - and we know now - that it was he himself, 

not the Soviet prosecution (''Stalin',), that was cooking up a false 

story or ''amalgam'' concerning Kirov's murder. Trotsky also sus

pected that the NKVD investigation would uncover more details of 

his own followers' activities, and therefore that more accusations 

against him would be forthcoming in the future. 

Once he had begun to deny that the bloc with Zinoviev, Kamenev, 

and others existed, Trotsky had no choice but to compose a false 

account of the Kirov murder while pretending to be deducing what 

had really happened. The obvious tactic was to turn the tables and 

blame Stalin for Kirov's murder, and then blame Stalin again for 

trying to pin Kirov's murder on the real culprits, the bloc, including 

himself, Trotsky. 

For the rest of his life, Trotsky continued to falsely claim that the 

Moscow Trials were a frame-up and that all the defendants includ-
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ing himself were its innocent victims. In a great historical irony, 
Trotsky's ';amalgam'' was to become the most influential account 
of Kirov's murder. Of course, Trotsky's followers accepted it. But 
the central event in its furth.er development was Nikita Khrush .. 
chev1s ''Secret Speech'' of February 25, 1956, when Khrushchev 
said: 

It must be asserted that to this day the circumstances sur
rounding Kirov's murder hide many things which are inex
plicable and mysterious and demand a most careful ex
amination. 

In. 1963 the Shvernik Commission appointed by Khrushchev to 
find evident for the ';rehabilitations'' of the Moscow Trials victims 
and many others, suggested that Stalin was behind Kirov's murder. 
In conformity with Khrushchev1s goals, the Commission con
cluded: 

H11KaKoro <<AHTHCOBeTcKoro npaBo-Tpo~KHCTcKoro 

6JioKa>> B ~eHCTBHTeJihHOCTH He cymecTBOBaJIO ... 

(RKEB 2, 630) 

Translated: 

No ''Anti-Soviet Right-Trotskyist bloc'' existed in reality ... 

This report was not published until 1994, after the end of the So
viet Union. But in the late 1980s it was studied and used by Gor ... 
bachev's men. 

Aleksandr Iakovlev, a Politburo member and Gorbachev's chief for 
ideology, ordered an attempt to find evidence that Stalin was be
hind Kirov's murder. Iakovlev's high-level commission reluctantly 
concluded that there was no such evidence. So they settled for a 
compromise solution: they claimed that Nikolaev had been a ''lone 
gun.man," that there had never been a bloc, and that Stalin had 
used Nikolayev's crime to ''frame'' innocen·t people whom he 
thought were against him. 
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Thanks to the Harvard Trotsky Archive, we know today that the 
bloc did exist. The Shvernik Commission,s} and Iakovlev's, reports 

are as phony, as deliberately dishonest, as the version by Trotsky 
on which, through Khrushchev, they were ultimately based. This 
story, which originated in Trotsky,s need to deny and conceal his 

conspiracy, has become the canonical version of the Kirov murder. 



Conclusion 

Our research concerning Leon Trotsky has produced significant 
and complementary results: 

* In The Moscow Trials as Evidence we determined that the defen
dants in the Moscow Trials were not innocent persons compelled 
to falsely testify by the investigation (NKVD) or prosecution. They 
said what they intended to say. 

We determined this by verifying, with independent primary 
source evidence, a number of the statements made in testimony by 
Moscow Trials defendants. In the few cases where we can prove a 
defendant lied, he did so to further the conspiracy of which he was 
a part and/or in an attempt to protect himself, not to incriminate 
himself or to placate the prosecution. 

* In the present book we have demonstrated that Leon Trotsky 
lied a great deal during the 1930s. It is fair - accurate ... to say that, 
concerning the Soviet Union and the Stalin leadership) Trotsky 
wrote little else except lies. Many of those lies are directly related 
to the accusations made against him by the defendants and the 
prosecution at the three Moscow Trials. 

Other of Trotsky's lies concern the aftermath of the murder of Ser~ 
gei Kirov in December 1934, an event that eventually led investi .. 
gators to uncover the bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rightists, 
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and other Oppositionists1 which Trotsky had approved and in 
wh.ich his secret Soviet-based supporters participated along with 
other oppositionists, including those who had killed Kirov. 

We have determined that Trotsky lied so frequently and about 
so many things that nothing he wrote about the Soviet Union 
after the end of 1934 - the date of his first essays on the Kirov 
murder - represents what he himself really though tr 

Trotsky lied in two basic ways. First, he denied any role in the con
spiracies of which he was accused: with his own followers and 
other oppositionists within the Soviet Union; with foreign gov
ernments; with the German military; with the Red Army leaders. 
He denied the existence of the bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, 
Rights, and other oppositionists. He denied having conta.ct with a 
number of persons with whom we now know he did hav·e contact. 

Second, Trotsky chose the strategy of claiming that he would ''ex
pose the scheme in advance.'' It is asking too much of coincidence 
to think that Trotsky really did ''predict'' that the bloc members, 
including his own supporters and himself, would be accused of 
these things. The only explanation for these so-called predictions 
that is consistent with the evidence we now possess is that Trot
sky knew that these accusations would eventually be forthcoming. 
Sooner or later, some of the bloc members would confess to them. 
So he anticipated them in order to make them seem so false they 
were ';predictable." 

Trotsky's declared strategy of ''exposing the scheme in advance}' is 
a ''tell." His supposed ''predictions,, actually ''telegraph'' to us con .. 
firmation of some of the actions that Trotsky really had engaged in. 
Just as we know that the confessions of the Moscow Trials defen
dants are genuine, so we also know that Trotsky}s denials are not 
reliable, because we can disprove many of his denials, and because 
Trotsky lied whenever he considered it expedient to do so. 

During the investigation of the Kirov murder Trotsky claimed that 
he could ''predict'' that his name would be raised, when he knew 
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that it would be because of his and his supporters' participation in 
the bloc with the Zinovievists. 

Trotsky claimed that Zinoviev and Kamenev were charged with 
plotting ''armed intervention'' and the ''restoration of capitalism." 
In reality, they were not charged with either. But Trotsky had ad
vocated both. He could reasonably assume that he himself and his 
followers would be charged with these crimes sooner or later, as 
eventually happened. 

In a conspiracy such as Trotsky's we can expect to find little or no 
material evidence. Conspirators do their best to leave no physical 
trace of their conspiracy. We have long had a great deal of testimo
nial evidence in the confessions of the Moscow Trials defendants. 
Having verified many details of the Moscow Trials confessions 
from independent sources, we can now accept the Moscow Trials 
testimony concerning Trotsky,s conspiracies with a high degree of 
confidence. As additional confirmation we now have Trotsky's 
''predictions.1

' They dovetail nicely with the later accusations 
against him. 

It appears that in lying Trotsky acted from several motives: 

* to cover up the activities of his followers in the Soviet Union; 

*to preserve his image before his followers and on the world stage 
as a principled revolutionary and the true follower, by rights the 
heritor, of Lenin; 

* to maintain a posture of non-involvement in politics, necessary 
to preserve his ability to find countries which would let him live 
there as an exile; 

* above all, to maintain and continue his conspiracies against 
the Soviet leadership, in hopes of returning to power within 
the USSR. 

The reality was very different from Trotsky's false accounts. His 
former followers testified at the Moscow Trials that Trotsky was 
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*advocating the murder of Stalin and other Soviet leaders; 

* organizing the sabotage of Soviet industry and transportation; 

* conspiring with Germany and Japan either to support a coup 

d'etat against the Stalin regime or to stimulate mutiny within the 

Soviet military in support of German and Japanese attacks, thereby 

facilitating the overthrow of the Stalin regime and the assumption 

of power by the bloc and by Trotsky himself. 

In the present volume we have cited good evidence of these activi~ 

ties by Trotsky, including evidence that corroborates the Moscow 

Trials testimony. We will examine yet more such evidence in a fu~ 

ture study. 

Denial 

Soviet history is so politicized, and opinions about Soviet history 

so impassioned, that many readers will reject the results of this 

study not out of rational evaluation and criticism of the evidence, 

but out of simple denial thinly disguised by faulty reasoning. 

For anticommunists and Trotskyists it is unthinkable that the 

Moscow Trials testimony should have turned out 'to be, on the 

whole, reliable. This fact invalidates what we have called the ''anti

Stalin paradigm'' of Soviet and world history. In the service of an" 

ticommunism, and of the cult around the figure of Trotsky, an .. 

ticommunists and Trotskyists will continue to deny the truth as 

demonstrated by primary source evidence and sound analysis. 

Nevertheless, we look forward to criticism from all quarters. Dis .. 
honest or incompetent criticism will expose the dishonesty and 

incompetence of those who employ it. Good, incisive, logical, and 

above all, evidence-based criticism will help to advance the cause of 

discovering the truth about Soviet history. Hopefully, such honest 

and competent criticism will also provide correctives that we can 

use to improve subsequent editions of this work. 

In 2017 I published Volume Two of my Trotsky studies: Leon Trot
sky's Collaboration with Germany and japan. In that book I examine 
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some of the large body of primary source evidence now available, 

mainly from formerly closed Soviet-era archives, that bear on 

Trotsky's conspiracies, including: important confirmation of Trot

sky's conspiracies with Japan; further details of Trotsky's promo

tion of ''terror', (assassination) and sabotage within the Soviet Un .. 

ion; details concerning; some details about Iurii Piatakov's secret 

flight to Norway in December, 1935} to consult with Trotsky; and 

much else. 

My plan is to write more books in which I will an.alyze recently .. 

released documents from the former Soviet archives that bear on 

Trotsky's conspiracies) including important confirmation of Trot

sky's conspiracy with Japan; further details of Trotsky's promotion 

of ''terror~' and sabotage; more details concerning Piatakov's secret 

flight to Norway in December 1935; and much else. I will again 

draw upon primary documents, critically analyzed with appropri

ate scholarly skepticism, to further examine Trotsky1s lies about 

his own activities and those of his adherents. 

Recognition of the fact that Trotsky was indeed guilty of the seri ... 

ous charges made against him at the Moscow Trials necessitates a 

radical reinterpretation of the high politics in the Soviet Union 

during the 1930s. I have begun to re-examine this history in a 

number of recent books, including Khrushchev Lied, The Murder of 
Sergei Kirov, Yezhov vs Stalin1 and Stalin Waiting For··~ The Truth. 
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Appendix: Documents 

(Nate; I had originally intended to put many of the important ar

chival documents cited in this book into this Appendix. But doing 

so would make this book, already longer than I had planned, much 
longer still. 

I plan to include more documents in a following volume) to be pub

lished in late 2019 or early 2020.) 

Document 1. Sedov to Trotsky 1932 Trotsky Arch. 
4782 

[EJioK] opraHH3oBaH. B Hero BOillJIH .3J1HOBbeBqbI, 

rpyrrna CT3H".'_lIOMHHa,A3e 11 TpoqKHCTbI 
(obIBlllHe << >>. fpynna Cacpap. 
TapxaH. cpopMaJihHO e~e He BOIIIJia - OHM 

v V' v 

CTOHT Ha cJIHillKOM KpaHHeH rrosHQHH; BOHAYT 
B 6JIHJKaii~ee apeMH. - 3aRBJieHHe 3. H K. 06 11x 

ae1111qai1IlleH OllIHOKe B 2 7 r. 6bJJIO CAeJiaHo npH 

neperoaopax c HallIHMH o 6J101<e, ttenocpeACTBeHHO nepe,n; 

BhIChIJIKOH 3 11 K. -

ITpoaaJI rpynnhI H.H., npeo6p. H Yep. (3TH Tpoe 

BXOAHJIH B n.ettTp) 6bIJI c,n;eJiaH KaKHM TO IlOJIY"" 
cyMacrneti;lllHM, 6oJihHbIM qeJioBeKoM. Ero apecToaaJIH 

cJiyqaJ1Ho, -- OH HaqaJI Bbip;asaTh. BpH;:i; JIH y l1H H AP· 
HallIJifl MaTepHaJihI ( <<Tpou;K. JIHTepaTypa>>) 3a HeCKOJihKO 

~HeH ~o apecTa l1H roBopHJI HallleMy HHcpopMaTopy: 
X Haqan BhI,n;aaaTh, R m,n;y apecTa co ,D;HR Ha 11ieHh. 
Ott OhIJI no,n;roTOBJieH oJiaro~ap.H HaJIHt-IHKJ csoero 

MopKOBK:HHa, ;:i;ocTaBJIHBlllero BCIO HH<PopMa~. 

K co)KaJieHYIJ-O ero 11H. He ycneJI nepejl;aTh. -

I1HcpopMaTop coo6~aeT, ttTO HHKaKYIX nposaJIOB 
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e,n;y~HX H3·3arpaHH~., BOOo~e CB513aHHbIX c 
3arpaHHQei1 He obIJio. 
EcJIH ecTh otJeHb BaJKHhie sorrpocbI - TO 

TeJierpacpHo ,n;o qeTsepra (To JKe yKa3aHHH). 

TipoaaJI <<ohIBIIIHX>> ooJibllIOH y,n;ap, HO 3aso,n;cKHe 
CBH3H coxpaH.HJIHCb. 

DHChMO NQ 2 noJiyqeHo no rroqTe (xHM). 
2. EoJiblll. HHcpopMaIIi. - JIHqHo. 11 Ta H ,n;pyr. 
OT BeTTepa (rroMHHllib). Mono,n;eu;! 

3a rrocJieAHee BpeMH BP. yexano Tpoe. CKopo m,n;y 
22'. ITepecJiaHhI <<MaJieHhKHe.11 OpraHH3au;. 3THX 
II0€3,ZJ;OK, HX HCI10Jlb30BaH., nepe,n;aqa H np. Tpe6oBaJIO 

Trotsky1s Lies 

B Ka/K~OM CJiyqae MHOrHX qacoB o6cy)K~eHH5I H pa60Tbl, 
HHor,n;a noqTa <<IDBeJIHpHoH>> (paccKaJKy npH cnyqae). 
Y:aCTO Ha,n.o He TOJibKO <<HHCTPYKTHpOBaTb," HO H 
npem,n.e BCero y6e,n;HTb. HHKTO (3a 1 HCKJil-0-

1 HCKJIIOqeHHeM) He rneJI caM, Ha,n;o obIJio HaHTH rrpH
npHT.HHYTh . .H HMeIO ceiiqac IIOCTO.HH. <<areHTa>> 
B EepJIHHe, KOTOpblH HHor;:x;a e3,n;HT. 0TH0-

111YCb K HeMy c a6coJIIDT~ ,n;oaep11eM. 

J13 Bcex noe3p;OK Ty,n;a HH o,n;Ha He COBeplllHJiaCb 

<<CaMa co6010. 1

' R 06 STOM BCeM nHlllY c 
v 

e,n;HHCTBeHHOH u;eJihIO yTol.fHHTh Borrpoc 
o MoeH: CYAboe TIOA 3THM yrJioM 3peHHH . 

..... 
JIHKBH,lI.a~. CB.H3eH; MaKCHMyM, 1.JTO MO'.iKHO J) 

v 

coxpaHHTb 3TO tiaCTb OAHOCTOpOHHeH rrepe-
Ill1CKH OT Ty)J;a. 3To )Ke MHettHe MOCKK 
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p;py3eH, Haxo,n;.H~11xc.H B YHhIHHe <<. 0HH 

<<CqHTaIOT>>, qTo MHe Heo6xo~HMo ocTaBaThC5I B E. 

Cos,n;a10rn;eec.H noJIO)KeH11e cTaBHT nepe,n; MHOlO Bonpoc 
He IIOilhITaTbC.H JIH MHe HeJieraJibHO OCTaTbCH 

B Esp. ( Brl 111111 .I1ap11me Hae3rna~ B B.rl.), ecn11 He 

,n;a,n;yT BI13bI? MtteH11:e. TiacrropT y MeH.H ecTb. 

Bo BC.HKOM cnyqae OTCYTCTBHe KaK 6hI TO HH 6bIJIO 

cepe3HbIX CBH3eH BO <Pp. H BeHe, BH,LJ;HMO 

ITOCTaBHT npo6JieMy TaK: Typo;. HJIH HeJieraJibH. 
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HeJieraJJbH. BOilpOCbI HeMe:qK. opraHH3a~HH. 1) H BaJKHeH:rnee; 
co3,n;att 11 e 
HeJieraJibHOH THnorp. B EepJIHHe (B JleHH~. H faM6. eCTb). KYIIHTb 

rroKa He Tpy,n;Ho: 400-600 (maxim) MapoK, - HO HeT ,n;eHer. 
Tpy,n;HOCTH 

B ycTaHoBKe, B rroMemaHHH. HaHTH ero Hama r JiaBHa.H 3a6oTa. 

I1oTo[My] 
HY:>I<Hbl ,n;eHhrH. (TaKJKe CTOHT Borrpoc c KOHcpep. HeMeD;Kw - no[Ka] 

HeT ,n;etter; HO napHiK o6ell.\aJI). 2) HelleraJibH. 610po (~eHTp) [B] 
EepJIHHe y,n;acTCH ycTpOHTb xoporno. MhI HMeeM a6coJIIOTHO 

q11cToro T-~a Kaufmann'a H3 R.1 KOTOphIH OTKpoeT KoMepq, 

610po c npe,n;cTaBHTeJihCTBOM pa3HhIX HHOCTpaHH. cpHpM. OH 

co6HpaeT 
ceiit.tac 3TH npe,n;cTaBHTeJibCTBa. Etopo, cJie,n;oB., He 6yr7J;eT ,n;a)Ke 
¢11KTHBHhIM. O,n;ttH 113 qneHoB ~eHTpa 6y,n;eT pa6oTaTh B 610po, 
KaK cJiyJKam;. 3,n;ecb 6y,n;eT .HBKa, 11 np. (AJIH caMoro Y3KO Kpyra 

pa3yMeeTc.H) 

3) B cMhICJie aarpaHH9:HOH 6a3hI MhI opHeHTHpyeMcH Ha R 
(Pe:HxeH6epr). 3 ~ ~ 4 qaca e3AbI oT Brl, rpynna a 7 .. s 
oqeHb npe.n,aHHhIX JIIO,ne:H:, COCTO.HTeJihHbIX. JlerKa.H rpaHH~a 

(aBTOM06HJIH y coqyBCTByIOrn;Hx). TaM MO'.IKHO cKpbITbCH, 

H3,n;aBaTb ra3eTy ~JI.H ,ZJ;OCTaBKH Bf epM. H np. 

Tipo.HBJI.HHTe XHMHI() YTIOfOM - 3TO CKOpee 

Tiporny IlO,[\TBepAHTb IIOJiyt.IeHHe XHMHH - ITHCbMa. 
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English Translation: 

[The bloc] has been organized. In it have entered the Zinovievists, 

the Sten-Lominadze group and the Trotskyists 
(former ''capitulators''). The group of Safar. 
Tarkhan. has not formally entered yet - they 
stand on too extreme a position; they will enter 
in a very short time. - The declaration of Z. and K. concerning their 
enormous mistake in '27 was made during 
negotiations with our people concerning the bloc, immediately be

fore the exile of Z and K. -

The downfall of the group of l.N., Preobr. and Uf. (these ·three 
were the center) was done by some half--
insane, sick person. They arrested him 
by chance, - he began to name names. It is unlikely that they 
found materials (''Trotsk. literature'') on IN and others. Several 
days before his arrest IN said to our informer: 
X has begun to name names, I await arrest any day. 
He was prepared thanks to the presence of his 
Morkovkin, who brought all the informat~ 
Unforunately IN did not have time to transfer it. -

Informer says that no downfalls of those who are going abroad) of 
those connected generally with abroad, have taken place. 
If there are very important questions - then 
by telegraph before Thursday (the same instructions), 

The downfall of the ''former'' is a great blow, but factory 
contacts are being preserved. 

Letter No. 2 received by mail (chem). 
2. Big informatr - personally. Both 
from Vetter (remember). Great guy! 
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Recently three have departed for R. I await 
2 soon. The ''small ones'1 have been transferred. The organiz. of 
these trips, their use, transfer etc. demanded 
in each case many hours of discussion and work, 
sometimes the post of ''the jewelry'' (I'll tell you when I have a 

chance). 
Often I had not only to ''instruct," but also 
above all to convince. No one (with one excep-.) 

1 exception) went alone, it was necessary to find and re
recruit. I now have a permanent ;'agent'' 
in Berlin, who sometimes travels. I trust 
him absolutely. 

Of all the trips there not one was completed 
''by itself.11 I write about all this for the 
sole purpose of defining the question 
of my own future from this point of view. 

My departure from Eur. will i.n reality mean 
the liquidation of my contacts; the maximum that could 
be preserved is a part of the one-sided corres
pondence from there. That is the opinion of the Mose. 
friends who are dejected. They 
''consider,'' that it is essential for me to stay in E. 

The situation that is being created places before me the question 
of whether I need to try to remain illegally in Eur. (Brl or Paris 
with easy travel to Brl), if they 
do not grant me visas. Opinion. I do have a passport. 

In any case the absence of any kind of 
serious connections in Fr. and Vienna, obviously 
poses the problem thus: Turk. or illegal. 
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The illeg. questions of the Germ. Organization. 1) the most impor

tant: creation 
of an illegal typogr. in Berlin (in Leipz. and Hamb. there are). To 

buy one 
is for the time being not hard: 4QQ .. 600 (maxim) marks, - but 

there's no money. Difficulties 
in arrangement, in living quarters. To find it is our main concern. 

The ref. 
we need money. (same situation with question of Germ. Confer. -

for now 
there's no money, but Paris has promised). 2) Illeg. buro (center) 

[in] 
Berlin has been successfully set up. We have an absolutely 

pure c-rad Kaufmann from R., who will open a commerc . 
• 

buro with representation of various foreign firms. He is now pre-
• paring 

these representations. The buro, consequen., will not even be a 

fictional one. One of the members of the center will work in the 

buro 
as an employee. Here there'll be a hideout, etc. (for a very narrow 

circle, of course) 

3) In the sense of· a base abroad we are focusing our attention on 

R. (Reichenberg). 3 1/2 -4 hours of travel from Brl, a group of 7 -8 

very devoted, well-off people. An easy border 

(sympathizers have autos). There people can be concealed, 

publish a newspaper for delivery to Germ. etc. 

Bring out the chemical with an iron - it's faster 

Please confirm receipt of the chemical - letter. 
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Document 2. Zborowski - Sedov on Killing Stalin, 
on Sedov's dissolution - Russian 

Costello & Tsarev, Deadly Illusions p. 283 - Jan 22, 1937, & Feb 11, 
1937, dispatches translated. Jan 23, 193·7} remark translated inn. 
44} p. 469. 

Exactly the same texts, with Russian original, in Tsarev & Kostello, 
Rokovye Illiuzii, p. 169/322-3, and n. 44 p. 273/531 

8 cpeBpan.H 193 7 

22 HHBap.H JI. Ce,n;oB BO BpeM.H HallJeH 6ece~hl, y Hero Ha KBapTHpe, IIO 

Bonpocy 0 2-M MOCKOBCKOM npo~ecce .H pOJIH B HeM OT,D;eJibHbIX 

TIO;J;CYAHMhIX (Pa~eKa, IT.HTaKoBa H ;:i;p.) 3a.HBHJI: .Tenepb .. KQJI.e.6aTbCH, 
HeqerQ._CTaJIMHa HYJKBO y6HTb." 

~JI.H MeH.H sTo 3a.HaJieHtte ohIJio HaCTOJibKO HeO'.IKHf\aHHhIM, '4:TO .H He 

ycrreJI Ha Hero HHKaK pear11poBaTh. JI. Ce,n;oB TYT JKe nepeBeJI pa3roBop 
Ha ,n;pyrHe BOilpOCbI. 

23 .HHBap.H JI. Ce,n;oa, B npttcyTcTBHH MOeM a TaKme JI. 3cTpI1HOH, 6pocHJI 
¢pasy TaKoro iKe co,n;epJKaHH.H KaK H 22-ro. B OTBeT Ha sTo era 
3a.HBJieHHe, JI. 3cTpHHa cKa3aJia <<Aep:>KH .H3bIK 3a 3y6aMM>>. BoJibllle K 
3TOMY BOnpocy He B03Bpall\aJIHCb. 

M Zborowski 

C 1936 r. <<ChIHOK>> He aeJI co MHOH pagroBopoB o Teppope. lIHnrh He,n;eJIH 
,n;Be-TpH TOMY Ha3a;i;, nocJie co6paHMH rpynnhl <<CbIHOK>> CHOBa 

3aroBOpHJI Ha 3TY TeMy. B nepBbIH pa3 OH TOJibKO CTapaJICH 

<<TeopeTHqeCKH>> ,LJ.OKa3aTb, qTQ TeppopH3M He npoTHBOpeqHT 

MapKCH3My. <<MapKCH3M - ITO CJIOBaM CbIHKa - OTpHri;aeT TeppopH3M 
IlOCTOJibKO, TIOCKOJibKO ycJIOBH.H I<JiaCCOBOH 6opb6bI He 

6JiaronpHII.HTCTByeT TeppopH3My, HO 6bIBaIDT TaKHe TIOJIO/KeHH.H, B 

KOTOpbIX TeppopH3M Heooxo,n;HM.'' B CJle,n;yIO~HH pas <<CbIHOK>> 

sarOBOpHJI 0 TeppopH3Me, Kor,n;a H npHilleJI K HeMy Ha KBapTHPY 
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pa6oTaTb. Bo BpeM.H 'C{HTKH raseT <<CbIHOK>> CKa3aJI, qTo TaK KaK Beeb 
pe:>KHM B CCCP )J;epJKHTCH Ha CTaJIHHe, TO ,n;ocTaToqHo y6HTh CTaJIH:Ha, 
qTQObI BCe pa3BaJIH:JiaCb. 3Ty MbICJib OH BbICKa3bIBaJI l1 paHbllle, HO ,n;o 
nocJieAHero pasa OH HHKor,n;a ee TaK qeTKO He ¢opMyJIHpOBaJI. B 3TOT 

IIOCJieti;HHH pas OH Heo,n;HOKpaTHO B03Bparn;aJICR K 3TOMy, H oco6eHHO 

T~aTeJibHO rroAqepK11BaJI Heo6xo.n;ttMOCTb y6HttCTBa TOB. CTaJIHHa. 

B CB.H3H c STHM pasroBopoM <<CbIHOK>> cnpocHJI MeHR 6oIDCh JIH .H cMepTH 

Boo6rn;e H crroco6eH JIH .H DbIJI coBeplliHTh TeppopHCTHqecHH aKT. Ha 
MOH OTBeT qTo BCe 3TO 3aBHCHT OT He06XO;\HMOCTH H 
~eJiecoo6pa3HOCTH, CbIHOK CK'.a3aJI, qTo .H He COBCeM BepHO IlOHHMaIO, 

qTo TaKoe <<HaCTORIIJ;HH>> TeppopHCT H HaqaJI MHe o6bHCHHTh KaKHMH 

)l;OJI)KHbI 6bITh JIIDf);H no,n;xo,n;R~He )l;JIR HCilOJIHeHHH TepaKTOB. 

ilepeXO,ZJ;H K TaKTHKe Teppopa OH OCTaHOBHJIC.H Ha Ka,n;pax, Ct.JHTaR, qTo 

3TO ocHOBHoe. TeppopHCT - ITO cJioBaM CbIHKa - ,n;oJI)KeH Bcer,n;a obITh 

fOTOBbIM K CMepTH, CMepTb )J;OJiiKHa 6bITb )J,JIR TeppopHCTa eJKe,n;HeBHOH 

peaJibHOCTblO, rrpHtieM 3TY Te3y OH HJIJilOCTpHpOBaJI npHMepoM 

IlCHXOJIOrHH Hapo,n;oBOJibII;eB. Ilp11qeM npH 3TOM OH 6pocHJI peIIJIHKy, 
v 

'tJTO .H - ITO ero MHeHHlO - qeJIOBeK CJIHIIIKOM MHrKMH )J;JI.H TaKoro pop,a 

'AeJI. 

Pa3roBop Ha 3THM BHe3anHo obIJI npeKpa~eH noHBJieHHeM coce;:i;KH, 11 

IlOCJie OH He B0300HOBHJIC.H. 

M 36opoBCKHH 

11.II. 1938 

BbIITHCKA 113 ITHCbMA rAMMbI 

OT 23-ro HI-OJIH 1937 rop,a. 

MaK If CbIHOK. no CJiyqa!() poJK,n;eHHH CBoero CbIHa, MaK rrpHr JiaCH:JI 

CbIHKa K ce6e Ha o6e,n;. CbIHOK npocHp,eJJ Beeb ,n;eHh sa 6yTbIJIKOH y MaKa, 
H KpenKo .BhIIIHJI. B 3TOT Beqep CoceAKa m,n;aJia CbIHKa AJIH pa6oThI y 
Hero Ha ,ll;OM. nocJie MaKa, c 6-TH H /liO 11 qacoB Bet.Jepa, CbIHOK TaCKaJI 

MaKa no pasHhIM Ka6aKaM MoHrrapHacca, 11 KOr'Aa MaK c HHM 

rronporn;ancH, CbIHOK BMecTo Toro, qTODbI noexaTh ,n;oMo:H, KpenKo 
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BblilHBllIHH TIOllleJI B ny6JIHqHblH AOM, rrpeiK'Ae qeM BepHyThC.H ~OMOH, 
r ~e era )K):\aJia Coce,n;Ka. 

CbIHOK, BbIIlHB He Tep.HJI cosHaHHH} HO cHJihHO pact.iyBcTBOBaJICH. Ott 
YI3BHHHJICH nepe,n; MaKOM H rroqTH co cJie3aMH npocHJI y Hero npo~eHMH 
3a TO, -Y:TO B HaqaJie HX 3HaKOMCTBa OH no,n;o3peBaJI ero B TOM, tfTO OH 

areHT fTIY. 3TH CBOM ITO,lJ;03peHHH OH o6nHCHHJI TeM, l:.fTO B npOllIJIOM, B 

CBOH 6epJIHHCKHH rrepHOIJ;, K HeMy rrrY H€0,l.J;HOKpaTHO IIOACbIJiaJIO 

CBOMX areHTOB ll np. 

Ilo)J; KOHe~ B npo~ecce CBOHX <<OTKpoBeHHH>>, CbIHOB roBOpHJI, qTo 

6opb6a onrro3HL\HH e~e c caMoro Haqana B Co103e ObIJia 6e3HafJ.eiKHa, 11 

qTo B ycnex 3TOH 6opbbl HHKTO He BepHJI. lfTO OH ell\e B 1927 r. TIOTepHJI 

BCHKYIO Bepy B peBOJIK>L\HIO, H Tenepb OH HH BO qTo He BepHT BOOom;e, 

"tITO OH Boo6rn;e neCCHMHCT. Pa6oTa H 6oph6a, KOTOpbie BeAYTCH Tenepb, 
.HBJIHIOTCH npocTbIM MexaHHqecKHM rrpo,n;oJI11<eHtteM nporuJioro. B 
)KH3Hll AJI.H Hero OCHOBHOe - 3TO /K€Hlll,HHbI H BHHO. OH TaK/Ke JII06HT 

11rpy Ha 'AeHhrH. 

PaccKa3hIBaJI, KaK Haxo~Hcb B MoHTeKapJio )KaHHa He ;:i;aaaJia eMy 

6oJibllle 50 cppaHKOB B AeHb, KOTOpbie OH cpasy me npottrpbIBaJI B 

pyJieTKy. Y Hero Met.ITa noexaTb c ;i;eHhraMH: B MoHTe-KapJio 

HaKaHyHe aToro Beqepa CbIHOK '.>KaJioBaJICH MaKy, qTo Tpy,n;Ho c 
AeHhraMH. KorAa OHM noIIIJIH seqepoM B Ka6aK, CbIHOK, yJKe CHJihHO 

BbirIHBIDiHM, pacnJia-Y:HBa.Hcb, BhITa~11JI 6yMa)KHHK, H MaK yBu,n;eJI, qTo B 

HeM JiemHT coJIHtJ,HaH rraqKa TbIC.H'llecppaHKOBbIX 6ttJieTOB - CbIHOK 

pa3MeH.HJI TbIC.Hqy cppaHKOB_, qTo6bI pacnJiaTHTbC.H. 

nocJie 3TOro cJiyqa.fI CbIHOK Hat.IaJI TaCKaTh Il011TM e'.IKe,n.HeBHO MaKa 
BhITIMBaTh. Ka)f{ti;hIH paa, KaK MaK BcTpeqaJICH c ChIHKOM, ,n;a11<.e y Hero Ha 

):\OMY> CblHOK BbITaCKH.BaJI 6yTbIJIKY BHHa, He CTeCHR.HCh; KaK 3TO 6bIJIO 

paHbllle. KaK BH,n;Ho oH peILIHJI c,n;eJiaTh MaKa CBOHM co6yThIJIHHKOM. 
MaK Be,n.eT ce6.R OCTOpOJl\.HO B BpeM.H 3THX BhIIlHBOKJ OH B006~e KpenoK 

B 3TOM OTHOllleHHM, H KpOMe Toro - BbIIlHBaH caM proMKy, HaJIHBaeT 

CbIHKY Tpll. 

BepHo: (AJieKceeB) 
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English Translation: 

February 8, 1937 

On January 22 L. Sedov} in our conversatio·n at his apartment on 
the question of the Second Moscow Trial and the role in it of indi
vidual de·fendants (Radek, Piatakov, et al.) stated: ''Now there is no 
rea~on to hesitate. Stalin mvst be killed.}' 

For me this statement was so unexpected that I did not manage to 
react to it in any way. L. Sedov immediately· turned the conversa

tion on to other questions. 

On January 23 L. Sedov, in my presence and also that of L. Estrina, 
said something of the same content as that of the 22nd. In answer 

to his statement L. Estrina said: ''Keep your mouth shut." We did 
not return to this question any more. 

Since 1936, ('Sonny'' has not talked with me about terror. Only two 

or three weeks ago, after a meeting of the group, ''Sonny'' began to 

speak again on this theme. The first time he tried only to ''theoreti
cally'' prove that terrorism does not contradict Marxism. ''Marx
ism'' - in ''Sonny's'' words - rejects terrorism only insofar as the 

conditions of the class struggle are unfavorable for terrorism, but 
there exist conditions under which terrorism is essential." The 
next time ''Sonny'' began to talk about terrorism when I arrived at 
his apartment to work. While he was read.ing newspapers ''Sonny1

' 

said that since the whole regime in the USSR is held up by Stalin, it 
would be enough to kill Stalin for it all to fall apart. He had ex
pressed this idea earlier as well but until this last time he had 

never formulated it so clearly. This last time he returned repeat
edly to this subject, and emphasized the nece~sary of the murder 
of com[ra.de] Stalin with especial care. 
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In connection with this conversation ''Sonny'' asked me whether I 
feared death in general and whether I would be able to carry out 
an act of terror. At my answer that this all depends on whether it is 
essential and expedient, Sonny said that I did not understand cor
rectly what a ''real'' terrorist is and began to explain to me what 
kind of qualities people suitable for carrying out terrorist acts 
should be. 

As far as the tactics of terror he stopped at the question of cadre. 
He considered that the fundamental thing. A terrorist, in Sonny's 
words, must always be prepared for death, death must be a daily 
reality for a terrorist, and he then illustrated this thesis by the ex-
ample of the psychology of the Narodovoltsy. Thereupon he threw 
out the remark that I, in his opinion, am too soft a person for this 
kind of business. 

The conversation on this subject was suddenly cut short by the 
appearance of Neighbor, and it did not start up again afterwards. 

M. Zborowski 

II.II. 1938 

Excerpt from Letter of Gamma of July 23, 1937 

Mak and Sonny [= Zborowski and Sedov]. On the occasion of the 
birth of his son Mak invited Sonny to his place for dinner} Sedov 
sat the whole day drinking at Mak's and got seriously drunk. That 
evening Neighbor [ = Estrine] was expecting Sonny at his home to 
do workl After Mak, from 6 till 11 in the evening, Sonny dragged 
Mak around to various bars in Montparnasse, and when Mak said 
goodnight to him Sonny, instead of going home and seriously 
drunk1 went into a brothel rather than return home where Neigh
bor was waiting for him. 
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Sonny drank heavily without losing consciousness, but became 

very sentimental. He apologized to Mak) and almost in tears asked 

for forgiveness for the fact that at the beginning of their acquain

tance he suspected him of being an agent of the GPU. He explained 

his suspicions by the fact that in the past, in his Berlin period, the 

GPU had repeatedly tried to send its agents to him, etc. 

Towards the end in the process of his ''revelations', Sonny said that 

the struggle of the opposition had been hopeless from the very be ... 

ginning, and that no one believed that this struggle would succeed. 

That he had lost all belief in the revolution already in 1927, and 

that now he did not believe in anything at all, that he was a pessi

mist about everything. Th.e work and the struggle that was going 

on now were a simple mechanical continuation of the past. The 

main thing in life for him was women and wine. He also liked to 

gamble for money. 

He told a story abou·t how, when they were in Monte Carlo Jean·ne 

[Sedov's wife] would not give him more than 50 francs a. day, 

which he would always lose immediately playing roulette. He 

dreamed of going to Monte Carlo with money. 

The day before this particular evening Sonny complained to Mak 

that he was hard up for money. When they went in the evening to a 

bar Sonny, already seriously drunk, pay the tab and took out a wal

let, and Mak saw in it a solid packet of thousand-frank notes. 
Sonny changed a thousand-frank note in order to pay the ta·b. 

After that time Sonny began to drag Mak out to drink with him al

most every evening. Every time Mak met with Sonny} even in his 

own house, Sonny would bring a bottle of wine without any hesita

tion, like before. He had obviously decided to make Mak his drink ... 

ing partner. Mak behaves himself carefully during these drinking 

bouts, he is strong generally in relation to drink, and besides that -

he would drink one wine glass and pour Sonny three. 

Copied accurately 

(Alekseev) 
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